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Abstract

Algebra and randonness come together rather nicely in computation. A central ex-

ample of this relationship in action is the Schwartz-Zippel lemma and its application

to the fast randomnized checking of polynomial identities. In this thesis, we further this

relationship in two ways: (1) by compiling new algebraic techniques that are of poten-

tial computational interest, and (2) demonstrating the relevance of these techniques

by making progress on several questions in raidomness and pseudorandoimness.

The technical ingredients we introduce include:

" Multiplicity-enhanced yersions of the Schwartz-Zippel lenina and the "polyno-

mnial method", extending their applicability to "higher-degree" polynomials.

" Conditions for polynomials to haxve an unusually small number of roots.

" Conditions for polynomials to have an unusually structured set of roots, e.g.,
containing a large linear space.

Our applic(ations include:

* Explicit constructions of randomness extractors with logarithmic seed and van-

ishing "entropy loss".

" Limit laws for first-order logic augmente(d with the parity quantifier on randomim

graphs (extending the classical 0-1 law).

" Explicit dispersers for affine sources of inperfect randomness with sublinear

entropy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Randomness in computing

The introduction of randomness to computation led to a revolution in the field of al-

gorithmi design. Algorithm designers assuned that their algorithmims were given access

to a stream of independent, unbiased, random bits, a(nd they found that these algo-

rithims could efficiently solve problems that seened( out of reach of their deterministic

counterpiar-ts.

The ubiquity of randoiness begs the philosophical question: is randonness nec-

essary? Do we really need to use randomness to efficiently solve some problems, or

can all efficient randomiized comnputation be repluced by equally efficient deterministic

algorithnis? A central question of this tyl)e is the P vs. BPP question.

Pseudorandomness is the theory of coping with the fictitious nature of pure ran-

doniess; of reconciling the idealized resource of truly random bits, with ground

realities such as the lack of sources of such randomness, and the need for guaran-

tees. There are several aspects to this theory: cxtracting pure raIldoil bits from

weak sources of randoimimess, such as those produced in nature or by physical devices;

demndomizing randomized algorithns, or more generally, generically derandonizing

entire randomized complexity classes through pseudoraMndom gernCrat ors.

Another topic at the comifluence of randomness and computation is avemage-case

co'mplcxIity. Here we comisider the behavior of algorithms on randomly chosen inputs.



For a given computational problen, is there an algorithm that solves it on almost

all inputs? Such questions are important from a practical viewpoint (because real-

life instances are not chosen adversarially) and also from a theoretical viewpoint (a

theoretical jIstification for all of cr)yptography awaits answers to these questions).

Yet another way that randomness interacts with computer science is via the proba-

bilistic method. III imany coimlbillatorial aid- Computational problems, the probabilistic

method shows us that certain desirable structures exist; however, it gives us no clue

as to how to deterministically construct such structures. Here too, some downright

basic questions remain unanswered. For example, we know that a randomi subset of

{0, }" is a "good" error-correcting code. Yet we do not know how to efficiently and

deterministically produce a single error-correcting code which is as good!

Traditionally, algebra has played a prominent role in many aspects of ranidominess

in computation. In this thesis, we further this relationship inI two ways: (1) by

compiling new algebraic techniques that are of potential computational interest, and

(2) demonstrating the relevance of these techniques by making progress on several

questions in randominess and pl)seudorandomness.

Wve now give a few examples of the kinds of algebraic tools that we will bring to

bear on problems of interest in randominess and pseudorandomness.

1.2 Some Algebraic Tools

One of the most fruitful aspects of the interaction between algebra and rantdomnness

in cominputation comes from the relationship between a polynomial and the set of

its roots. Let us recall the most famous such examphle. It is a classical theorem

that a nonzero n-variate polynomial of degree d over the field Fq (the finite field of

q elements) can evaluate to zero on at nost d/q-fraction of the points in F. This

leads to the fundamental Schwartz-Zippel randomized "identity testing" algorithn:

to check if a black-box B which computes a polynonial of degree d over a field Fq is

identically 0 (where d < q), simply pick a randoim point x E F', and chek if B(x)



equals 01.

Following up on this theme, the algebraic tools that we deScril)e below give finer

information about the relationship between a polynomial and the set of its zeroes.

Later in this clapter we give more detailed introductions to soIme of their applicationls

in the theory of randomnness and pseidorandomnness.

1.2.1 Variation 1: Counting roots with multiplicities

Let P be an n-variate polynonial of degree d over the field Fq, with d > q. A

priori, there is nothing whatsoever that we can say about the set of roots of P in P.

However, we can say soinething if we slightly expand our definition of root; namely

we consider points where P vanishes with high multiplicity.

Lemma A Let P(X 1,... , X,) (E IFq[X 1 ... . YX,) be a nonzero polynoiial

of degree d. Then

d
Pr [P vanishes at x with imultiplicity at least i] <

Iini

In Chapter 5, we show how this multiplicity-enhanced version of the "Schwartz-

Zippel lenina" can )e appl)ied to interesting situations in pseudorandoniiess and

coinbinatorics. As an application. we use this lemma, conbined with a multiplicity-

enhianced version of the "polynonmial me1thod", to give the first explicit constructions

of seeded randomness extractors which sinmultaneously have vanishingly small "en-

tropy loss" and seed-length optimal ulpto constant factors. WYe also show how to use

such multiplicity-enhanced argunments to derive near-optinal lower bounds on the size

of certain extremnal geometric configurations in finite fields called Kakeya sets.

The proof of Lenina A itself appears in Chapter 2, along with other useful tools

for dealing with polynonials and multiplicities.

'Because of its application in the Schwartz-Zippel randomized identity test, the lerinia bounding

the number of zeroes of a poliinomial is often called the "Schwartz-Zippel lenina".



1.2.2 Variation 2: Counting roots of certain polynomials

If we have a polynomial about which we know some more information than siniply

its degree (for example, we may know something about its coefficients), then we can

sometinies deduce mnore about the niunber of, and the location of, its roots. The next

lemmlna (which generalizes a lennna of Babai, Nisan and Szegedy for the case p = 1/2),

deionstrates such a phenomenon.

Lemma B Let p E (0, 1). Let P(X1 ,..., X2) E F 2 [X 1 ,..., X ] be a

polynomial of the form Z2E X 3iX 3 +1IX 3i+2 + R(X), where R(X) is a

polynomial of degree at most 2. Pick x E F', where each coordinate of x

independently equals 1 with probability p and 0 with proba)ility 1 - p.

Then,

Pr[P(x) = 01 < 1/2 + 2-cpm

where c, > 0 depends only on p.

In contrast, an arbitrary multilinear polynonial of degree 3 over F2 could evaluate to

( on as imiany as a 7/8-fraction of the points in F,.

In Chapter 3, we show how algebraic results of this kind can be used to give limit

laws for the average-case behavior of certain families of algorithns (first-order logic

e(lipped with the "parity (lantifier") on randomn graphs, extending the classical

0-1 law for first-order logic on randon graphs. This will also enable us to answer

some basic and natural questions about the distribution of subgraph counts mod 2

in random graphs, such as "what is the probability that a random graph has a odd

nuiimber of triangles?", "what is the probability that a ranldon graph has an even

ninuber of 4-cycles'?" and "what is the probability of both these events happening

simultaneously?".

Algebraic lenmas such as Lenuna B formally appear in Chapter 2, where they are

proved using the Gowers norms and their generalizations.



1.2.3 Variation 3: Structure of the roots of certain polyno-

mials

If we know more information about a, polynomial than just its degree, then it may

also be possible to deduce other structural properties about the set of its roots.

To state the next lemma, we first introduce an interesting polynomial. Consider

F2 anld identify it with the large finite field F2 1' via an arbitrary F2 -linear isomorpism.

Let Tr : Fe, -+ F2 he the trace map. Consider the function f : F21 -+ F2 givenl by

f(X) =_Tr(x 7). Via the identification of F 2n with Fi, this yields a function f' : F2 -+

F2 . Now it turns out that this fnnction f' is simply the evalhation of a certain degree-3

polynmomial. Call this polynomial Po(X 1 ... X). XWe can now state the lenna.

Lemma C Let n > 0 be an odd integer. Let P(X 1 , .. . , X,) E F 2 [X 1 , .. . ,vXl

be a polynomial of the form Po(X 1, . . . , X) + R(X 1, . .. , X), where Po

is the polynomial described above, and R is any polynomnial of degree at

miost 2. Then for every affine sub)space A C Fn of dimnension at least

2n/5 + 0(1), there exists x c A such that P(X) f 0.

In Chapter 4, we prove lennnas of the above kind, and use themn to give ex-

plicit constriuctions of randoness dispersers (a weak form of randomness extractor)

from affine sources. The mmaii tool that we use to prove these lennas is a certaini

kind of polynomial known as a subspace polynomnial. Am introduction to the theory

of subspace polynomials, as well as methods for translating between the world of

mnltivariate polynomials over Fi and univariate polynomials over F 2', are given il

Chapter 2.

1.3 Main results and the role of algebra

We iow give a. slightly more detailed introduction to the problemis considered in a

thesis, as well as a glimpse to the role that the algebraic tools mnentioned above play

in their Solution.



1.3.1 The parity quantifier on random graphs

The classical 0-1 law for randomu graphs deals with a striking phenomenon at the

intersection of logic, finiite iodel theory and randoin graph theory. It describes a

very sharp characterization of the average case behavior of a certain simple family of

algorithns, formulas of first-order logic, on randon graphs. A first-order formula on

graphs is simply a grammatically correct formula using (i) V, the for-all quantifier, (ii)

3, the there-exists quantifier, (iii) the a(jacency relation E(v, w), (iv) the equality

relation "v = w", and (v) Boolean operations. A first-order formula de termines a

graph property: a graph G has the property given by forumula o if and only if o is

true when interpreted on G (the quantifiers quantify over vertices of G). For exanple,

the first-order fornmula

Vv ]w E(v w),

defines the graph property "there are no isolated vertices".

The 0-1 law states that for every first-order property p in the theory of graphs

and every p E (0, 1), as n approaches infinity, the probability that the randomn graph

G(n, p) satisfies p approaches either 0 or 1! Furthermore, this limiting probability

can be computed given p.

Since its discovery, 0-1 laws have been discovered for a diverse collection of logics

which can express imore graph properties than first order logic. The frequently en-

countere(d nemesis to all generalizations is the PARITY barrier: any logic that canl

express the property "there are an Odd numuber of vertices" (annot obey a 0-1 law.

In joint work with Phokion Kolaitis, we study a natural logic equipped with count-

ing (which hence faces the PARITY barrier), and search for phenomena analogous to

the 0-1 law for this logic. Specifically, we study FO[+], first order logic augmented

with the parity quantifier. The parity quantifier E is a (luantifier which counts mod

2; ±yp(y) is true if there are an odd nuber of y such that p(y) is true. It is well

known that FO[e] fails to have a 0-1 law: for some properties the limiting probability

may not exist, while for others the linmit may exist, but need not equal 0 or 1. Eliding

these two hurdles, we establish the following "mnodular convergence law":



For every FO[ ] sentence CP. there are two explicitly computa)le rational

numbers ao, ai , such that for i E {0, 1}, as n approaches infinity, the

probability that the randon graph G(2n + i, p) satisfies y approaches aj.

Our results also extend appropriately to FO equipped with Modq quantifiers for prine

q.

At the heart of our approach is all algebraic explanation of FO[+] properties.

We show that for every FO[e+] property o, and for every n, there is a polynomial

Q(X 1 . X X ) E F 2 [X1 ,. X.,,.X ] whose degree depends only on o, such that for

most graphs G (under the G(n, p) measure), Q evaluates to 1 on the adljacency matrix

of G if and only G has the property p. This "algebraic explanation" implies that the

probability that G(n, p) satisfies p is essentially the probability that the polynomial

Q is nonzero on a random input. The kinds of polynomials Q that show up here turn

out to be very structured, and lemunas such as Lemma B above play a key role in

understanding their zeroes. Curiously, such lennas also turn out to be instrumental

even in the proof that FO[ED] properties possess algebraic explanations.

Details appear in Chapter 3.

1.3.2 Randomness extraction and dispersion from affine sources

Randonness extraction is the process of obtaining randomr bits fron sources of ii-

perfect ranlldonness. R andomness extraction has typically been studied in two kinds

of settings: determiinistically extracting randomness fron structured (but unknown)

sources of randoimness, and extracting randonenss from general unstructured sources

of randomniess usling a few bits of pure 'radom s]ed.

A deterinilstic randoiness extractor for a family T of subsets of {0, 1} is an

efficiently computable function E :{O, 1}" -} + {O, 1}', which for every subset X E T

(the "source"), the distribution of E(x) when x is picked uniformly from X is nearly-

uniformly distributed. The relevance of such an object comes from the following

observation: if we are givent a ranldon samIple fromi a set X, and all we know about X

is that it is froim F ("X is a structured source"), then by applying E to that sample we



obtain nearly-uniform random bits. For various particullar families T of "strulctured"

subsets, a question of interest has been to explicitly construct randomess extractors

for F. The focus of the result described next is the case where F is the collection of

F2 -affine subspaces of a certain dimension.

In purely combinatorial terms, this has a very simple description. We seek a

polynomial-time computable function E : F {, 1}m such that for every affine

space A C Fn of dimension at least k, if x is picked uniformly at randoimi from A,

then the distribution of E(x) is close to the uniformly distributed over {0. 1}". The

paramneter k measures the amount of entropy neceded in the affine randoi source for

the extractor to produce uniform randon bits. The probabilistic method guarantees

that there exist such functions E (but not necessarily polynomial-time compultal-le)

with k as small as O(log n).

Randomness dispersion is a weakelled form of randomnness extraction, where one

asks only for the support of the randon variable E(x) to equal to {0, 1}". For affine

sources, a 1-bit-output disperser turns out to be exactly equivalent to the followinig

imeat R-amsey-like object: a 2-coloring of F) such that no k-dimensional affine siibspace

is monochromatic. Again, the probabilistic method guarantees that such colorings

exist for k even as small as O(log n); the problem of interest is to construct these

colorings explicitly.

The explicit construction of randomness extractors and dispersers from affine

sources has recently received much attention. It turns out that any function f :F2 -

{0, 1} with small Fourier coe fficieznts is a 1-bit-output affine extractor; this leads to

affine extractors for affine spaces of dimension > n/2. The first breakthrough came

in the work of Barak, Kindler, Shaltiel, Sudakov and Wigderson [BKS+1-05], who gave

explicit constructions of affine dispersers from dimension 6n for arbitrary 6 > 0. Sub-

sequently Bourgain [Bou07] gave explicit constructions of affine extractors from the

samne dimension. These papers relied on the sum-product theorem for finite fields and

other recent results from additive combinatorics.

In joint work with Eli Ben-Sasson, we developed an alternate, algebraic approach

to constructing and analyzing affine dispersion phenomena. Via this approach, we



give an efficient deterministic construction of affine dispersers for sublincar dimension

k = Q(n") for some positive e > 0 (one can take c = 1/5).

Our constructions revolve aroulnd viewing F' as F2 - (as in Lemma C). The method

of proof makes use of certain simple-but-powerful objects known as sutbspace polyno-

mials. Subspace polynomials are the enigmatic nexius between the inultivariate linear

geometry of F2 and the univariate algebra of F 2 . Via subspace polynomials, es-

tablishing that certain functions are affine dispersers reduces to understanding the

coefficients of certain univariate polynomials. We then achieve such an understand-

ing, and inl the course of our proofs, we develop some basic structural results about

the zero/nonzero pattern of the coefficients of subspace polynomials.

Details appear in Chapter 4.

1.3.3 Randomness extraction from general sources with neg-

ligible entropy loss

The third topic of this thesis addresses seedcd raindomniess extraction fron general

sources of weak randominess.

A sced(l 'ran domness extractor for sources of entropy k is a function E {0, 1}" x

{0, I}" {0, 1}' such that for every set X C {0, 1}' (the "weak source") with

|X > 2', the distribution of E(x, u) is nearly-uniformly distributed, where x is picked

uniformnly at randoin from X and U (the "seed") is picked uniformly at randoin from

{0, 1}d. The probabilistic method shows that there exist seeded ranldomniess extrac-

tors for sources of entropy k with d = O(log n), while m (the amnount of randlionlless

extracted) is almost as large as k + d (the amount of randonmess fed into E). The

quantity rn/(k + d) is referred to as the fraction of entropy extracted.

In joint work with Zeev Dvir, Shubhangi Saraf and Madhu Sudan, we show how

to construct randomness extractors that uIse seeds of length O(log n) while extracting

1 - o(1) fraction of the Immin-entropy of the source. Previous results could extract only

a constant a-fraction (with a < 1) of the entropy while maintaining logarithnic seed

length.



The crux of our improvement is an algebraic technique which we call the extended

rnethod of multiplicities. The "mnethod of mniltiplicities", as used in prior work,

analyzed subsets of vector spaces over finite fields by constructing somewhat low

degree interpolating polynomials that vanish on every point in the subset 'with high

multipicity. The typical use of this method involved showing that the interpolating

polynomial also vanished on sonme points outside the subset, and then uIsed simple

bounds on the number of zeroes to complete the analysis. Our augmentation to

this technique is that we prove., under appropriate conditions, that the interpolatinmg

polynomnial vanishes with high multiplicity outside the set. WXe then invoke Lenna

A, which gives a bound on the munber of high multiplicity zeroes, to conplete the

analysis. This novelty leads to significantly tighter analyses.

Wie use the extended method of multiplicities in the analysis of our improved ran-

dominess extractors as follows. For a certain candidate extractor function E (whose

definition involves certain geometric objects over finite fields), we suppose that E is

not a randomnness extractor, and from this "nuon-extractorness deduce that certain

extrenmal configurations in vector spaces over finite fields exist. Ve then riule out the

existence of such an extremial configuration using the extended method of nmultiplici-

ties. Using this nethod, we also get near-optimnal lower bounds on the size of Kakeya

sets over finite fields, a topic of much interest in recent years.

Details appear in Chapter 5.

1.3.4 Explicit functions with small correlation with low-

degree polynomials

The final topic addressed in this thesis deals with average-case complexity. One

of the challeniges in computational complexity is to find explicit functions that are

hard to compute oi average for a "simple" complexity class. A standard measure of

the average-case computability of one Boolean function f by another one g is their



Corr]F, (f, g) = |F- [(-1)f±Ygc)]

Let us informally say that a function f is "exponent.ially-har(" for a complexity class if

it has exponentially small correlation with all functions computed by the class. Given

the important role that hard functions play in the study of computational complexity,

conming up with explicit constructions of hard functions for natural complexity classes

is a well-notivated problem.

One such complexity class for which we would like to find explicit hard functions

is the class of functions that can be computed by low-degree polynomials. In addition

to being interesting in its own right, this problem is related to iniportamit questions

in complexity theory because of the result of [Raz87a], who showed that constructing

a function that cannot be approximated well by polynomials of degree as high as

poly log n implies strong average-case lower bounds for the class of bounded-depth

circuits with parity gates. Today this problem is wide open.

For the class of polynomials of degree < log n, there are two kinds of construe-

tions of exponentially-hard functions known. The first is derived from the multiparty

communication lower 1ounds of [BNS89] and the second is the recent construction of

[VW07] that is derived from a XOP-lemma for low-degree polynomials.

In joint work with Eli Ben-Sasson, we find a rich family of explicit functions that

are exponelntially uncorrelated with polynomials of degree < log n, matching results

of [BNS89, VW07]. A typical function f : F' -+ F 2 in this family is given as follows:

identify F, with F21 via arbitrary F2-linear isomorphism (as in Lemmna C, and

for a certain polynomial Q(X) E F21 [XI of si1mall degree, we set f(x) = Tr(Q(x)).

In coding theory terminology, this gives a. kind of threshold phenomnenon between

some classical algebraic codes. If C1 is a dual-BCH code and C2 is a Reed-Muller

code (with suitable parameters), both of block-length 2', any codeword c E 0 1 is

either (1) a codeword of C2, or (2) 1/2 - 2-") far from all the codewords of C2.

This result may be viewed as a generalization of the Weil bound for character sums,

correlation defined by



which yields this dichotomy in the case where C2 is the Reed-Muller code of degree

1 polYnloilliais.

Details appear ini Chapter 6.

1.3.5 Organization of this Thesis

Inl Chapter 2, we iltrochice some basic tools and results oil Polynomial and their

zeroes, pl)oi which the remaining ciapters will build. In Chapter 3, we study FO[] on

random graphs. In Chapter 4, we give explicit constructions of randoilmne,'ss disersers

for affine sources, which we aialyze using subspace polynonials. In Chapter 5, we

introduce the exteided method of multiplicities, and use it to construct raidomllness

extractors with negligible entropy loss and near-tight lower bounds on the size of

Kakeya sets over finite fields. In Chapter 6, we describe explicit functions which have

exponentially small correlation with low-degree polynomials. Appendix A contains

a short exposition of the elementary proof of the Weil bound, which gets used in

Chapter 6.



Chapter

Polynomials and their zeroes

We Iow introduce sone of the basic tools 1and results related to polynomials and their

zeroes, upon which the remaining chapters will build.

2.1 Derivatives and Multiplicities

In this section we formally deffie the notion of "imutliplicity of zeroes" along with the

compailion notion of the "Hasse derivative". We also describe basic properties of these

notioni, concluding with the "multiplicity-enhaced version" of the Schwartz-Zippel

lemmiiiia.

2.1.1 Basic definitions

We start with some notation. We use [n] to denote the set {1,..., n}. For a vector

i (ii .. . . , in) of non-negative integers, its weight, denoted wt(i), equals E'- 1 ij.

Let F be any field. For X - (X1 , . . . , X,, let F[X] be the ring of polynomials in

, , with coefficients in F. For a polvnomiai P(X), we let Hp(X) denote the

homogeneous part of P(X) of highest total degree.

For a vector of non-negative integers i ii.,in), let X' denote the monomial

I~JT_ X E E F[X]. Note that the (total) degree of this monomial equals wt(i). For



n-tuples of non-negative integers i and j, we use the notation

Observe that the coefficient of ZiW - in the expansion of (Z + W)' equalds ()

Definition 2.1.1 ((Hasse) Derivative) For P(X) E F[X] and non-negativ*e vector

i, the ith (Hasse) derivative of P, denoted P()(X), is the eoegfjicient of Z' in the
defpolynomial P(X, Z) - P(X + Z) E F[X, Z].

Thus,

P(X + Z) = PG)(X)Zi. (2.1)

WeTC are now ready to defille the notion of the (zero-)multiplicity of a polynonnal

at any giveni J)oilt.

Definition 2.1.2 (Multiplicity) For P(X) E F[X] and a E F', the imultiplicity of

P at a G F"', denoted mult(P, a), is the largest integer Al such that for every non-

negative vector i with wt(i) < A, we have P(i) (a) - 0 (if A may be taken arbitrarily

larqe. we set mult(P, a) - oo).

Note that mult(P, a) > 0 for every a. Also, P(a) = 0 if and only if mult(P, a) > 1.

The above notations and definitions also extend naturally to a tuple P(X) =

(P1(X), . . . , Pm(X)) of polynomials with PO) E F[X]m denoting the vector ((P 1 i)().. ,(P.))

In jarticular, we define mult (P, a) - 1mllljE[m{mulllt(Pj, a)}.

The definition of multij)licity above is similar to the standard (analytic) definition

of multiplicity with the difference that the standard partial derivative has been re-

)laced by the Hasse derivative. The Hasse derivative is also a reasonably -well-studied

quantity (see, for example, [HKT08, pages 144-155]) and seems to have first appeared

in the CS literature (without being exI)licitly referred to by this name) in the work

of Guruswami and Sudan [GS99]. It typically behaves like the standard derivative,

but with some key differences that make it more useful/informative over finite fields.



For completeness we review basic pro)erties of the Hasse derivative and imultiplicity

in the followiig subsections.

2.1.2 Properties of Hasse Derivatives

The folkwing I)ro)osition lists basic pro)erties of the Hasse derivatives. Parts (1)-

(3) below are the sane as for the analytic derivative, while Part (4) is not! Part

(4) considers the (derivatives of the derivatives of a polvonial and shows a differelit

relationshil) thain is standard for the analytic derivative. However crucial for our

)url)oses is that it shows that the jth derivative of the ith derivative is zero if (though

not necessarily only if) the (i + j)-th derivative is zero.

Proposition 2.1.3 (Basic Properties of Derivatives) Let P(X), Q(X) EE F[X)"

and let i. j be vectors of nonnegative integers. Then:

1. P(i(X) + Q() (X= (P + Q)(i) (X).

2. If P(X) is homogeneous of degree d, then either P(i)(X) is homogeneous of

degree d - wt(i), or PMi)(X) = 0.

3'Y. Eithcr (H1p) ()(X) = Hp( (X), o (fHp) () (X) = 0.

4 (Pi) (X) =()P(i+i) (X).

Proof

Items I and 2 are easy to check, and item 3 follows immediately fron them. For

item 4, we expand P(X + Z + W) in two ways. First expand

P(X + (Z + W)) Zp(k)(X)(Z+W)k
k

E _k p(k) (X) zjWi
k i+j=k

- Pi+j) (X) ( Z Wi.
ij

27



On the other hand, we imay write

P((X + Z) + W) P(i) (X + Z)Wi (P)
I ii

Coniparing coefficients of ZW on both sides, we get the result. N

2.1.3 Properties of Multiplicities

We now translate somne of the properties of the Hasse derivative into )rop(rties of the

miultiplicities.

Lemma 2.1.4 (Basic Properties of multiplicities) If P(X) E F[X] and a E F'

air such that nult(P, a) m, then nult(P('), a) > i - wt(i).

Proof By assinuption, for any k with wt(k) < mi,, we have P(k)(a) = 0. Now take

any j such that wt(j) < n - wt(i). By item 4 of Proposition 2.1.3, (P',) )(a) -

(i+j) p(i~i) (a). Since wt(i + j) - wt (i) + wt(j) < m, we deduce that (P()) J) (a) = 0.

Thus nult(P(i), a) > n - wt(i). E

We now discuss the behavior of inultiplicities under colmosition of polynoinal

tupile's. Let X = (X 1, . , Xz) and Y = (Y.

P(X) = (P1 (X)... . , Pm(X)) E F[X]j and Q(Y)

.. ),Y) be fornial variables.

(Q 1 (Y).... ,Qn(Y)) E F[Y]I.

We define the composition )olynonial P a Q(Y) E F[Y]' to be the polynomial

P(Q1 (Y), . . . Q, (Y)). In this situation we have the following pro)osition.

Proposition 2.1.5 Let P(X), Q(Y) be as above. Then for any a E

mult(P o Q, a) > mnult(P, Q(a)) mult(Q - Q(a), a).

In particular, since mult(Q - Q(a), a) > 1, we have mult (P o Q, a) > mult (P, Q(a)).

Let

(X)ZJW.



Proof Let mi mIult(P, Q(a)) and M 2 inult(Q - Q(a), a). Clearly m 2 > 0. If

mi- () the result is obvious. Now assume rn1 > () (so that P(Q(a)) = 0).

P Q(a) + Q()(a)Z)
\i:/O/

=P Q(a) + EQ(' (a)Zi
wt(i)2mrn

P (Q(a) + h(Z))

P(Q(a)) + [ PT (Q(a))h(Z)j
j) O

SP i(Q(a))h(Z)3
wt(j)>'mi

sinlce mult (Q - Q (a), a) = 2 > 0

where h(Z) = mQ(i) (a)Z'

since inult(P, Q(a)) - mi > ()

Thus, since each ionoinial Z' appearing in h has wt(i) > M 2 , and each occurrence

of h(Z) in P(Q(a + Z)) is raised to the power j, with wt(j) > m1 , we conclude that

P(Q(a + Z)) is of the form Zwt(k)>mi m2 cZ. This shows that (P o Q)(k) (a)- 0 for

each k with wt(k) < mi - m2,1nd the result follows. 0

Applving the above to P(X) and Q(T) - a + Tb E F[T]', we get the following

corollary.

Corollary 2.1.6 Let P(X) E F[X] where X = (X 1 ,... ,X,). Let ab E F". Let

Pab(T) be the polynomial P(a + T . b) E F[T]. Then for arty t E F.

11llht(Pa,b, t) > inult(P, a + t -b).

2.1.4 Counting roots with multiplicities

We are now ready to state and prove a bound on the number of high multiplicity

zeroes that a polynomlial can have, strengthening the Schwartz-Zippel lenima. In

the stan(ldarld forim this lenna states that the proba)ility that P(a) = 0 when a is

drawn uniformly at randon fron S" is at. most d/IS|, where P is a. non-zero degree

d polynomiil and S C F is a finite set.

P(Q(a + Z)) =



Lemma 2.1.7 (The Schwartz-Zippel Lemma) Let P E Fq[X] be a polynomial of

total degree at most d, and let S C F>. If PraEs,[P(a) 0] > , then P(X) 0.

Using niin{1, inult(P, a)} as the indicator variaible that is 1 if P(a) - 0, this lennna

can be restated as saying E nmin{ 1, mult(F, a) } d - |Sl"- . The multiplicity-

enlianced version )elow strengthenms this lemma by re)lacing mnimm{ 1, mmnult (P-, a) } with

mult(P, a) in this inequality.

Lemma 2.1.8 Let P E F[X] be a nonzero polynomial of total degree at most d. Then

for any finite S C F,

acS" mult(P, a) < d - 1S44

Proof We prove it by induction on n.

For the base case when n = 1, we first show that i fmult(P, a) = m then (X - a)'

divides P(X). To see this, note that by definition of imultiplicity, we have that

P(a+ Z) = P() (a)Z' and P() (a)

P(a + Z), and thus (X - a)" divides

0 for all i < m. We conclude that Z"' divides

P(X). It follows that ZE5 mult(P, a) is at

umost the degree of P.

Now suppose n > 1. Let

t

P (x1 ... ,x-)1 Pi (X 1, . n . . , X 1Xn,

j=0

where 0 K t K d, Pt(X1 , ... , X _1) 0 ( and deg(P) < d - j.

For a, . , a,- E S, let Mai ... n, = mult(Pt, (ai,..., a.,)). We will show that

mult(P, (a1,... , a)) t + mai...,a, - |S|. (2.2)
av.ES

Given this, we may tlheni bound

E mnult(P, (a1,..., <a)) I |S| t +
alj.,a,,E S

Y,
ai, . a,,.. tES

maI...,1 -_1- |iS.



By the induction hypothesis applied to Pt, we know that

E Mal...a,,- < deg(Pt) - |SI'-2 < (d - t) - 2SI-
aj t ... a,-ES

This implies the result.

We now prove Equation (2.2). Fix a1 , . .. , a,,_1 E S and let i = (ii, ... ,n ) be

such that wt(i) = Mal...a,-I and Pi) (X 1 ,. X- 1) / 0. Letting (i, 0) denote the

vector (ii,...,i 1,0), we note that

t

PSU,) (X1,.. X,) P (X1,.. Xn_1) Xi,

j=0

and hence POi0o) is a nonzero polynomial.

Now by Lemma 2.1.4 and Corollary 2.1.6, we know that

nmult(P(X 1 , . .. , Xn), (a, . an)) < wt(i, 0) + mnu1t(P(iO)(X,... (a1, . . . , an))

< m ... a,,- + nult(P("0)(a1 ,.. . , an_1, X.), an).

Summing this up over all a, E S, and applying the n = 1 case of this lermna to the

nonzero intivariate degree-t polynomial P(iO) (a 1 , . . . a 1,-, X), we get Equation (2.2).

This conpletes the proof of the lenna. M

The following corollary simply states the above lemma in contrapositive form,

with S = Fq.

Corollary 2.1.9 Let P E Fq [X] be a polynomial of total degree at most d.

E1Fr miiult(P, a) > d- qf-l. then P(X) - 0.

2.2 The bias of polynomials and the p-Gowers norm

In this section, we work with polynomials over "snmall" fields. We will study the

probability that a polynomial can evaluate to zero at a random point, where the



)oint may be )icked from a non-uniform distribution. We then show that if the

polynomial is of a certain form, then one can get significantly better boundls on this

probability. The centerpiece of this result is a measure of pseu(loraindolnless of a

function that we call the "p-Gowers norm".

For contrast, we begin by stating aii(l )roving a. basic bound on the zeroes of

arbitrary nonzero nultilinear polynomials. The case p = 1/2 of this lenna is the

standard bound on the number of zeroes of a multilinear polynomial.

Lemma 2.2.1 (Basic bound on zeroes of multilinear polynomials) Let P(X 1,..., Xn) E

.F2[X1,.., X,] be a urviltilinear polynormial of degree at most d. Let p E [0, 1]. Pick

x C F" where eaeh eoordinate of x is picked independently, and Pr[xi = 1] p. Then

Pr[P(x) / 0] > min{p, (1 - p)d}
x

Proof The )roof is by in(uction on n and d.

Let P(X1 , . X) =P'(X1 , .. . , X, 1 ) . X, + P"(X1 ... , X, 1) where P' is of

(legree at most d - 1 and P" is of degree at most d.

For i E {0, 1}, let P(X 1 , X.., ) be the I)olyniomial P(X 1 , '_ ,_ , i). Ob-

serve that Po + P' = P1.

* Case 1: P' 0. In this case, P(X 1 , . . . , X,) - P"(X1 , ... iX -), an(l in

this case, Prx[P(x) / 0] = Prx[P"(x) $ 0] > min{pd, (1 - p)d} (by in(uiction

hypothesis).

* Case 2: P' # 0 and deg(P") < d - 1. In this case, both the polynomials

P(X1 ,. Xn-, 0) and P(X 1 ,...,X,_1,1) are of (legree at most d - 1. Since

they differ by P' z 0, at most one of them can be i dentically 0. Thus Pr, [P(x) /

01 min{p, (1 - p)} - in{pd- 1, (1 - p)d-1} = minpd, (1 -)d} as (esired.

* Case 3: In this case, P" has (legree exactly d, and thus both Po and P1 are

nonzero I)olynomnials of degree at most d. Thus Pr [P(x) / 0] > min{ PrxF[P(x) =

0 | Xn = 0], Prx[P(x) = 0 1 Xn = 1]} > min{pd, (1 - p)d}.



An interesting corollary of this lenna is that loxv-degree polynomials over F2

cannot vanish on a large fraction of Hanning balls of radius Q(n). This (toes not

follow from just a bound on the nuibier of zeroes of such polynomials.

Below we (enlote by B(x, 6) the Hamming ball of radius on centered at x.

Corollary 2.2.2 Let P(X 1 ,..., X,) E F2 [X1 .  X,)] be a nonzero mnultilinear poly-

nonial of degree d. Then for every 0 < p < 6 < 1/2 and every x c F',

Pr [P(y) #0 0] >d p - o(1.
yEB(x,5)

The aimim of the rest of this section is to prove a substantially strengthened bound

on the probability that a nonzero polynomial of (legree d evaluates to 0 at a random

point, when the highest degree monomials of the polynomnial take a certain special

form. We state this lemuma below. This lennna is a strengthening of a lenna of

Babai, Nisan, Szegedy (which deals with the case p - 1/2, q = 2) and of Grohnusz

(which deals with the case p = 1/2 and general q).

Lemma 2.2.3 Let q > 1 be an integer and let p G (0, 1). Let E1 ,..., E, be pairwise

disjoint subsets of [m] each of cardinality d. Let Q(Z 1 ,. ., Zm) E Zq[Z1,..,Zm) be

a polynomial of the forn

Eay fj Zi + R(Z),
j=1 iEEj

where eaebc a --/ 0 and deg(R(Z)) < d. Let z = (z1 '...,z) E Z be the random

variable where. indeperidently for each i. we have Pr[z - 1] = p and Pr[zi = 0] = I-p.

Ten(.

1E [wQ(z)] < 2~<

In particular, if q is prime, then

Pr[Q(z) /4 0] > 1 - 1/q - 2~Q,,d.(r)



2.2.1 The p-Gowers norm

The proof of Lemma 2.2.3 will use a variant of the Gowers norms. Let Q : Z' -4 Z

be any function, and define f : Zq" -+ C by f(x) = wQ(x). The Gowers norm of f is

an analytic quantity that measures how well Q correlates with degree d polynomials:

the correlation of Q with polynomials of degree d - 1 under the uniforn disitriblution

is bounded fronm above by the dth-Gowers norm of f. Thus to show that a certain Q
is uncorrelated with all degree d - 1 polynomiials under the uniforn distribution, it

suffices to bound the dth-Gowers norm of f. In Lemma 2.2.3, we wish to show that

a certain Q is uncorrelated with all degree d - 1 polynomials under a distribution p

that need not be uniform. To this end, we define a variant of the Gowers norm, which

we call the p-Gowers norm, and show that if the (d, p)t-Gowers norm of f is small,

then Q is uncorrelated with all degree d - 1 polynomials under p. WXe then conmplete

the proof of Lemmnna 2.2.3 by bounding the (d, p)th-Gowers norm of the relevait f.

We first define the p-Gowers normim and develop some of its basic properties.

Let H be an abelian group and let p be a probability distribution on H. For each

d > 0, define a probability distribution p ) on H+1 induictively by p(J) = . and, for

d > 1, let p(d) (x, t1 .  td) equal

p(d-1)(x, ti .  td-1) - p )(xd + t( , ti,... , td-1)

ZEH P(d- 1) t 1, -. td-1)

Equivalently, to sample (x, ti, td) from pd) first take a sample (x, ti, td_1)

frorm p(d-1), then take a sample (y, t.tk ) from p(d-1) conditioned on - t- for

each i C [d - 1], and finally set td - y - x (our sample is then (x, ti,1 ... td 1, td)).

Notice that the distribution of a saimple (x, ti . . . , td) from p(d) is such that for each

S C [d], the distribution of the point x + ZES tj is precisely p.

For a function f : H -+ C and t E Hd, we define its dth

directions t to be the function Dtf : H -+ C given by

Dtf(x) = J f(x + Zto ),
SC[d] iES



where a'S equals the conplex conjugate a if ISI is odd, and a's equals a other-

wise. From the definition it imnediately follows that D(t,,)f (x) = Dtf (x)Dtf (x + u)

(where (t, a) einotes the vector (ti . t .a) C Hd+1

We now define the p-Gowers norn.

Definition 2.2.4 (p-Gowers Norm) If p is a distribution on H, and f : H -4 C.

we define its (d, p)-Gowers norm by

f il yt,, = Ea) [(Dtf)(x)]F .'

When p is the unifo'rm distribution over H. 'we recover the usual Gowers norm,

denoted by ||f||va.

When H is of the form Z' then the (d, p)-Gowers norim of a function is supposed to

estimate the correlation, under p, of that function with polynomials of degree d - 1.

Intuitively, this happens because the Gowers norim of f measures how often the dh

discrete derivative of f vanishes.

The next few lennas enumerate somiie of the useful properties that p-Gowers

norms en joy.

Lemma 2.2.5 Let f : H -+ C. Then,

I|Ex~ft [f x)]|I<; ||f|| a .-T(4

Proof We prove that for every d, |1f|1a,, <; |f ||u&,1 1 The lenma follows by

noting that |f|I I,,= .Ez~, f(x)]|.

The proof proceceds (following Gowers [Gow01] and Green-Tao [GT08]) via the



CauclIV-Schwarz inequality,

|f| = |E1 ,tY <r>[Dt f (x)1 2

< Et [|Ex [Df f(x)] 12]

- EtE [Dtf(x)Dtf(y)j

- E [Dtf(x)Dtf (x + u)

- E(xtu>p(d41) Dt f(x)Dtf (x + U)]

= E(x+tu)p,(d1 [D(t,) f(x)]

This proves the lenua. U

Definition 2.2.6 For each i e [r]., let gi : H -+ C.

(=1 0 i) (X,

For each i C [r], let pi be a probability measure on H.

measure @& pi on H' by

Pi) (X1

Lemma 2.2.7 1 gi r jl 1|gi||1a

Proof Follows by expanding both sides and using the fact that (@ i pu)(d)

Lemma 2.2.8 Let q > 1 be an integer and let w E C be a primritive qthroot of

unity. For all f : Z -+ C, all probability measures p on Z', and all polynomials

We defirne the probability

by Cauchy-Schwarz

where y is an independent saiple of x given t

where u - y - x

by definition of p(d+1)

We define ( =I gi) : Hr -+ C

.. r. Xr) =H gi(x;)

... , xr) = 7 pi(xi).



h E Zq[Y 1.. . Y] of degree < d,

The above leimima follows from the fact that (Dtf) = (Dt(f w h)).

Lemma 2.2.9 Let a E Zq \ {0} and let g : Z C be given by g(y) = cooL=. Let

p be a probability distribut'on on with supp(p) D {0,1}d. Then ||g| jj,, < 1 - c,

where e > 0 depends only on q, d and p.

Proof As { , 1} C supp(p), the distribution pt(d) give sone positive probalility

o > 0) to the point (xo, e) = (xO, ei . ,e 1), where qo 0 E Z, and e E Z is the

vector wit-h 1 in the ith coordinate and 0 in all other coordinates (and 6 depends only

on q, d and p). Then (Deg)(xo) = IlgS (Z ei) -±a * 1 (since whenever

S / [d], we have g(Eies ej) = 1). On the other hand, whenever t E (Zd)d has soime

coordinate equal to 0, which also happens with positive probability depending only

on d, y and q, we have (Dtg(x)) = 1. Thus in the expression

||g||yt ,= |Et)~,o> [(Dtf)(x)]|N

since every term in the expectation has a)solute value at most 1, and we just found

two terms with positive prob~ability with values 1 and io* a 1, we conclude that

g ud ,, < I - c for son e depending only on q, p and d. *

Wve no(w put together the above ingredients.

Theorem 2.2.10 Let f :(Z)' - C be given by

fPx1,..., xr) = WD~ "j O="

where a1 C Zq \ {0} for all j E [r]. Let Pj be a probability distribution o qn with

supp(p) D {0, 1}d. Then for all polynomials h C Zq[(Yij)iG[d],jC(rI], 'with deg(h) < d.

we have

E,,,[f (x)Wh(x] I < cr,



where c < 1 depends only on q, d and p.

Proof Let gy C be given by Y (y) = WaR H= (as in in Lennna 2.2.9), and

take c = 1- c from that Lemma. Notice that f - o__igYj. Therefore by Lennna 2.2.7,

we have

j=1

As the degree of h. is at most d - 1, Lenmna 2.2.8 implies that

|foI || tapr = f a c'

Lenina 2.2.5 now implies that

Ez~Mor [f(x)(x)] < c

as desired. U

We can now complete the proof of Lennna 2.2.3.

Proof of Lemma 2.2.3: By fixing the variables Zi for i ( UjEj, and then averaging

over all such fixings, it suffices to consider the case [n] UyEj. Then the ) polynoillial

Q(Z1,..,Zm) - _ aj fle Z) + R(Z) can be rewritten in the form (after

relnaming the variables):
r d

Zaj fJXy + h(X),
j=1 i=1

where deg(h) < d. Let p be the p-biased probability measure o {(, 1}d c Zd

Theorem 2.2.10 now iniplies that

Ez~pOr [pQ)] I 2

as desired. 



2.3 F versus IFpn

In this section, we build upl) sore iachinery for translating between the worlds of Fp

and Fph.

2.3.1 F-Degree

Let F be a finite field. Let f : F" -s F be any function, and let g(X1,...,Xm) E

FlX1.. Xm] be the unique polynonial with individual degrees bounded by IFl - 1

such that for all x E F', g(x) = f(x). We define the F-degree of f, denoted degy(f),

to be the total degree of g(X1,.. ., Xi).

'We proceed to define F-degree (also denoted degy) for more general functions. Let

f = (fi, . .. , f) : F" -. F be any function. We define degT(f) to be naxi[,I deg (fj).

If V, W are F-vector-spaces of dinension m, n respectively, and f : V -+ W is

any function, we define degIF(f) to be degI(F-1 o f o m) , where Pm : IF" - V aid

-: F" -+ W are arbitrary linear isonorphisnis. This definition is independent of the

choice of ym, y,-

Note that for functions f : V -+ W and g : W W', deg](g o f) < degg(g)

deg (f).

A case of special inportance for us is when V and W are also K-vector-spaces,

where K is a field containing F (and hence the K-vector-space structure of V, W

is compatible with their F-vector-space structure). In this case, we may think of

functions f : V -+ W with degy < d as tuples of degree-d inultivariate polynonials

over F. The following formula conputes the F-degree of a function from 1K to K. The

fornula is in terms of the base-p sum-of-digits function wtp(i), which e(uals the sum1

of the digits of the base-p representation of the integer i.

Lemma 2.3.1 (The deg](f) Formula) Let F C K be finite fields. Let f : K -+ K

be given by

f (x) - aix,
iGS

'where ai / 0 for all i E S. Then degy(f) = mnaxis wti(i).



Proof This can be seeii in imny ways. 'e give a quick proof based on dimension

counting. For an "explicit" proof, see [KaS].

We first prove

(egg(f) < max wtI|(i).
i:a; f0

(2.3)

Let 0 < i < |KI - 1 with i = 11 bj|FlI and 0 by < |Fl. We first consider the

ease f(x) = x% = b xlj . WNe express f : K -+ K as a composition of two

maps f' :1K -+ 7U bj aIand f/I Kyj 6 - K, where f'(x),, - x'P (for r G [by]), and

f"(yi, Y 6j,) = jtfIb yt. We see that deg(f') = 1 (by the F-linearity of the map

x -+ xI'), and deg(f") < Ej by = wt I (i). Therefore degy(f) K wt (i). bFr general

f =-Ej aZ x , the above case iiplies that deg (f) < maxiz.$o wtgi(i).

Let Sd be the F-linear space {g : K -+ K | degy(g) < d}.

F-dinension equals

d1im1 ({h : ]FI -+ F I deg7 (h)

Let Td be the K-linear space

{ g : K -+ K | g(x) is of the forim

We see that its

d}) - [K : F] [K: F] + d [K : F].

cix' for all x E K}.
o<iiKI1

We see that its K-dimension is |{( < i < |KI - 1 : wtliF'1 (i) d}l, which equals

([K +d). Hence its F-dimension equals ([ 7j+d) - [K : F].

Equation (2.3) implies that T C Sd. But we just saw that diin(Sd) dinJF(Td).

Thus Sd = Td, and the lenna follows. N

The basic bound on the munuber of zeroes of a finction expressible as the trace

of a low-degree polynomial from a, big field K to its prime subfield F is given by the

Weil bound.

Theorem 2.3.2 (The Weil Bound) Let K be a finite field of characterisi tic p. Let

f(X) e K[X ] ?with degK(f) = . Suppose f is not of the form g(X)P -g(X) 4-c. where



g(X) E K[X] and c E K. Let w E C be a primtite pu root of unity. Let Tr : K --+ F

denote the finite field trace riap. Then

ExEhK [w (f(X))] I/2

In Appendix A, we give a exposition of an elementary proof of this theorem for

fields of characteristic 2, following Boml)ieri and Stepanov.

2.3.2 Discrete Directional Derivatives

We now revisit the notion of discrete directional derivative, earlier discussed in Sec-

tion 2.2.1, and study the relationship )etween the F-degree, the K-degree and the

operation of taking derivatives for functions f : K -+ K, where F is a subfield of K.

Let f : V -+ W be a function 1)etween F vector spaces V, W. For a E V, we define

the discr-ete direetional derivative of f in direction ia, Df : V -+W 1 by the equation

(Daf)(x) = f (x + a) - f(x).

For a -= (a,....,ak) E Vk, We define (inductively) Daf :V -+ W to be the

function D, (D(a...,aA f). It can )e seen that for vectors a e Vki and b E Vk2

Da(Dbf) Db(Daf) = Def,

where c = (a,... ak , bi,..., bk2) E yki+k2 Explicitly, we have

Daf (x = E(-1)k-~l' x + . (2.4)

IC[k] iE

In particular, it can )e seen that Da is a linear operator on functions from V to W. If

h :W - I' is an F-linear map of F-vector-spaces, then we have the conmnutativity

relation

Da(h o f) - h o (Daf).



We now surnmarize some facts describing the interplay between taking derivatives

of fnictions and their degree.

Fact 2.3.3 Let F be a field and let V and W be F-vector-spaces. Let f : V -+ W.

Let h : V x Vk -4 W be given by h(x, a) - Daf(X).

1. If k < d, then for all a E Vk. degy(Daf) < degy(f) - k.

2. If k < d, then degy(h) < degF(f).

2. If k > d, then for all a c Vk , Daf = 0.

Proof It suffices to show the result for k = 1, V = Fn and W = F (as we

may then induct on k). Ve first consider the case when f(x) = J1 xe, where

0 < ei < |F| - 1 for each i. Then d e ej. We may now compute Daf(x)

fi(x + ai)ei - I xi( )ei, which has total F-degree at most Z7- 1 ej - I - d - 1.

Similarly, the F-degree of h is at most = e = d.

The case of general f which is a sun of ionomnials now follows from the above

case and linearity of Da. 0

The following fact (which may be proved by induction on k) gives finer information

about the funlction Daf. Note that the mnultinomial coefficients below may equal 0

ov(r the field F.

Fact 2.3.4 f f : F -+ F is given by f(x) = xe, and a E F', then

Daf(X) -= .. x a,

and hence Daf(X) may be written as Z,<eXrh,(a, ... , ak), where h, (A1 .... , Ak) C

F[A1. ,Ak] is a homogeneous polynomial of degree e - r

In particular, this fact implies that if F is of characteristic 2, wt 2 (e) > k and 2 fe, then

there is an r < e/2 such that h, (A1 , Ak) is a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of

degree e - r, and 2 4e - r. To see this, if e = 1 2'j with 0 = ei < e 2 < ... < C,

then we may take r - 2'. Then for r1  2e1 and ri = 2 tfor 2 < i k,

it can be checked that that the coefficient of X' H a is noizero mnodulo 2.



2.4 Subspace polynomials

In this section, we give a brief introductioll to the theory of subspace )olyloimials. A

detailed study of subspace )olynonials was first carried out in the work of [Ore33,

Ore34]. We refer the reader interested in a more thorough introduction to the subject

to [LN97, Chapter 4] and to [Ber68, Chapter 11].

A polynomial P c F, [X] is said to be F,-linearized if it is of the form:

n-I

P(X) = [ aiXP', a2 E F,,
i=O

(when p is clear from context, we will simply refer to them as linearizedI polynomials).

P being linearized is equivalent to having P(/3b+7c) = #P(b) +yP(c) for all b, c E Fl,

and 3,E F,. By extension, a polynoiial is said to be affirte linearized if P(X) =

P(X) + 6 where P is linearized and & E F>,. The affine linearized )olynoinials over

IF, are precisely the polynomials of F,-degree at mInost 1.

The next lemma, which follows from Lemma 2.3.1, shows that every affine trans-

fornmation corres)onds to an affine linearized polynonial.

Lemma 2.4.1 Let : F' -+ F>n be an F,-Ilinear isomorphism. There is a one-to-one

correspondence between affine transformations from FP' to F'n and affine linearized

polynomials in F>n [X], i.e., for every affine transformation T : rF -+ F" there (xists

a unique afine linearized polynomial PT satisfying PT(#(b)) = T(#(b)) for all b C F"'.

'X'e shall take )articular interest in a special class of linearized polynomials that

split conlijletely in F>2 to a set of roots that forms a .F,-affine subspace of F>n.

Definition 2.4.2 (Kernel-subspace polynomial) Let L C Fp, be an affine .u-b-

space of dimrension d. Define PL(X) E Fp [X], the kernel-subspace I)olynoimial of L,

to be

PL(X) = - a).
aEL

We(- hi1ave the folkowing interesting fact.



Lemma 2.4.3 (Kernel-subspace polynomials are affine) If L C Fp, .i an afine

subspace of dimrision d then PL(X) is a monic afnc I ine'arized polynomial of dcgree
p. Furtherriore., PL is linearized i/f L is a linear space.

Every kernel-subspace polynomial PL cOrresj)onds to an affine transformation

whose kernel is L, so by linearity P(Fp,,) is an affine subspace of Fyn of dimension

n - din(L). Surprisingly, every F-subs)ace of Fp,. arises as the inage of Fg, under PL

for some F-subspace L. These image-subspace polynomials will be the starting point

of our analysis of affine dispersers.

The next lenina shows the existeice of an iiage-subspace polynomial for every

subspa(c. We include the beautiful I)roof of this lemma from [Ber68].

Lemma 2.4.4 (Existence of an image-subspace polynomial) If L C Fpr is an

affine subspace of dimension d then there exists a 7monic afJine linearized polynomial

QL(X) ith (eg(QL) P " called the image-subsI)ace polynomial of L, such that

L QL(FpU) A {QL(c) I c F p}.

Moreover. if PL(X) is the subspace polyno'ial of L then

PL(QL(X)) QL(PL(X)) - X" - X. (2.5)

Thus the kernel of QL : Fn -+ Fp, is the image of PL : Fpr -+ FPn. In particular

QL(X) has p"-d roots in F n,. and is thus also a kernel subspace polynomial of some

(n - d)-dim ensional subspace.

Proof Let L' PL(Fpr) be the image of PL(X). Define QL(X) to be PA (X). the

kcrnel-subspace polynomial of L'.

Notice that QL(PL(X)) is a nonic polynomial of degree p" that vanishes on

Fpr', hence QL(PL(X)) = XP" - X. Thus PL(QL(PL(X)))) = PL(XP" - X)

PL(Xpr) - P(X) =FP(X)P" - PL (X). Letting g(Y) be the polynomial P (QL (Y)) -

(YP' - Y), we have just proved that g(PL(X)) = 0. This implies g(Y) = 0, since

deg(g(PL(X))) - (degg(Y)) - (deg(PL(X))).



So PL(QL(y)) 0 for each y E ~th. In particular, we see that the image of QL is

contained in L, and by dimension counting, the image of QL equals L. U

Let us pause to appreciate the strength of this theorem. This theorem says that

for any linear space L C Fq, there is a polynomial QL of degree q/lLI which maps F.

onto L. This is the smallest possible degree that a polynomial mapping Fq to L can

have: any such polynoinial Q must have some point x E L with |{y E Fq I Q(y) -

x}| > q/ L|. Such polynomials of degree q/ LI do not exist for arbitrary subsets

L C Fq.
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Chapter 3

Random Graphs and the Parity

Quantifier

3.1 Introduction

For (ilite a long time, combinatorialists have studied the asymptotic probabilities of

properties on classes of finite structures, such as graphs and partial orders. Assume

that C is a class of finite structures and let Pr, n > 1, be a sequence of probability

mieasures on all structures in C with n elements in their domain. If Q is a property of

some structures in C (that is, a decision problem on C), then the asymptotic probability

Pr(Q) of Q on C is defined as Pr(Q) - lim. Pr,(Q), provided this himit exists.

In this chapter, we will be focusing on the case when C is the class g of all finite

graphs, anud Prr= G(n,p) for constant p; this is the probability distribution on n-

vertex undirected graphs where between each pair of nodes an edge appears with

probability p, independently of other pairs of nodes. For example, for this case, the

asymptotic l)robabilities Pr(CONNECTIVITY) = 1 and Pr(HAMILTONICITY) = 1; in

contrast, if Pr., G(n,p(n)) with p(n) =1/n, then Pr(CONNECTIVITY) = 0 and

Pr(HAMILTONICITY) - 0.

Instead of studying separately one prope'rty at a time, it is natural to consider

forumalisms for specifying properties of finite structures and to investigate the connec-

tion between the expressibility of a property in a certain formalism and its asymptotic



probability. The first and most celebrated such connection was established by Gleb-

skii et al. [GKLT69] and, independently, by Fagin [Fag76], who showed that a 0-1 law

holds for first-order logic1 FO on the random graph G(n, p) with p a constant in (0, 1):

this means that if Q is a, property of graphs expressible in FO and Prn = G(n, p) with

p a constant in (0, 1), then Pr(Q) exists and is either 0 or 1. This result became

the catalyst for a series of investigations in several differeit directions. Specifically,

one line of investigation [SS87, SS88] investigated the existence of 0-1 laws for first-

order logic FO on the randoim graph G(np(n)) with p(n) = n-', 0 < a < 1. Since

first-order logic on finite graphs has limited expressive power (for example, FO can-

not express CONNECTIVITY and 2-COLORABILITY), a different line of investigation

pursued 0-1 laws for extensions of first-order logic on the random graph G(n, p) with

p a constant in (0, 1). In this vein, it was shown inl [BGK85, KV87] that the 0-1

law holds for extensions of FO with fixed-point operators, such as least fixed-point

logic LFP, which call express CONNECTIVITY and 2-COLORABILITY. As regards to

higher-order logics, it is clear that the 0-1 law fails even for existential second-order

logic ESO, since it is well known that ESO = NP oi finite graphs [Fag74]. In fact,

even the convergcnce law fails for ESO, that is, there are ESO-expressible properties

Q of finite graphs such that Pr(Q) d(oes not exist. For this reason, a separate line of

investigation pursued 0-1 laws for syntactically-defined subclasses of NP. Eventually,

this investigation produced a complete classification of the quantifier prefixes of ESO

for which the 0-1 law holds [KV87, KV90, PS891, and provided a unifying account

for the asymptotic probabilities of such NP-complete problems as k-COLOR ABILITY,

k > 3.

Let L be a logic for which the 0-1 law (or even just the convergence law) holds

oi the randomi graph G(n, p) with p a constant in (0, 1). Ai inmmediate consequence

of this is that L cannot express any counting properties, such as EVEN CARDINAL-

ITY ("there is an even number of nodes"), sinice Pr2 ,(EVEN CARDINALITY) 1

'Recall that the formulas of first-order logic on graphs are obtained from atomic formulas E(x, y)
(interpreted as the adjacency relation) and equality formnulas x = y using Boolean combinations,
existential quantification, and universal quantification; the quantifiers are interpreted as ranging
over the set of vertices of the graph (and not over sets of vertices or sets of edges, etc.).



and Pr2fld(EVEN CARDINALITY) - 0. In this chapter, we turn the tables around

and systemuatically investigate the asymptotic probabilities of properties expressible

in extensions of FO with counting quantifiers Mod', where q is a prime nunber.

The most prominent such extension is FO[+], which is the extension of FO with the

parity quantifier Mod'. The syntax of FO[eI] augments the syntax of FO with the

following formation rule: if o(y) is a FO[±]-formnula, then @yo(y) is also a FO[]-

formula; this formula is true if the number of y's that satisfy p(y) is odd (anal-

ogously, Mod yp(y) is true if the number of y's that satisfy p(y) is congruent to

i mod q). A typical property on graphs expressible in FO[e] (but not in FO) is

P :- {G : every vertex of G has odd degree}, since a graph is in P if and only if it

satisfies the FO[{]-sentence Vx e yE(x, y).

There are two notable "reasons" to which one can attribute the failure of the

0-1 law for FO[I] on the random graph G(n, p), with p a constant. The first, most

glaring, reason is that FO[] can express the property EVEN CARDINALITY, whose

asymptotic probability does not converge. The other, more subtle, reason comes from

properties that express "subgraph counting" inod 2. For a fixed graph H, FO[+] can

express the property PH: "the number of induced copies of H is even". It turns out

that as n -+ oc, for a typical connected graph H, the probability that G(n, p) has PH

tends to 1/2 (we shall prove this later in the chapter). Thus in this case, asymptotic

probabilit-y converges, but does not equal 0 or 1. The above two phenomena must be

accounted for in any law describing the asymptotic probabilities of FO[G] sentences

on G(n, p).

The imain result of this chapter (see Theorem 3.2.1) is a mrodular cofnvcrgence law

for FO[] on G(np) with p a constant in (0, 1). This law asserts that if p is a FO

sentence, then there are two explicitly computable rational nunibers ao, a1 , such that,

as n -+ oc, the probability that the random graph G(2n + i, p) satisfies p approaches

aj, for i = 0,1. Moreover, ao and a 1 are of the form r/2', where r and s are non-

negative integers. We also establish that an analogous modular convergence law holds

for every extension FO[Modq] of FO with the counting quantifiers {Mod : i E [q - 1]}

where q is a prime. It should be noted that results in [HKL96] imply that the modular



convergence law for FO[G] does not generalize to extensions of FO[e] with fixed-point

operators. This is in sharp contrast to the aforementioned 0-1 law for FO which carries

over to extensions of FO with fixed-point operators.

3.1.1 Methods

Earlier 0-1 laws have 1)eei establishe(d l)y a combination of stan(lard methods and tech-

niques from nathematical logic an(d ran(lon graph theory. In )articular, on the side

of mathematical logic, the tools ulse(l include the coi)actness theoremi, Ehrenfeucht-

Fraiss6 games, an1(1 quantifier elimination. Here, we establish the m1ou(lar conver-

gence law )y combining quantifier elimination with, interestingly, algelraic metho(ls

related to mnultivariate p)olynomials over finite fields. In what follows in this section,

e )resent an overview of the methods andI techniques that we will use.

The distribution of subgraph frequencies mod q, polynomials and Gowers

norms

Let us )riefly indicate the relevance of polynomials to the study of FO[,] on random

graphs. A natural example of a statement in FO[e] is a formula o such that G satisfies

i if and only if the number of co)ies of H in G is odd, for some graph H (where by

copy we mean an induced subgraph, for now). Thus un(lerstanding the asymptotic

I)robabilityv of o on G(n,p) amounts to unl(lerstanding the distribution of the nmlllber

of copies (mod 2) of H in G(n, p).

In this spirit, we ask: what is the probability that in G(n, 1/2) there is an odd

number of triangles (where we count anordered triplets of vertices {a, b, c} such that

a, b, c are all )airwise adjacent 2 )?

We reformulate this question in terms of the following "triangle )olynonial", that

takes the adjacency matrix of a gra)h as iipiut a(l returns the parity of the number

2 Counting the number of unordered triples is not expressible in FO[G], we ask this question only
for expository purposes (nevertheless, we do give an answer to this question in Section 3.3).



of triangles in the graph; PA {o, 1}() - {, 1}, where

PA((xe),(r)) Y Xeixe 2 xe 3 ,

{ei e2,e3 } forming a A

where the arithietic is mod 2. Note that for the random graph G(n, 1/2), each entry

of the adjacency matrix is chosen independently and uniformly from {0, 1}. Thus the

probability that a random graph G E G(n, 1/2) has an odd number of triangles is

precisely equal to Przz [PA (x) = 1]. Thus we have reduced our prolen to studying

the distribution of the evaluation of a certain polynomial at a randoin point, a topic

of m1uch study in pseudorandomness and algebraic coding theory, and we may now

appeal to tools from these areas.

In Section 3.3, via the above approach, we show that the probalility that G(n, 1/2)

has an odd number of triangles equals 1/2± 2-'(n). Similarly, for any connected graph

F f K1 (the graph consisting of one vertex), the probalility that G(n, 1/2) has an

odd nurnler of copies 3 of F is also 1/2 i 2 -W(n) (when F = K1 , there is no randoimness

in the nu1ber of copies of F in G(n, 1/2)!). In fact, we show that for any collection

of distinct connected graphs F1, . Ft (/ K1), the joint distribution of the numnl)er

of copies niod 2 of F1 ,...,Fe in G(n, 1/2) is 2 ("tclose to the uniform distribution

on Z', i.e., the events that there are an odd numl)er of fP are essentially independent

of one another.

Generalizing the above to G(n, p) and counting mod q for arbitrary p e (0, 1) and

ar)itrarv integers q motivates the study of new kinds of questions about polynomials,

that we believe are interesting in their own right. For G(n, p) with arbitrary p, we

need to study the distribution of P(x), for certain polynomials P, when x E Z' is

distribult.d according to the p-biased measure. Even more interestingly, for the study

of FO[Modq], where we are interested in the distribution of the numuber of triangles

mod q, one needs to understand the distribution of P(x) (P is now a polynomial

over Zq) where x is chosen uniformly from {O, 1}' c Z, (as opposed to x being

chosen unifornly from all of Z', which is traditionally studied). In Section 3.4, we

swith a certain precise definition of "copy"



develop all the relevant polynomial machinery in order to answer these questions.

This involves generalizing soime classical results of Babai, Nisan and Szegedy [BNS89]

on correlations of polynomials. The key technical innovation here is our definition of

a p-Gowers norim (where p is a measure on Z') that measures the correlation, under

p, of a given function with low-degree polynonials (letting p be the uniform nmeasure,

we recover the standard Gowers norn). After generalizing several results about the

standard Gowers norm to the p-Gowers norm case, we can then use a technique of

Viola and Wigderson [VW07] to establish the generalization of [BNS89] that we need.

Quantifier elimination

Although we studied the distribution of subgraph frequencies mod q as ani attempt

to determnine the limiting behavior of only a special family of FO[Modq] properties,

it turns out that this case, along with the techniques developed to handle it, play a

central role in the proof of the full mnodular convergence law. In fact, we reduce the

miodular convergence law for general FO[Modql properties to the above case. WX'e show

that for any FO[Modq] sentence o, with high probability over G E G(n,p), the truth

of p on G is determined by the nunber of copies in G, mod q, of each small subgraph.

Then by the results described earlier on the equidistribution of these numbers (except

for the number of K1 , which depends only on n m1od q), the full modular convergence

law for FO[Modq] follows.

In Section 3.6, we establish such a reduction using the method of elinination of

(lantifiers. To execute this, we need to analyze FO[Modq] formulas which may contain

free variables (i.e., not every variable used is quantified). Specifically, we show that

for every FO[Modq] formula o(a1,..., ak), with high probability over G E G(n,p),

it holds that for all vertices wi,..., Wk of G, the truth of Cw1, ... , wa.) is entirely

determined by the following data: (a) which of the wi, wy pairs are a(djacent, (b) which

of the wi, wy pairs are equal to one another, and (c) the number of copies "rooted"

at i . . ., mod q, of each small labelled graph. This statement is a generalization

of what we needed to prove, but lends itself to inductive proof (this is quantifier

elinmination). This leads us to studying the distribution (via, the polynominial approach



described earlier) of the number of copies of labelled graphs in G; questions of the

form, given two specified vertices v, 'w (the "roots"), what is the probability that there

are an odd number of paths of length 4 in G E G(n, p) from v to w? After developing

the necessary results on the distribution of labelled subgraph frequencies, combined

with some elementary combinatorics, we can eliminate quantifiers and thus complete

the proof of the imodular convergence law.

3.1.2 Comparison with ACO[o]

Every FO [] property naturally defines a family of boolean functions f , {O, 1}Q) -+

{0, 1}, such that a graph G satisfies p if and only if f, (AG) = 1, where AG is the

adjacency matrix of G. This family of functions is easily seen to be contained in

AC0 [e), which is AC0 with parity gates (each V becomnes an AND gate, I becomes

a OR gate and + becomes a parity gate). This may be sumnmnarized by saying that

FO[e] is a highly uniform version of AC0 [+j.

Currently, all our understanding of the power of AC0 [-] comes fron the Razborov-

Smolensky [Raz87b, Smo87] approach to proving circuit lower bounds on AC 0 [+). At

the heart of this approach is the result that for every AC0 [@] function f, there is a

low-degree polynoiial P such that for 1 - e(n) fraction of inputs, the evaluations

of f and P are equal. Note that this result automatically holds for FO[E] (since

FO[+] C AC0 [e]).

We show that for the special case when f : {0, 1}() -+ {O, 1} comes from an FO[±]

property p, a significantly improved approximation umay be obtained: (i) WkVe show

that the degree of P may be chosen to be a constant depending only on p, whereas

the Razborov-Smolensky approximation required P to be of polylog(n) degree, (ii)

The error paraieter c(n) may be chosen to be exponentially small in n, whereas

the R azboiov-Smolensky method only yields E(n) 2- 10 (iii): Finally, the

polynommiil P can be chosen to be symmetric under the action of S, on the (2)

coordinates, while in general, the polynomial produced by the Razborov-Smnolensky

approach need not be symmetric (due to the randoness involved in the choices).

These strengthened approximation results allow us, using known results about



pseudorandonness against low-degree polynoinals, to show that (i) there exist ex-

plicit pseudorandon generators that fool FO[] sentences, and (ii) there exist exl)licit

functions f such that for any FO[c] formula p, the probability over G E G(n, p)

that f(G) = p(G) is at most j + 2-"(n). The first result follows from the pseudo-

random generators against low-degree polynomials due to Bogdanov-Viola [BV07],

Lovett [Lov(8] 11and Viola [VioO8). The second result follows from the result of Babai,

Nisan and Szegedy [BNS89], and our generalization of it, giving explicit functions

that are uncorrelated with low degree polynomials.

Obtaining similar results for AC0 [+] is one of the primary goals of modern day

"low-level" complexity theory.

Organization of this chapter: In the next section, we formally state our main

results and sonie of its corollaries. In Section 3.3, we deteriniie the (listribution of

subgraph frequencies m1od q. In Section 3.4, we prove a theorem, which is needed for

the previous section, which gives a siiple criterion for a polynomial to be unbiased.

In Section 3.5, we state the theorem which iiplenients the quantifier elimination and

describe the plan for its proof. This plan is then execited in Sections 3.6, 3.7 and

3.8. We conclude with soie open questions.

3.2 The Main Result and its Corollaries

WNe now state our main theorem.

Theorem 3.2.1 Let q be a prim(e. Then for every FO[Modq]-sentenee p. there exist

rationals ao, ... , aq1 such that for every p E (0, 1) and every i E {0, 1, .. .. q - 1},

limn Pr [G satisfies p] = aj.
T40'GEG(n,p)

r=-i mod q 41

Remark The proof of Theorem 3.2.1 also yields:

9 Given the formula p, the nunbers ao, . .. , aq- can be comnputed.



* Each ai is of the form r/q", where r, s are nonnegative integers.

* For every sequence of munbers bo, ... bq-1 E [0, 1], each of the form r/q', there

is I FO[Modq]-sentence ( such that for each i, the niumber ai given by the

theoremn equals bi.

Before we describe the main steps in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, we make a few

definitionis.

For graphs F = (VF, EF) and G = (V, EG), an (injective) homorophisn from

F to G is an (injective) imap 1 : -* V G that maps edges to edges, i.e., for anmy

(, 'v) E EF, we have (x(), \Qv)) E EG. Note that we do not require that X miaps non-

edges to nlon-edges. We denote by [F](G) the numiber of injective homomorphismns

from F to G, and we denote by [F]q(G) this number mod q. We let aut(F) := [F](F)

be the nuimnber of automnorphismns of F.

The following lennna (which follows from Lemnuma 3.6.5 in Section 3.6), shows that

for some graphs F, as G varies, the number [F] (G) cannot be arbitrary.

Lemma 3.2.2 Let F be a conneeted graph and G be any graph. Then aut(F) |

[F] (G).

For the rest of this section, let q be a fixed prime. Let Conn" be the set of connected

graphs on at most a vertices. For any graph G, let the subgraph frequency vector

freq' E Z c""" be the vector such that its value in coordinate F (F E Conna) equals

[F]q(G), the muinber of injective honomnorphisms fron F to G mod q. Let FFreq(a),

the set of feasible frequency vectors, be the subset of Zq""" consisting of all f such

that for all F E Conn', fF E aut(F) . Z { := {aut(F) - x I c Zq}. By Lenna 3.2.2,

for every G and a, freqa E FFreq(a), i.e., the subgraph frequency vector is always a

feasible frequency vector.

'e can now state the two main technical results that underlie Theoren 3.2.1.

The first states that on alnost all graphs G, every FO[Modq] formiula can be

expressed in terms of the subgraph frequencies, [F]q(G), over all small connected

graphs F.



Theorem 3.2.3 (Subgraph frequencies mod q determine FO[Modq] formu-

lae) For every FO[Modq-sentence y of quantifier depth t, there exists an integer

c =(t, q) and a function 4': ZCo""" -+ {0, 1} such that for all p E (0, 1),

Pr [(G satisfies ;) e (4(freqc) = 1)] > 1 - exp(-n).
GEG(n,p)

This result is complemented by the following result, that shows the distribution

of subgraph frequencies nod q in a random graph G E G(n, p) is essentially uniform

in the space of all feasible frequency vectors, up to the obvious restriction that the

number of vertices (namely the frequency of K1 in G) should equal n mIod q.

Theorem 3.2.4 (Distribution of subgraph frequencies mod q depends only on n mod q)

Let p G (0, 1). Let G E G(n,p). Then for any constant a. the distribution of freqO is

exp(-n)-close to the uniforn distribution over the set

{f E FFreq(a) : fK, n 110od q}.

Theorem 3.2.4 is proved in Section 3.3 by studying the bias of multivariate poly-

nomials over finite fields via a, generalization of the Gowers norn. Theorem 3.2.3 is

proved in Section 3.6 using two main ingredients:

1. A generalization of Theorem 3.2.4 that determines the joint distribution of the

frequencies of "labelled subgraphs" with given roots (see Section 3.8).

2. A variant of quantifier elimination (which may be (alled qiuantifier conversion)

designed to handle Modq quantifiers, that crucially uses the probabilistic input

from the previous ingredient. (see Section 3.6).

Proof of Theorem 3.2.1: Follows by combining Theorem 3.2.3 and Theorem 3.2.4.

WXe quickly give some examples of the finer information about modular convergence

that can be derived from Theorem 3.2.3 and Theorem 3.2.4.



Observe that FFreq(a) C Zconn" is a product set: indeed, it equals HFEConna (aut(F).

Zq). In )arti(ular, we see that I{f E FFreq(a) I f i = mod q}I is a power of q.

This imlies that the numnrbers as in Theorem 3.2.1 are all of the form a/qa.

Next, observe that, the )rol)erty "[F]q(G) - i" is expressible in FO[Modq]. This

observation, combined with Theorem 3.2.4, easily implies that. for every collection of

nunbers bo, bq-1 of the form a/q 3 , there is an FO[Modq] statement for which each

numnber ai given by Theorem 3.2.1 equals the corresponding bi.

3.2.1 Pseudorandomness against FO[Modq]

We now point out. three siImpJ)le corollaries of our study of FO[Modql on randlom graphs.

Corollary 3.2.5 (FO[Modql is well approximated by low-degree polynomials)

For every FO[ Modq]-entencc ,. there is a constant d, sitch that for each n C N. there

is a degree d polynomial P((Xe)6 E(")) E Zq[(Xe) E)], such that for all p E (0,1),

Pr [(G satisfies ;) e P(AG) 1] > 1 - 2-),
GCG(n,p)

where AG c {0 ,1}(2) is the adjaency matrix of G.

Proof Follows from Theorem 3.2.3 and the observation that for any graph F

of constait size, there is a )olyniomial Q((Xe) (r,)) of constant degree, such that

Q(AG) = [F]q(G) for all graphs G. 0

Corollary 3.2.6 (Pseudorandom generators against FO[Modq]) For each s E

N arid constant e > 0, there is a constant c > 0 such that for each n, there is a

family T of O(nc) graphs on n vertices, comp utable in tim(e poly(nc), such that for

all FO[Modq]-sentences y of size at most s., and for all p E (0,1),

| Pr [G satisfies o] - Pr [G satisfies yo]\ < C.
GCF GEG(n.,p)



Proof For q = 2 and p = 1/2, this follows from the 1)revious corollary and the result

of Viola [Vio08] (building on results of Bogdanov-Viola [BV07] and Lovett [Lov08]) ex-

plicitly constructing a set of points fooling low-degree polynomials unler the uniform

distribution. For q = 2 and general p, note that the same family F from the p = 1/2

case works, since the distribution of subgraph frequencies given in Theorem 3.2.4 is

indepenldent of p.

For general q, a slight comnlplication arises because a(jacency nmatrices of gra)hs

have entries from {0, 1}, while the result of Viola for )olynoimials over Zq constructs

points the uniform distribution over Z'. Nevertheless, we get by with a trick4 . Let

P(X 1 .  m) be a polynomial over Zq and let P'(Yi . ,Ym) - P(Y , .. , Yr1).

Then the (listribution of the evaluation of P' at a uniformly random po)int from Z'

is identical to the distribution of the evaluation of P at a I)oint x chosen p-biasedly

from {0, 1} ', (where p = (q - 1)/q). Thus for general q and p = (q - 1)/q, taking the

set of points given by Viola [Vio08] fooling low dlegree polynomials over Z, under the

uniform distribution over Zm, and then raising each coor(linate to the )ower q - 1,

yields the desire(d family of graphs F. Then for general q and general p the same

family of graphs works, arguing just as in the q = 2 case. M

The analogue of the previous corollary for FO was )roved in [GS71, BEH81] (see

also [BR05, NNT05]).

The next corollary gives ex)licit functions which are hard on average for FO[+].

At present, we (1o not know how to exten(l it to FO[Modq] for general q.

Corollary 3.2.7 (Explicit functions exponentially hard for FO[E]) There is an

expicit function f :{, 1}() -+ {0, 1} such that for every FO[(P]-sentcnce ,

Pr [(G satisfies o) < (f(AG) = 1 ~1 +2
GEG(n,p) 2

Proof Follows from Corollary 3.2.5, and the result of Babai, Nisan, Szegedy [BNS89]

(for p = 1/2) and its generalization, Lemma 2.2.3 (for general p), constructing func-

4We are grateful to Salil Vadhan for pointing this out to us.



tions exp(n)ientially uncorrelated with low degree polynomials under the p-biased imea-

sure. It actually follows from our proofs that, one may even choose a function f that

is a graph property (namely, invariant under the action of S, on the coordinates). U

3.3 The Distribution of Subgraph Frequencies mod

q

In this section, we )rove Theorem 3.2.4 on the distribution of subgraph frequencies

in G(n, p).

We first make a few definitions. If F is a connected graph and G is any graph, a

copy of F in G is a set E C EG such1 that there exists an injective hom1nom1orphismn x

from F to G suiich that E = X(EF) : {t(v), X(w)) (v, w) E EF}. W e denote the

set of copies of F in G by Cop(F, G), the cardinality of Cop(F, G) by (F)(G), and

this number m1od q by (F)q(G). We have the following basic relation (which follows

from Lenna 3.6.5 in Section 3.6).

Lemma 3.3.1 If F is a connected graph with |EF > 1, then

[F](G) - aut(F) . (F)(G).

For notational convenience, we view G(n, p) as a graph whose vertex set is [n] and

whose edge set is a subset of ([I).

We can now state the general equidistribution theorem from which Theorem 3.2.4

will follow easily (We use the notation Qqp,(n) to denote the expression Q(n), where

the implied constant depends only on q, p and d). Note that this theorem holds for

arlbit rary integers q, not necessarily prime.

Theorem 3.3.2 (Equidistribution of graph copies) Let q > 1 be an integer and

let p E (0.1). Let F1 ... ,F Conna be distinct graphs with 1 <_EF d.

Let G E G(n,p). Then the distribution of ((F1)q(G),..., (F)q(G)) on Zis

2 "1 -c<lose to uniformr in statistical distance.



Using this theorem, we conplete the proof of Theoreim 3.2.4.

Proof of Theorem 3.2.4: Let F 1,..., F be an enumeration of the elements of Conn"

except for K1. By Theorem 3.3.2, the (listribution of g - ((Fi)q(G)_ is 2~-(") close

to uniform over Z. Given the vector g, we nay conpute the vector freq' by:

" (freq') K, = n m1od q.

* For F E Conna \ {K1}, (freq')F = 9F - aut(F) (by Lemma 3.3.1).

This implies that the distribution of freq' is 2- 2("n-close to uniformly distributed over

{f E FFreq(a) : fK, = n mod q}. U

The rest of this section is devoted to a proof of Theoren 3.3.2

Consider the special case f = 1, F1 = K3 (the triangle), q = 2, p = 1/2 of

Theoreim 3.3.2. The theorem asserts that the distribution of (F1 ) 2(G) (for G -

G(n, 1/2)) is 2- 2 ("-close to the uniformn distribution over Z2. As described in the

introduction, this reduces to showing that the polynomial PA is unbiased on iuniformnly

random inputs, where

P, ((Xe), () =XP IXe2Xe,
{e1,e2e3} formning a A

(recall that we view G(n, 1/2) as having vertex set [n]).

We now sketch the proof in this special case. Let r = [n/3]. Pick disjoint sets

V1 14, ., C [n] with I Vi 3 for each i. Let Ej = (2); Ej is the set of edges involved

in the triangle formed by the vertices in Vi. Now for every e E ([n) \ (U Es), let us

fix X, to an arbitrary value in Z2. After this fixing, the polynomial PA becomes a

polynomiial only in the variables {Xe | e E Ui Ei}. Closer inspection reveals that this

polynomial is of the form:

X3- 2X 3i-1 X 3 + R(X),
i=1

where R is a polynomiial of degree at most 2. At this point we invoke an elegant

result of Babai-Nisan-Szegedy [BNS89], originally discovered in the context of com-



municatioi complexity, which asserts that polynoinals of the above kind (where R is

an arbitrary polynonial of degree at most 2), take the values 0, 1 with roughly equal

probability (~ 1/2). Finally, since this unbiasedness occurs for an arbitrary fixing of

the variables {Xe I e E ([n]) \ (lj Ej)}, it follows that this unbiasedness also holds for

the original polynonial PA.

A virtually identical argument shows the unbiasedness of the number of copies

mod 2 of any other connected graph. Another very similar argument shows the unbi-

asedness of '(F.)2(G) for any collection of distinct connected graphs F. Combining

these unbiasedness results yields the full joint equidistribution result of Theorem 3.3.2.

We now proceed with the details.

3.3.1 Preliminary lemmas

The following lenna, which is used in the proof of Theorem 3.3.2 (and again ini

Section 3.8 to study the distribution of labelled subgraph frequencies), gives a simple

sufficient criterion for the distribution of values of a polynomial to be "unbiased".

The proof appears in Section 3.4.

Lemma 3.3.3 Let q > 1 be an i'nteger and let p e (0,1). Let T C 21m]. Let d > 0

be an integer. Let Q(Z 1 .  Z) E Z[Z1,... , ZZ] be a polynomial of the forn

Z as, Z + Q'(Z),
seT ies

where deg(Q') < d. Suppose there exist S {E 1 ,... , E,} C T such that:

* Ej| d for each j,

* aE / 0 for each .

" E f Ey = 0 for each j, j',

" For each S c T \ E, |S n (ujE) I < d.

'If S is a set, we use the notation 2; to denote its power set.



Let z = (z1 ,., z ) Z Z' be the random variable where, independently for each i, we

have Pr[zi 1] = p and Pr[zi = 0] = 1 - p. Then.

JE [uwQ~z)] I 2 2q,,

wi1here w E C is a primitive qth-root of unity.

The lennina below is a useflul tool for showing that a distribution on Z is close to

uniform.

Lemma 3.3.4 (Vazirani XOR lemma) Let q > 1 be an inteqer and let u E C be

a primitive qthroot of unity. Let X (X 1 ,.. .,X) be a random variable over Z .

Suppose that for every nonzero c c Zi,

Then X is q -close to uniformly distributed over Z.

3.3.2 Proof of the equidistribution theorem

Proof of Theorem 3.3.2: By the Vazirani XOR. Lernma (Lenuna 3.3.4), it suffices

to show that for each nonzero c e ZC , we have |E [Lo'] < 2- 2
p(") where R

Li [f] ci(Fi)q(G), and w C C is a primitive qth-root of unity.

We will show this by appealing to Lemma 3.3.3. Let n= (). Let z c {0, 1 }2

be the randoim variable where, for each e E ([), =1 if and only if e is present in

G. Thus, independently for each e, Pr[ze = 1] = p.

We may now express R in terms of the z.. Let K, denote the complete graph on

the vertex set [n]. Thus Cop(Fi, K,) is the set of E that could potentially arise as

copies of FI in G. Then we may write,

R - ( ci(Fi)q(G)
iE[El

=zci E
iE[] EECop(Fi

E CE ze,
EEF eGE

, ze
,Kn) e EE



where F C 2(121) is the set U:# 0 Cop(F, K,), and for E c T, CE = ci for the unique

satisfying E c Cop(F, K,) (note that since the F are nonisomorphic connected

graphs, the Cop(Fi, K,) are pairwise disjoint).

Let Q(Z) E Zq[Z], where Z = be the polynomial ZE-F CE HeEE Ze-

Then R = Q(z). We wish to show that

E [wQ(z)] < (3.1)

We do this by demonstrating that the polynomial Q(Z) satisfies the hypotheses

of Lemma 3.3.3.

Let d* = imaxj:C#O EFJ. Let io e [(] be such that ci) f 0 and |EFI d*.

Let XI, x2 ... , E Inj(F, K,) be a collection of homoimorphisis such that for all

listinct j. j' E [r], we have xj (VF, ) n xy (VF() 0. Such a collection can be chosen

greedily so that r - Q(4). Let Ey E Cop(F,, K,) be given by Xj(EF). Let S be the

fanily of sets {fE1 , . . . , E, F. We observe the following properties of the E:

1. For each j E [r], |Ey = d* (since Xj is injective).

2. For each j E [r], cE, - cio,, / 0.

3. For distinct j, j' E [r], E n Ey = 0 (by choice of the Xj).

4. For every S E F \ E, IS n (uyEj)| < d*. To see this, take any S E F \ S and

supIose ISn (ujEj)I > d*. Let i' E [E,] be such that ci, # 0 and S E Cop(Fe', K.).

Let. X E Inj(Fg, K,) with x(EF,,) = S. By choice of d*, we know that SI < d*.

Therefore, the only way that Sn (UyEj) (an be > d* is if (1) |SI - d*, and (2)

S n (JjEj) S, or in other words, S C (ujEj). However, since the Xy(VF ) are

all pairwise disjoint, this implies that S C E for sone j. But since IE= ISI,

we have S = E, contradicting our choice of S. Therefore, 5 nl (ujE)| < d* for

any S E F \ E.

It now follows that Q(Z), F and S satisfy the hypothesis of Lenna 3.3.3. Con-

sequently, (recalling that r = Q(n/d) and d* < d) Equation (3.1) follows, completing

the proof of the theorem. M



Remark We just determined the joint distribution of the nunber of injective ho-

m1omnorphismis, nod q, from all small connected graphs to G(n, p). This information

can be used in conjunction with Lemma 3.6.2 to deterinne the joint (listri bution of

the number of injective homomorphismns, m1o( q, from all small graphs to G(n,p).

Many intriguing basic questions about the distribution of subgraph frequencies

11o( q renain. For example, it would lbe interesting to (letermine whether the statis-

tical distance 2 -(n) in Theorem 3.3.2 can be replaced by 2 n. It would also be

interesting to know what happens in the graph G(n, n-'), where some constant size

graphs may not appear as subgraphs even once.

3.4 A criterion for unbiasedness

Our main goal in this section is to give a full proof of Lenima 3.3.3, which gives a

criterion for a polynomial to be unbiased.

Our proof of Lemna 3.3.3 will go through Lenna 2.2.3, (which was proved in

Section 2.2.1).

Lemma 2.2.3 (restated) Let q > 1 be an integer and let p E (0, 1). Let El,... Er

be pairwis( dis joint subsets of [m] cach of cardinality d. Let Q(Z 1 , .... , Z,) E Zq[ Z, . Z]

be a polynomial of the fo'rr

ay Zi + R(Z),
j=1 iEEj

where each a1 $ 0 and deg(R(Z)) < d. Let z =(z 1 . Z) E Z be the random

variable where, in dependently for each i, we have Pr[z= 1] p and Pr[z= 0] = I-p.

Then,

E [wQ(z)] < 2~"q ,).

Given Lemirma 2.2.3, we may now prove Lenuna 3.3.3.

Proof of Lemma 3.3.3: Let U - U' 1Ey. Fix any x E {0, 1}[mI\u, an(l let Qx(Y) E



Zq[(Yi)iE] be the polynomial

Eas Q
seJ jcsn([mJ\u)

+Q'(x,Y)
(isn'u)

so that Qx(y) - Q(x, y) for each y E Z0. Notice that the degree (in Y) of the term

corresponding to S E F is Is n UI. By assumption, unless S - E for some j, we

must have IS n UI < d.

Therefore the polynomial Q (Y) is of the form:

aE + R(Y),
j=1 iEE

where (leg(R(Y)) < d. By Lenna 2.2.3,

IE [wQ,,(Y] < 2- 9,(')

where y c {0, 1} with each yj = 1 independently with probability p.

As Qx((y) - Q(x, y), we get

E [wQ(2>] < 2 -q-d(r)

where zx E Z' is the random variable z conditioned on the event zy = xj for every
r

j E [m] \ U. Now, the distribution of z is a convex combination of the distributions

of zx as x varies over {O, 1}[m]\(. This allows us to deduce that

|E [wQ(z)]| < 2- 1qI(')

as desired. E



3.5 Outline of the Proof

Now that we have understood the distribution of subgraph frequencies m1od q, we now

approaci the main part of the proof of the imocular convergence law, Theorem 3.2.3,

which relates FO[Modq] sentences to subgraph frequencies mod q.

The proof of Theorem 3.2.3, will be via a more general theorem amenable to

inductive proof, Theorem 3.5.8. Just as Theorem 3.2.3 states that for almost all

G C G(np), the truth of any FO[Modq] sentence on G is determined 1 by subgraph

frequencies, freq'G, Theorem 3.5.8 states that for almost all graphs G E G(n. p), for any

wi, . . , Wk E VG the truth of any FO[Modq] formula yo(wi j..., wk) on G is (letermnine(d

by (1) the internal adjacency andl equality information about wi, . .. . W (which we

will call the type), and (2) the subgraph frequencies of labelled graphs rooted at w. In

the next subsection, we formalize these notions.

3.5.1 Labelled graphs and labelled subgraph frequencies

Let I be a finite set. We begin with some preliminaries on I-labelled graphs.

Definition 3.5.1 (I-labelled graphs) An I-labelled graph is a graph F = (VF, EF)

where some vertices are labelled by elements of I, such that (a) for each i c I, there

is exactly one vertex labelled i. We denote this vertex F(i), and (b) the graph induced

on the set of labelled vertices is an independent set. We denote the set of labelled

vertices of F by C(F).

Definition 3.5.2 (Homomorphisms and Copies) A homomorphism from an I-

labelled graph F to a pair (G, w), where G is a graph and w E V. is a homomitorphism

x E Hom(F, G) such that for each i G I, x maps F(i) to wi. A hoiomorphism frori

F to (G, w) is called injective ifor any distinct vw C VF, such that {',w} F

we have x(v) # xtw ). A copy of F in (G, w) is a set E C EG such that there exists an

inJective homomorphism x from F to (G, w) such that E = X(EF) {(X(t), Xw)

(v. w) C EF}. An automorphism of F is an injective homomorphism from F to

(F, w), where wi = F(i) for each i G I.



Definition 3.5.3 (Hom, Inj, Cop, Aut for labelled graphs) Let F be an I-labelled

graph., and G be any graph. Let w E V'G. We define Hom(F, (G, w)) to be the

set (f homomorphisms from F to (G, w). We define Inj(F,(Cw)) to be the set Of

'injeetive homomorphisms from F to (G, w). I'Ve define Cop(F, (G, w)) to be the set

of copies of F in (G, w). We define Aut(F) to be the set of automorphisrs of F.

We let [F](Gw) (respeetively (F)(Gw), aut(F)) be the cardinality of Inj(F, (G, w))

(respectively Cop(F, (G, w)), Aut(F)).

Finally, let [F]q(G, w) = [F](G, w) mod q and (F)q(G, w) = (F)(G, w) mod q.

Definition 3.5.4 (Label-connected) For F an I-labelled graph, we say F is label-

connected if F \ C(F) is connected. Define Conn' to be the set of all I-labelled

label-eonneeted graphs with at tmost t unlabelled vertices. For i I, we say an

I-labelled graph F is dependent on label i if F(i) is not an isolated vertex.

Definition 3.5.5 (Partitions) If I is a set, an I-partition is a set of subsets of I

that are pairwise disjoint, and whose union is I. If U is an I partition, then for i C I

we denote the unique element of U containing i by 11(i). If V is any set and w e V',

we say w respects U if for all i, i' E I, wm = gf P1(i) = (i').

The collection of all partitions of I is denoted Partitions(I).

If I C J, Ul E Partitions(I) and H' E Partitions(J), we say U' extends H if for all

i1 , i2 E I, 1(i 1 ) = f(i 2) if and only if fl'(ii) = U'(i 2 ).

Definition 3.5.6 (Types) An I-type T is a pair (U1, ET) where 1T7- E Partitions(I)

and E C (ng). For a graph G and w (E Vc&, we define the type of w in G.

denoted typeG(w), to be the I-type T, where w respects UT, and for all 1, i' C I,

{UTr7(i), Ur(i')} E E if and only if wi and wg' are ad jacent in G.

The collection of all I-types is denoted Types(I).

If I C J, and r E Types(I) an1d T' E Types(J), we say T' extends T if 1, extends

H, and for each i1 , i2 C I, ({HT(ii), I1r(i 2 )} E FT if and only if {UT'(ii), UT'(i2 )} E ET-.



Definition 3.5.7 (Labelled subgraph frequency vector) Let G be a graph and

I be any set. Let w e V4. We define the labelled sulbgraph frequency vector at w,

freq"G(w) E Zq to be the vector such that for each F C Conn',

(freq' (w))F = [F],(G, w).

Remark We will often deal with [k]-labelled graphs. By abuse of notation we will

refer to them as k-labelled grap)s. If w E VEk] and u E V, when ve refer to the

tuple (w, v.), we mean the [k + 1]-tuple whose first k coordinates are given l)y w and

whose k + 1st coordinate is v. Abusing notation even further, when we deal with

a [k + 1]-labeIled graph F, then by [F] (G, w, v), we mean [F] (G, (w, v)). Similarly

Conn' denotes Conn'.
k [k]*

3.5.2 The quantifier eliminating theorem

We now state Theorem 3.5.8, from which Theoremi 3.2.3 follows easily. Informnally,

it says that an FO[Modq]-formnula o(w) is essentially determined by the type of w,

typeG(w), and the labelled subgraph frequencies at w, freq'(w).

Theorem 3.5.8 For all primes q and integers kt > 0, there is a constant c -

c(k, t, q) such that for every FO[Modq] formula (a1 ,. .. ,ak) with. quantifier depth t,

there is a function k Types(k) x Zcnn A 0, 1} such that for all p E (0, 1). the

quantity

Pr Vtoi,. . ., Wk EVG,>
GEG(n,p) (G satisfies (wi,., wk)) 4 (V(typeG(w), freq4Gw)) - 1)

Putting k = 0, we recover Theorem 3.2.3.

We now give a i)rief sketch of the proof of Theorem 3.5.8 (the detailed proof ap-

pears in Section 3.6). The proof is by induction oi the size of the formula o. When the

formula o has no quantifiers, then the truth of o(w) on G is completely determined by



type0 (w). The case where o is of the form p11(a,.... , k)A 02(a1, . . . , a) is easily han-

dled via the induction hypothesis. The case where O(ai,..., a ) =)(a 1 .. a)

is similar.

The key cases for us to handle are thus (i) p(ai,..., ak) is of the form Modq3, ;'(ai,

aill (ii) (a1 , . . , ak) is of the form 3S, y'( 1 , . . . , a 3). We now give a sketch of

how these cases may be handled.
Connk

For case (i), let 4' Types(k + 1) x Zq be the function given by the induction

hypothesis for the formula p'. Thus for most graphs G E G(n, p) (namely the ones for

which V' is good for p'), p(wi, . . . , Wk) is true if and only the number of vertices v E Vc

such that '(type 0 (w, v), freqb (w, v)) =1 is congruent to i mod q. In Theorem 3.6.1

(whose proof appears in Section 3.7), we show that the number of such vertices ' can

be determuined solely as a function of type 0 (w) and freq' (w) for suitable a. This fact

allows us to define @ in a natural way, and this completes case (i).

Case (ii) is the most teclnically involved case. As before, we get a function '

corresponding to o' by the induction hypothesis. We show that one can define 4'

essentially as follows: define '(T, f) 1 if there exists some (T', f') E Types(k +

1) X Z"' that "extenlds" (r, f) for which @'(r', f') - 1; otherwise '(T, f) = (.

Informally, we show that, if it is conceivable that there is a vertex v such that p'(w, v)

is true, then e(w) is almost surely true. Proving this statement requires us to get

a characterization of the distribution of labelled subgraph frequencies, significantly

generalizing Theorem 3.2.4. This is done in Theorem 3.6.12 (whose proof appears in

Section 3.8).

3.6 Quantifier Elimination

In this section, we give a full proof of Theorem 3.5.8. Before doing so, we state

the main technical theorems: Theorem 3.6.1 (which is needed for eliminating Modq

quantifiers), and Theorem 3.6.12 (which is needed for eliminating 3 quantifiers). We

do this in the following two subsections.



3.6.1 Counting extensions

The next theorem lays a crncial role in the eliination of the Modq quantifiers. This

is the only step where the assnmption that q is a prime plays a role in the imodullar

convergence law.

Theorem 3.6.1 Let q be a prime, let k, b > 0 be integers and let a > (q - 1) - b -

Conn +I 1 1. There is a funetion

A: Types(k + 1) x Zcono x Types(k) x ZConn"q Z

sich that for

holds that for

freqa (w) = f,

all T' e Types(k + 1), f' E Zconn1, er E Types(k), f E Zg"""n, it

every graph G, and every w1,...,Wk E VG with typeG(w) - T and

the cardinality of the set

{v c VG : type0 (w, v) - r' A freq% (w, v) - f'}

is eongr(nt to A(r', f', r, f) nod q.

The proof appears in Section 3.7. The princi)aI ingredient in its )roof is the

following lenuna, which states that the numbers [F] (G, w), as F varies over small

label-connected graphs, determine the nnmber [F'] (G, w) for all small graphs F'.

Lemma 3.6.2 (Label-connected subgraph frequencies determine all sub-

graph frequencies) For every k-labelled graph F' with |VF' \ £(F') < t. there is a

polynomial 6F' E 2 IXF)FEconn] such that for all graphs G and w G V1,

[F'](G, w) = F(x),

where x E ZCo"" is given by XF =[F](G,w).



3.6.2 The distribution of labelled subgraph frequencies mod

q

In this subsection, we state the theorem that will help us elininate -3 quantifiers. Let

us first give an informal description of the theorem. We are given a tuple w E [n]k,

and distinct ui. ... E [n] \ {wi,... wk}. Let G be sampled from G(n,p) (recall

that we think of G(n,p) as a random graph whose vertex set is [n]: thus the wi

and uj are vertices of G). The theorem completely describes the joint distribution

of the labelled subgraph frequency vectors at all the tuples w, (w,. ). (w, u,);

namely it pins down the distribution of (freq' (w), freq%(w, a1), . . . , freqb(w, U,)).

We first give a suitable definition of the set of feasible frequency vectors, and then

claim that (a) the freq'(w) is essentially uniformly distributed over the set of its

feasible fr equency vectors, and (b) conditioned on freq'(w), the distributions of

freq(w, ui) ... freqb (w, u,) are all essentially independent and uniformly distributed

over the set of those feasible frequency vectors that are "consistent" with freqG.

To define the set of feasible frequency vectors (which will equal the set of all

possi)le values that freq' (w) may assumie), there are two factors that come into

play. The first factor, one that we already encountered while dealing with unlabelled

graphs, is a divisibility constraint: the number [F](G, w) is always divisible by a

certain integer depending on F, and hence for some F, it cannot assuime arbitrary

values mod q. The second factor is a bit subtler: when wi,... , Wk are not all distinct,

for certain pairs F, F' of label-connected k-labelled graphs, [F] (G, w) is forced to

equal [F'] (G, w). Let us see a simple example of such a phenomenon. Let k = 2 and

let 'i = w 2 . Let the 2-labelled graph F be a path of length 2 with ends labelled 1

and 2. Let the 2-labelled graph F' be the disjoint union of an edge, one of whose ends

is labelled 1, and an isolated vertex labelled 2. Then in any graph G, [F](G, w) =

[F'] (G, w) - the degree of wi.

In the rest of this subsection, we will build up some notation and results leading

up to a definition of feasible frequency vectors and the statement of the main technical

theorem describing the distribution of labelled subgraph frequency vectors.



Definition 3.6.3 (Quotient of a labelled graph by a paritition) Let F be a I-

labelled graph and let U C Partitions(I). We define F/U to be the 1-labelled graph

obtained from F by (a) for each J E U, identifying all the vertices with labels in J and

labelling this new vertex J, and (b) deleting duplicate edqes. If F and F' are I-labelled

graphs and H C Partitions(I), we say F and F' are Ul-equivalent if F/l F'/Ul.

Let w C VJ. Let U E Partitions(I) be such that w res)ects H. Define (w/l) E VCn

by: for each J E H, (w/H)j = wy, where j is any element of J (this definition is

inde)endent of the choice of j E J). Observe that as J varies over H, the vertices

(w/rl)j are all distinct.

The next two lemmas show that the numbers [F] (G, w) must satisfy certain con-

straints. These constraints will eventually motivate our definition of feasible frequency

vectors.

Lemma 3.6.4 If G is a graph and w c V, with w respecting U E Partitions(I), then

for any I-labelled F,

[F](G, w) = [F/fl](G, (w/U)). (3.2)

Proof We (define a bijection a : Inj(F/fl, (G, w/fl)) -+ Inj(F, (G, w)). Let E

Hom(F, F/H) be the natural homomorphism sending each unlabelled vertex in VF to

its corresponding vertex in VF/r, and, for each i c I sending F(i) to (F/Ul)((i)).

WNe define a(x) to be X 0 T.

Take distinct x,,x' C Inj(F/fl (G,w/U)). Let u E VF/H with X(u) / x'(u). Note

that a cannot be an element of E(F/Ul), for if u = (F/l) (U(i)), then (u) = x(u)

w. Thus a (F/f). Let v c VF be the vertex 7 1 (u) (which is uniquely specified

since a C E(F/rl)). Thus we have x(F(v)) = X(u) / 'a) = x'(w(v)). Thus

a(x) f a(x'), and a is one-to-one.

To show that a is onto, take any x C Inj(F, (G, w)). Define x' E Inj(F/fl, (G, w/fl))

by:

1. X'(U) = X (T(u)) if u 0 E(F/l).



2. X'(u) = Wj for any j E J, if u = (F/7)(J) with J E f.

Then a(X') =. U

Lemma 3.6.5 Let G be a graph and w E V3. Suppose all the (wi j1 are distinct.

Let F be an I-labelled label-conected graph with |EFI > 1. Then

[F] (G, w) = aut(F) - (F) (G, w).

Proof We give a bijection a: Aut(F) x Cop(F, (G,w)) -I tnj(F, (G,w)).

For each E E Cop(F, (G, w)), we fix a XE E Inj(F, (G, w)) such that XE(EF) - E.

Then we define a(u, E) = XE o

First notice that a(a, E)(EF) =XE((EF)) E(EF) = E. Thus if a(a, E)

a(o', E'), then E E'. But since XE is injeCtive, for any U -$ a, we have XE 0 a

XE o o-'. T hus a is one-to-one.

To show that a is onto, take any X C Inj(F, (G, w)). Let E = X(EF). As F is

label-conn(ected and XE(EF)= X(EF), we have XE(VF) X(VF). 4We may now define

- E Aut(F) by a(u) X- 1 (X(u)) for each u E YF. Clearly, a(o-, E) = X, and so a is

onto.

Thus a is a bijection, an(d the lenna follows. M

Note that Lenna 3.2.2 and Lenna 3.3.1 follow formally from the above leunna.

Let K1(I) be the I-labelled graph with III + 1 vertices: II labelled vertices and

one isolated unlabelled vertex. The role of K 1 (I) in the I-labelled theory is similar

to the role of K1 in the unlabelled case.

Definition 3.6.6 (Feasible frequency vectors) We define the set of feasible fre-

quency vectors, FFreq(T, I, a) to be the set of f C Zc'o such that

(a) for any F E Conn, we have fFE aut(F/H,) . Z.

(b) for any F, F' c Conn' that are U,-eqivalent, we have fF - fF'.



Let FFreq.(r, I, a) be the set {f c FFreq(7, I, a) : fK1 (I) - n - l mod q}. Note

that if n - n' mod q. then FFreq,(r, I, a) = FFreq.,(T, I, a).

Observe that for any w E Vc{ with typeG(w) T, the vector freq;(W) is an elemefnt

of FFreq(r, I, a). This follows from Lemma 3.6.4 and Lemna 3.6.5, which allow us to

deduce (recall that (w/U11 )j are all distinct for J E H,) that for any F E Conn',

[F](G, w) - aut(F/FU,) - (F/U,)(G, w/U,). (3.3)

Observe also that if |Val = n, then freq'(w) c FFreq,(r, I, a), since [K1(1)](G, w) =

|VG \ {W1. W . k. } -k n - IUtype(w)|, as required )Y the definition.

Definition 3.6.7 (Extending) Let I be a set and let J= I U {i*}. Let a > b > 0

be positive integers. We say (T', f') E Types(J) x FFreq(r', J, b) extends (T, f) E

Types(I) x FFreq(T, I, a) if T' extends r, and for every F c Conn , we hav

1. if {i*} R,

fF =f (3.4)

where F is the graph. obtained from F by introducing an isolated vertex lbelled

i*.

2. if {i*} E Uri, letting 6H I q~n q be the .fanetion given by Lemma 3.6.2,

(3.5)fF
uE7V,-\,(F)

where

F is the graph obtained .from F by introducing an isolated vertex labelled

* c, equals 1 if for all i E I,. if u

ETi. Otherwise, c, = 0.

is adjacent to F(i), then {JI,(i ), 1r,(i)} E

* Fu is the graph obtained from F by labelling the vertex u by i* and deleting

all edges between u and the other labelled vertices o.f F.



The crux of the above definition is captured in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.6.8 Let G be a graph. Let a > b > 0 be integers. Let w G Vk and v E V.

Let T = typeG (w), T' =type0 (w, V), f = freq (w) and f' = freq' (w, v). Then (T', f')
extends (T, f).

Proof We keep the notation of the previous definition. First observe that T' extends

T.

If {k + 1} H FJr, then we need to show that [F]q(G, w) = [F]q(G, w, v) fori each

F E Connk. This is inunediate from the definitions.

If {k + 1} c HT,, then we need to show that [F]q(G, w) = [F]q(G, W, v) +

ZUEVF\(F) C1,[Fu]q(G, w, v). We do this )y counting the x E Inj(F, (G, w)) based

on its image x(VF) as follows:

1. Category 1: v ( x(VF). There are precisely [F](G, w, v) such x.

2. Category 2: v xjn) (in this case u is uniquely specified). Note that u V L(F).

Then it must be the case that. for any i E [k] such that u is adjacent to F(i), t

is adjacent to v. Thus {Ur'(i), HT'(k + 1)} E,, and so c, = 1. The nuil)er

of such x is [Fu](G, w,v).

This proves the desired relation. E

We now state an(d prove two key uniqueness properties enjoyed by the notion of

extension.

Lemma 3.6.9 Let a > b > 0 be integers. Let w E V3. Let u E VG\ {Wi,... ,Uw}.

Let r= type(w) and r' =typeG(w,). Let f = freq (w). Then freqb(w, 'a) is the
Connk

'uninq'ue f' E Z" such that:

f fr a(ch H E Conn b that is dependent on label k+1, 1we have fH = [{H]q(G, w, u).

S(T'. f') extends (7, f).



Proof By Lenia 3.6.8, the vector freqb(w,u) is such an f'
To prove uniqueness, it suffices to show that any f' satisying these two properties

equlals freq(wu). Thus it suffices to show that for any H e Conn"+1 not dependent

on label k + 1, fH = (freq(w, U)) H -

We prove this by induction on IVH \ L(H)|. Let H c Conni+1 not dependent on

label k + 1. Thus H is of the form F for some graph F E Connb (as inl the previous

lemna, for a [k]-labelled graph F, we let F be the [k + 1]-labelled graph obtained by

a(joining an isolated vertex labelled k + 1 to F). By Equation (3.5), we see that fj

is uniquely determnined by r, T', fF and the nunbers (fjF)H'EConf\c(HF (since each

c, is determined by r' and each of the graphs F, have F, \ L(Ft)| < V7H \ C(H)| - 1).

By induction hypothesis, all the fH, (freqG(w, U))Hf. Thus, since freqG(w, a) also

satisfies Equation (3.5), we have f (freqb(w, u))H, as required. U

Lemma 3.6.10 Let a > b > 0 be integers. Let (T, f) e Types(k) x FFreq(r, [k], a).

Let r' E Types(k + 1) extend T with {k + 1} V l,,. Then there i:s at most one

f e FFreq(T', [k + 1], b) such that (T', f') extends (T, f).

Proof As in the previous lenna, for a [k]-labelled graph F, we let F be the [k+1]-

labelled graph obtained by adjoining an isolated vertex labelled k + 1 to F. For

any F E Conni, we must have f. = fF. Now we clairm that any H E Conni is

H-equivalent to some graph of the form F. To prove this, let j E [k] be such that

UJr' (j) = fU-(k + 1). Let H* be the graph obtained from H by adding, for each

neighbor u of H(k + 1), an edge between u and the H(j), and then remnoving (a) all

edges incident on H(k + 1), and (b) anly duplicate edges introduced. By construction,

H/uri , H*/J1r, and so fk = fH. by Equation (3.3). In addition, the H*(k + 1) is

isolated, and hence H* is of the form F for sonme F E Connb.

What we have shown is that for every H c Conn b+, fH is forced to equal fF for

somne F E Connb. This implies that f' is specified uniquely. U

Finally, we will need to deal with ranidomn graphs G(n,p) with some of the edges

already exposed. The next definition captures this object.



Definition 3.6.11 (Conditioned Random Graph) Let A = (VA, E) be a graph

with V 4  [n]. We define the conditioned randoi graph G(n, p V4, EA) to be the

graph G (V,7 Ea) with V = [n] and EQ = E4 U E, where each {i,j} E ([n] \ (VA

is included in E' independently twith probability p.

We can now state the imain technical theorei that describes the distribution of

lal)elled sul)graph frequencies, and will eventually be useful for elininating 3 quanti-

fiers.

Theorem 3.6.12 Let a > b be positive integers. Let A be a graph with VA 9 [n]

and | 4 | < n' < n/2. Let G E G(n,p V 4, EA). Let w = (w1,... ,) e V,

and let 1,.... u % V4 \ ({Wi,..., Wk} be distinct. Let r = typec(w) and let -

type,(w, au) (note that T,T1,...,, are already determined by EA). Let f denote the

random variable freq (w). Let fi denote the andnom variable freqa(w, u').

Then, there exists a constant p = p(a, q,p) > 0. such that if s < p n. then the

distributiori of (f, fi, fs) over FFreq,(T, [k], a) x J7J FFreq,(ri, [k + 1], b) is 2") -

close to the distribution of (h, h1,...., h,) generated as follows:

1. h Its picked unifornly at random from FFreq,(r, [k], a).

2. For each i, each hi is picked independently and uniformly from the set of all

f FFreq,1(r, [k + 1], b) such that (Ti, f') extends (T, h).

3.6.3 Proof of Theorem 3.5.8

We now prove Theorem 3.5.8, where the nain (juantifier elinunation stej) is carried

out.

Theorem 3.5.8 (restated) For every prime q and integers k, t > 0, there is

a constant c = c(k, t, q) such that for every FO[Modq] formula ak(a1 . .,) 'with
Conn

quantifier depti t, there is a function @ : Types(k) x Zq -{0, 1} such that for all

p E (0, 1), the quantity

Vw1,... ,Wo E VG,
Pr > 1 -

GEG(n,p) (G satisfies 0(wi, . W ,tk)) ($/(ty peG() freq' (w)) =1



Proof The proof is by induction on the size of the formula. If p(w1 , t IV) is

an atomic formula, then trivially there exists a ' : Types(k) -+ {0, 1} such that for

every graph G an(l every w E V4, the statement p(w1 ,..., tk) holds if and only if

4'(typeG(w)) = 1. Thus we miay take c(k, 0, q) = 0. We will show that one may take

c(k, t, q) = (q - 1) -c(k + 1, t - 1, q) . 2 c(k+1,t-1,q)2 + 1.

Now assumne the result hol(s for all formulae smaller than V.

Case A: Suppose V(a 1 , . . . , (1k) = 1(a,. ak) A p2(a1, . . . , ak). By induction

hypothesis, we have functions $1, $'2 an(I a cons tant c such that PrG[ . W, k E

VG, (V 1(W1 , W...,k) * V1 (typeG(w), freq'G(w)) = 1)] > 1-2~(") and PrG[Vwi,, tk E

VG, (p 2 (w , o) W '2(typeG(w), freqG(w)) = 1)] > 1 - 2-2(4). Setting (r, f)
1(r, f) - 2(r, f), it follows from the union bound that

Pr[VWi, .... Wk E VG, (W1 , Wk) (typeG (w),freqc(w)) =1) 1 -2
G

Case -,: Suppose V(a1I,..... aa) -y'(a .. ,k). Let 4: Types(k) x Zg

{0, 1} be such that PrG [Vwi, . . . , Wok 6 G(w 1 . - - , Wk) 4(typeG (W), freqc(w))

1)] > 1 - 2(n). Setting 40(T, f) =1 - <'(T, f), we see that

Pr[Vwi. , Wk E VG, ((W, -... Wk) ## <(typeG(w), freq'(w)) =1)] 1 - 2-2(n).GG

Case Mod': Suppose 9(61..,k) =Mod#, '(01,... , at,#). Let c' - c(k +

1, t - 1, q) an(l let ' : Types(k + 1) x ZqConnI -+ {0, 1} be given by the induction

hy pothesis, so that

Pr[Vwi .  W., t E VG, (V (W1, . . . , Wrk, V) <= 0'(typeG(w, v), freqG(w, z)) 1) > 1-2

Call G good if this event occurs, i.e., if

VW1,. . . , t, E V, '(w 1 ,- .. . , Wk, v) N 4'(typeG(w,zv),freq$(w,v)) = 1).

Let (w1 . .k) be the number (mod q) of V such that '(W1, ... ., . v) is true.



Then for any good G (doing arithmetic mod q),

(w, . . . ,tk) = '(yWpeo(w, v), freq (w, v)).
Wk "(yeGW

Grouping terns, we have

-f(wi, .. ,wk) = S
T'cTypes(k±1) fE9Z

'51(r', f') { e VG : ty peG (w, V) - T') A freqG(W, V) -

5 g'(r', f') A(T', f', typeG (w), freq'G(w))

(applying Theorem 3.6.1, and taking c = (q - 1)c'2(c')2 + 1)

which is solely a function of typeG(w) and freqc(w). Thus, there is a function Z5[:

Types(k) x -+ {0, 1} such that for all good G and for all w1, Wk E Vo,

v(type(w) freqc(w)) = 1 if and only if -y(w) -- i mod q. Thus,

= 1)] 1-2-

as desired.

Case 3: Suppose (Ci., . . ., ak) - 3p, p'(a1 I ... a, 3). Let c' - c(k + 1, t - 1, q)
Conn l 'and let <"Types(k + 1) x 7Zq f {0, 1} beC such1 that,

Pr[Vwi, .. ., , E V , (p'(wi( ,
G

Wk, V) 4 i'(typeG(w, v), freqG(W, V))

(3.6)

For this case, we imay choose c to be any integer at least c'. Define 4: Types(k) x

Z""l -+ {0, 1} by the rule: @(T, f) 1 if there is a (T', f') E

FFreq,(T', [k + 1], c') extending (T, f) such that T'(r' f') .

Fix any w C [n]k. \Ve will show that

Types(k + 1) x

Pr[(]v, @'(type(w, v), freq"(w, v)) 1) e @(typec (w), freq'(w)) =1] 2 1 - 24"

(3.7)

Pr[Vw1, ., , ((Mod , o'(w1, .... , V)) 4 $(ty peG (W), freqe (w))
GqG



Taking a union bound of (3.7) over all w e [n]k, and using Equation (3.6), we conclulde

that

Pr [V' 1,. W- wkE VG, (p(W 1 ,--- , wk) O "(typeG(w),freqG(W)) - 1-)] - (n
Gc-G(np)

as desired.

It remains to show Equation (3.7). It will help to expose the edges of the random

graph G in three stages.

In the first stage, we expose all the edges between the vertices in {w 1 , ... , Wk}

For the second stage, let -s p(c, q, p) - n (where p comes from Theorein 3.6.12)

and pick distinct vertices u1 , . . . , u, e [n] \ {wi, }. In the second stage, we

expose all the unexposed edges between the vertices in {w 1., w , W U1 , .. . , us} (i.e.,

the edges between uis and ws, as well as the edges between the uis and as). Denote

the resulting graph induced on {w 1 ,... , u1 ,.  U} after the second stage by A

(so that VA {w 1 , .. . 1 , Us}).

In the third stage, we expose the rest of the edges in G. Thus G is sampled from

G (n, p | V, EA).

Let r denote the random variable typeG(w). Note that T is determniled after the

first stage. Let T,. .. . ., rd denote the random variables typeG(w, ui), . . . , typeG (, a,).

Note that Ti, . , are all determined after the second stage. Let f denote the random

variable freqG(w). Let fi, . .., f, denote the random variables freqg(w, ui), . freqG(w. Ua).

The varialbles f, f1..,f are all determined after the third stage. Notice that the coi-

tent of Theorem 3.6.12 is precisely a description of the distribution of (f, fi, . . . , f8).

We identify two bad events B1 and B 2 .

B1 is defilned to be the event: there exists a c Types(k + 1) extending T, with

{k +1} E H, (ie, types -where vertex k + 1 is distinct from the other vertices), such

that
1

{i E [s] : ri = a}| < -smin{pk,( p)k.
- 2

(This can be interpreted as saying that the type a appears abnormally infrequently

amongst the T). Note that for any a extending T, the events "ri = a", for i E [S],



are inde)endent conditioned on the outcome of the first stage, since they depend on

disjoint sets of edges of G. Also, for each i and each T extending r with {k +1} E Ho-,

the probllbility that T = a is > inin{p , (1 - p)k}. Therefore, applying the Chernoff

bound, aind taking a union bound over all u extending r with {k + 1} E II, we see

that

Pr[B1] 2 ) exp(-s min{pk, (1 - p) })< 2-Q(n).

Now let

S= {(a, g) c Types(k + 1) x FFreq,(a, [k + 1],c') {k + 1} c ,

AND (a, g) extends (r, f) AND @'(u, g) 1}.

B 2 is defined to be the event: S $ 0 and for each i E [s], (ri, fi) g S. We study

the )robability of -B1 A B 2. Let U be the set of (d, d1 ,..., d,) E FFreq,(r, [k], c) x

] ji FFreq,(ri, [k + 1], c') such that

1. The set S(d) defined by

S(d) = {(a, g) C Types(k + 1) x FFreq,(a, [k + 1], c') {k + 1} E It

AND (o, g) extends (T, d) AND @'(u, g) - 1}

is nonenpty.

2. For (chii E [s), (Ti, di) V S(d).

By definition, the event B 2 occurs )recisely when (f, fi, .f) E U.

By Theorem 3.6.12, for any fixing of E 4, the probability that (f, f1. . , fs) E U

is at most 2-0 () more than the probability that (h, h1 , . . . h,) c U. As the event

B1 is solely a function of EA, we conclude that Pr[-iB 1 A (f, fi,..., fs) E U)]

Pr[,B1 A (h, hi,..., hs) E U]+ 2-(*).

It remains to bound Pr[,B1 A (h, hi,..., h,) c U]. If S(h) : 0, take a (a, g) c

S(h). In the absence of B 1, the number of i E [s] with T =a is at least js minp,(l--

p)k}. For all these i, it must hold that hi / g in order for (h, hi, ... , h,) to lie in U.



Therefore,

1s imin'p',(1--I))}
Pr[-iBI A (h, h1,..., hq) E U] < 1 - 1

F Freq,(r, k +I1, c')1

Notice that this last quantity is of the forn 2~qk(*)

Putting everything together,

Pr[-,B 1 A B 21 < Pr[-,B 1 A (h, hi,..., hs) E U] + 2~"(n) < 2 -) + 2 "") < 2 0(n)

Therefore, with probability at least 1 - 2- (*), the event B 2 does not occur. The

next. claim finishes the proof of Equation (3.7), and with that the proof of Theo-

rem 3.5.8.

Claim 3.6.13 If B 2 does not occur. then

(Iv, 4'(typeG(w, v), freq (w, v)) =1) a ('(typeG(w), freq'G(w)) = 1).

Proof Let T - typec(w) and f = freq (w).

If (r, f) 0, then we know that for all (T', f') C Types(k+1) x FFreq,(r', k+1, c')

extending (r, f), we have <'(r', f') = 0. Thus by Lenna 3.6.8, for all v E VC,

,/'(type 0 (w, v), freq"(w, v)) - 0, as required.

If @(r, f) = 1, then we consi(ler two situations.

e The self-fulfilling situation: If there is a (r', f') E Types(k+1) x FFreq,(r', k+

1, c') extenling (r, f) with {k + 1} H, and 1'(T', f') = 1. In this case, take

any j E [k) with U'(J) =U-(k + 1), and let v = wi. Thus typeG(WV) T.

By Lemma 3.6.10, since (T', f') extends (T, f) with {k + 1} V 11,,, it follows that

freqG(w, v) f'. Therefore, with this choice of v, we have 'b(typeG(w v), freq(w, V))

1, as required.

" The default situation: In this case, there is a (T', f') E Types(k + 1) x

FFreq,(T', k + 1, c') extending (T, f) with {k + 1} E I., and 4'(r', f') - 1. This

is precisely the statement that S 7 0. Therefore, by the absence of the event



B2 , there must be an i E [r] such that (Ti, fi) E S. Taking v = ui, we see that

,V'(typee(w, v), freq (w, v)) - 1, as required.

This completes the proof of the clain. U

3.7 Counting Extensions

In this se1ion we prove Theorem 3.6. 1.

3.7.1 Subgraph frequency arithmetic

We begin with a definition. A partial matching between two I-labelled graphs F 1, F2

is a subset r; C (1F \ C(F)) x (VF, \ L(F 2 )) that is one-to-one. For two graphs F1, F2 ,

let PMatch(F1, F 2) be the set of all partial matchings between them.

Definition 3.7.1 (Gluing along a partial matching) Let F and F2 be two I-

labelled graphs. and let r/ E PMatch(F 1 , F2). Define the gluing of F1 and F2 along rl,

denoted F1 , V7 F2 , to be the graph obtained by first taking the disjoint union of F1 and

F2. identifying pairs of vertices with the same label, and then identifying the vertices

in each pair of rq (and removing duplicate edges). We omit the subscript when ;= 0.

We have the following sinple identity.

Lemma 3.7.2 For any I-labelled graphs F1 , F2 , any graph G and any w E V7:

[F1](G, w) - [F2](G, w) =
qEPMatch(Fj F2)

Proof Ve give a bijection

a: Inj(F 1 , (G, w)) x Inj(F 2, (G, w)) -+ t1
qEPMatch(F ,F2)

Define a(X1i, X2) as follows. Let rl {(V1, v '2 ) E (V 1r \ E(F)) x (VF, \ L(F 2 )) I X1(vl)

X2('v2)}. Let L1 E Inj(F 1 , F1 V F 2) and L2 E Inj(F 2 , F1 v7 F2) be the natural inclusions.

(3.8)[F1 v71 F2] (G, w).

I nj (F1 v,, F2, (G, w)).



Let G E Inj(F 1 V,7 F2 , (G, w)) )e the unique hononorphisin such that for all v E VF1,

x o t1 (v) = XI(v), and for all v E VFX, 0 o t 2 (v) = 2 (v). We define a(X1 , X2) := X

To see that a is a bijection, we give its inverse 13. Let r/ E PMatch(F, F2 ) and

y E Inj(F 1 V, F2 , (G, w)). Let L1 E Inj(F 1 , F1 V, F2) and t 2 E Inj(F 2 , F V7 F2 ) be the

natural inclusions. Define #3(x) := (X o t, y o 2 ).

Then 3 is the inverse of a. U

Ve can now prove Lemna 3.6.2.

Lemma 3.6.2 (Label-connected subgraph frequencies determine all sub-

graph frequencies, restated) For every k-labelled graph F' with |VF' \ C(F')| < t,

there is a polynomial 6 F' C [XF)FEConfn I sueh that for all graphs G and w E V$,

[F'](G, w) (X),

where x E ZCo"" ' s given by XF [F] (G, w).

Proof By induction o1 the numillber of colnected com nents of F' \ E(F'). If F'

is label-connected , then we take P'(X) = XF'-

Now suppose F' is label-disconnected. Write F' = F1 V F2 where F1 and F2

are 1)oth k-lal)elled graphs, and F1 \ C(F1 ) and F2 \ C(F2) have fewer connected

colll)onelts.

By equation (3.8), for all G and w,

[F1 V F2](G, w) = [Fi](G, w) . [F2](G, w) - [F1 Vn F2](G, w).
Of77EPMatch(F1 ,F2)

Observe that for any r/ / 0, each graph Fi Vn F2 has at least one fewer label-connected

component than F1 V F 2  F'. Thus, by induction hypothesis, we may take

F'(X) =Fi (X) -F 2(X) - S 6F V,,F2(X).
0#1EPMatch(Fi F2)

This coipletes the proof of the lenina. U



3.7.2 Proof of Theorem 3.6.1

Theorem 3.6.1 (restated) Let q be a prime, let k, b > 0 be integers and let a >

(q - 1) .b -|Conn 1 1 + 1. There is a function

Co T' X ZConn_A : Types(k + 1) X 74 " x Types(k) q kCnn __- 7

such that for all -r' E Types(k + 1),
Conn'

PfE q k IT E Types(k), f E ZqConn , t

holds that for every graph G, and every w1,...,tok e Va with type0 (w) - r and

freqa(w) = f, the cardinality of the set

{v E VG : typeG(w, V) = 7' A freqb(w, v) f'}

is c0ruen1ft 1t to A(r', f'. T, f) mod q.

Proof We describe the function A(r', f', T, f) explicitly. If r' does not extend T,

then we set A(r', f ', r, f) 0.

Now assume T' extends T. We take cases on whether k + 1 is a singleton in IIT or

not.

Case 1: {k+1} E HIT. In this case, there is an I C [k] such that typeG (Wl0, ... , v)

r' if and only if V ( {W,...., Uk} and (v, toi) E EG 4# z E I (explicitly, I =(i E [k]

{{k + 1}, IT(i)} E4).

For each u, v e VG, let x,, c {0, 1}, where Xz, = 1 if and only if u is adjacent to

v in G.

Then, using the fact that q is prime, the nunler (mod q) of v with typeG(w, V) = r'

and freq;(w, v) - f' can be comnpactly expressed as (doing arithmetic mod q):

E Sr
VEVG1 t, -- k iEI

xvw. f (1 -x ,j) 17 (1 -
jE[kl'\I FEConnb

([F] q(G, w, v) -

Expanding! the expression JEr w elHj[k]\I( 1 - XVws) may be expressed in the form

ESC[k] bs HS Xowv. Using Lenuna 3.7.2, the expression rFEConn_ (I - ([F]q(G, w, 'v)

may be expressed in the form Ej cj[F]q(G, w, v), where each Fj is a k + 1-labelled

f') q -

- fi)q-)



graph with at most |Connk± 1 I b - (q - 1) unlabelled vertices.

Thus we may rewrite the expression for A(r', f', T, f) as:

E

- bscj
Sj vE

1:bs 11 xv,

S
[n]\{wj , ... , } ES

j[F]q(G, w, v)

[ Fjq(G, w,v)

= (bsc[FS']q(G, w),
S,j

where Fi, is the k-labelled graph obtained from Fj by

(a) For each i E S, adding an edge 1)etween the vertex labelled k + 1 and the vertex

labelled i, an(

(b) Removing the label from the vertex labelled k + 1.

Note that FS' has at most Conn1 -b -(q - 1) + 1 < a unlabelled vertices. Thus, by

Lemma 3.6.2, [FSj]q(G, w) is deterinined by freq'(w). This completes the (efinition

of A in this case.

Case 2: {k + 1} IH,. This case is much easier to haidle. Pick any j E [k] such

that IUT'j) = IIT(k + 1). Then there is only one v E Vc such that typei. v) - r'

(namely, wy).

Then A r', f', T, f) = 1 if and only if for all F' E Conn +1 fF, where

F E Conn6 is the graph obtained by ideitifying the vertex labelled k + 1 with the

vertex labelled j, and labelling this new vertex j. Otherwise A(T', f', T, f) = 0.

This completes the definition of our desired function A. U

3.8 The Distribution of Labelled Subgraph Fre-

quencies mod q

In this section, we prove Theorem 3.6.12. As in Section 3.3, the proof will be via an

intermediate theorem (Theorem 3.8.2) that proves the equidistributiorn of the number



of copies of labelled sul)graphs in G(n, p).

3.8.1 Equidistribution of labelled subgraph copies

First, we gather some simIple observations about injective homoniorphisims from label-

connected graphs for later use (the proofs are simple and are omitted).

Proposition 3.8.1 (Simple but delicate observations about label-connected graphs)

Let F, F' E Conn'. Let G be a graph and let w c V- with all w distinct.

1. IfE c Cop(F, (Gw)). the E l =EF -

2. 1fF W F'. we have Cop(F, (G, w)) n Cop(F', (G, w)) = 0.

3. Let . . ., E Inj(F, (G, w)) be such that for any distinct j, j' j r], xJ(VF

L(F)) n xy(VF \ (F)) = 0. Let x c Inj(F',(G,w)). Suppose x(EF') C

(U x(EF) . Then ther( is a j E [r] suech that X(EF') C xj(EF)-

\W'Xe can now state and prove an e(uidistribution theorem for the nuinl)er of copies

of labelled subgraphs in a conditioned random graph. Theorem 3.6.12 will follow from

this.

Theorem 3.8.2 Let A be a graph with V4 [ {n] and IVA| < n'. Let w - (WI, ... ,W ) G

Y with w1,...,Wk distinct. Let u1 ,...u, E A \ {wj : i c I} be distinct. Let

F1 , F be distinct k-labelled label-connected graphs, with 1 <E| K d. Let

H1 ,...,He be distinct k + 1-labelled label-connected graphs dependent on label k + 1.

iith 1 < |EH <d.

Let G G(n,p |VA, E 4 ). Then the distribution of

(((Fi), (G, w)) i[t], ((Hgn),)(G, W, uji)) sa[tti d[c)

on Z'+s' is 2-nasj,7(n-n')+(f+f's) ogq_-close to uiniformr in statistical distance.



Proof By the Vazirani XOR lenna (Lemma 3.3.4), it suffices to show that for any

nonzero (c, c') E Zt x Z" we have IE [wR] < 2 -2qpj(n~"') where

R := ci(Fi)q(G, w) + c' E Ciji(Hi)q(G, W, Uy )
iE ItJ i/ E V1 j'cIS]

and w E C is a primitive qth-root of unity.

WVe will show this lby appealing to Lenna 3.3.3. Let m (n) - (a). Let z E
{0, 1} ) be the random variable where, for each e E ([~]), ze 1 if and only if edge e

is present in G. Thus, independently for each e E ([n]) \ ('), Pr[ze 1] p, while for

e (Y4), the value of ze is either identically 1 or identically 0 (depending on whether

e E EA or not).

W\'e may now express R in terms of the Ze. We have,

R - ci(F)q(G, w) + c'> > (Hi')(G, w, nyj)
iE[f] i/ EIf ] E [s]

>3 H~> 7 ze + E3 E3 C> -17
iE[)] EECop(Fi,(K,,w)) eEE i'E[C'] j'Es] EECop(H, ,(Kvw'Uz/)) eEE

= CE ze+ c'I CE HZe,
EET eEE E E T 2  eEE

where F1 2( is the set Uj2]:cso Cop(F , (K,, w)) , T2 is the set UgE.[sf Ec O Cop(Hg, (Ku, w,

for each E E T 1, CE = ci Where i E [C] is such that F E Cop(F, (Ku, W)) (note

that b y Proposition 3.8.1 there is exactly one such i), and similarly, for E E T2,

cE i'E[f'ij'E[s]:EECop(Hg,(K,,w,u,) cg y. Thus if E is such that there is a unique

(i', f) E [C'] x [s] for which E c Cop(Hg, (K., w, uy)) and c',, z 0, then c'E / 0.

Let Q(Z) E Zq[Z], where Z = (Ze),E ([ l( 9)1be the polynomial

E CE 11 Ze fl Z+>ECE f1 ze 11 Ze'
EE. 1  eEEnf( 4) eEE\Q4) EEY) eE(En4) eEE\()4)

Let z E {0, 1 }(")\(Xl be the random variable z restricted to the coordinates ill-

dexed by ([I') \ (7) (thus each coordinate of z independently equals 1 with probability



p). Then R = Q(z). We wish to show that

E [a;Q-'] I; 2-<"") (3.9)

We do this by demonstrating that the polynomial Q(Z) satisfies the hypotheses

of Lemma 3.3.3.

Let d* = maxi:e#O |EF . Let di = maxil.c' go Em,. We take cases depending

on whether d* < d* or d* > d*.

Case 1: Suppose d* < d*. Let i', j6 be such that c', 0 and |EH., d*. Then

Q(Z) may be written as EEEF cE IecE Ze + Q'(Z), where F =-{E G F2 E n 04) =

0} and deg(Q') < d*.

Let X 1 X2, , Xr E I nj (Hi, (K., w, uj,,)) be a collection of hoinomorphisns such

that:

1. For all j E [r], we have xy(Vi \ £(Hi,)) C [n] \ VA.

2. Fr all (distinct j, j' E [r], we have Xj(VH., \ L(Hi)) n x' (VH, \ -(Hil)) 0.

Such a collection can be chosen greedily so that r ( ). Let Ej E Cop(Hi, (K,,, w, y))

be given by x (EH., ). Let S be the family of sets E1 E, C T. We observe the

following J)roperties of the Ej:

1. For each j E [r], IEgl = d* (since xy is injective and Wi . Wk, u - are distinct).

2. For each j E [r], c'E, 0. This is because there is a unique (i', j') (namely

(i', jr)) for which cy $ 0 and Ej E Cop(Hgi, (Ku, w, ar)). Indeed, if j' / jI,

then each E* E Cop(Hg', (K., w, uj,)) has some element incident on up (while

E does not). On the other hand, if j' - j and i' $ i'", then Proposition 3.8.1

implies that Cop(Hg, ( w, uy)) n Cop(H', (KI , w, ui)) = 0.

3. For distinct j, j' E [r], Ej n E= 0 (by choice of the Xj).

4. For any S E F\S, |Sn(UjEj)| < d*. To see this, take any S E F\E and suppose

IS ri (UjEj)| > d*. Let i' C [t'], j' E [s] be such that S E Cop(Hg,' (Ku. w, u,)).



Let X E Inj(Hg,, (K., w, uj,)) with X(EH,) = S. By choice of di, we know that

S < d. Therefore, the only way that |Sn (UjEj)I can be ;> d* is if (a) S = d*

and (b) S n (UjEj) = S, or in other words, S C (UjEy). Since Hj is dependent

on label k + 1, we know that S has some element incident on vertex uy , and thus

(b) forces j' - j"' (otherwise no Ey is incident on uy). Now by Proposition 3.8. 1,

this implies that S C Ej for sonic j. But since |Ey| = |S|, we have S = Ey,

contradicting our choice of S. Therefore, IS n (Uj Ej)| < d* for any S E F \ S.

It now follows that Q (Z), F and S satisfy the hyp)othesis of Lennna 3.3.3. Con-

sequently, (noting that d* < d) Equation (3.9) follows, completing the )roof in Case

1.

Case 2: Suppose d* > d*. Let io be su(h that ci, / 0 and |EF;| = d*. Then

Q(Z) may be written as EIT (cE + CE) eE Ze + Q'(Z), where F {E E F1 U F2

E n(1) = 0} and deg(Q') < d*.

Let X1, X2, , x E Inj(Fij, (Kn, w)) be a collection of homomorphisms such that:

1. For all j E [r], we have Xj (VF \ £(Fi,)) C [n] \ VA.

2. For all distinct j,j' E [r], we have Xy (VF,, \ (Fij)) n xy (' \ £(F )) = 0.

Such a collection can be chosen greedily so that r = Q(":1"' ). Let E, E Cop(Ej, (Ku, w))

be given by xy (EF). Let S be the family of sets {E 1 . E. .,} E F. We observe the

following properties of the Ej:

1. For each j E [r], |Ey| = d* (since xj is injective and Wi, . . . , wk are distinct).

2. For each j E- [f], CE. + cE' : 0. This is because cEj =ci, / 0 and for any (i', j'
Ej Cop(Hi,, (Ku, w, ujf)) (and so c', - 0). To see the latter claim, note that

each E* E Cop(Hg,, (Ku, w, ujt)) has an element incident o up (which E does

not).

3. For distinct j, j' E [r], 1E n Ey = 0 (by choice of the Xy).

4. For any S E F \ E, |S n (UjEy)| < d*. To see this, take any S E F \ F aid

supp~ose IS n (Uy Ey)| I d*.-



(a) If S E F1, then let i E [] I)e such that S E Cop(F, (Kn, w)). Let x E

Inj(F, (K,, w)) with x(E.) = S. We know thatI SI < d*. Therefore,

the only way that IS n (UjEj)j canI be > d* is if (1) ISI = d*, and (2) S n

(UjEj) = S, or in other words, S C (UjEj). However, )y Proposition 3.8.1,

this inplies that S - Ej for some j. But since IE| = S 1, we have S = E,

contra(dicting our choice of S.

(b) If S E T2, then let i' E [{'], j' c [s] be such that S c Cop(Hi , (K,, w, ny)).

Let X E Inj(Hg , (K,, w, a1 )) with x(EH,) = S. We know that IS| < d* K

d*. Now S has an eleinent incident on njy. On the other hand none of the

Ej have any edges inci(lent on uny. Therefore |S n (UjE)| < <SI : d*.

Therefore, iS n (UjE)I < d* for any S E F \ 8.

It now follows that Q(Z), T and S satisfy the hypothesis of Lenna 3.3.3. Conse-

(uently, (noting that d* < d) Equation (3.9) follows, completing the proof in Case 2.

U

3.8.2 Proof of Theorem 3.6.12

Theorem 3.6.12 (restated) Let a > b be positive integers. Let A be a graph with

V [n] and I V4| n' < n/2. Let G G G(n,p 4, EA). Let w = (w1,... ,1Wk) C I,4,

and let .... , s V \ { 1 1, Wk } be distinct. Let T = typeG (w) and let Ti =

typeG(w, ua) ('note that 7,T 1 ,. .. ,T, are already determined by E 4). Let f denote the

random variable freq"G(w). Let fi dcnote the random variable freqG(w, U).

Then, there exists a constant p - p(a, q,p) > 0, such that if s < p -n. then the

distribution of (f, fi, . . . ,fs) over FFreq,(T, [k], a) x ]]i FFreq,(Ti, [k + 1], b) is 2-"(n)

close to the distribution of (hh 1 ,...,h,) gen(rated as follows:

1. h is picked uniformly at random from FFreq,(T, [k], a).

2. For each i., each hi is picked independently and uniforrnly from the set of all

f' E FFreq,(T. [k + 1], b) such that (Ti, f') e:rtends (r, h).



Proof Let v - w/U 4 . Let F1 ,.. . , Ff be an enumeration of the elements of Conn',.

Let U' E Partitions([k + 1]) equal UT U {{k + 1}}. Notice that for each i E [S),

1Ti = '. Let H1 ,..., He be an enuneration of those elements of Conn,,, that are

dependent on label i*.

By Theorem 3.8.2 and the hypothesis on s for a suitable constant p, the distribu-

tion of

(g, g1 , . .. , g) - (((F),(G, V))iE[tj, ((Hg,)(Gv, j' ))ifE tII)

is 2 42(4) close to uniform over Zt+"5. Given the vector (g, g), .. we may compute

the vector (f, fi,... , f,) as follows:

1. For F - K1 ([k]), we have fF - n - r1.

2. For all other F E Conn', let i E [f] be such that F/UT a F. Th1e fF

gi - aut(F).

3. For H E Conn$+ 1 dependent on label k+1, let ' E [C'] be such that H/(I) 2 H .

Then for each j' c [S], (fj')H 9 ' aut(Hg,).

4. For H E Conn , 1 not dependent on label k + 1 and for any j' E [s], there is a,

unique setting of (fj)H (given the settings above) that is consistent with the

fact that (r, fj) extends (r, f). This follows from Lemma 3.6.9.

This implies the desired claim about the distribution of (f, fi,. . . f8). U

3.9 Open problems

We conclude with sone open problems:

1. What is the complexity of computing the numbers ao, .. . , aq._1 in Theorem 3.2.1?

We know that it is PSPACE-hard to compite these numbers (it is already

PSPACE-hard to tell if the asymptotic probability of a FO sentence is 0 or 1).

Our proof shows that they may be compited in time 222 of height proportional

to the quantifier depth of the formula.



2. Is there a modular convergence law for FO[Modmn] for arbitrary m? This encom-

passes the study of logics which include multiple modular-counting quantifiers,

such as FO[Mod 2 , Mod3]. Our methods face the same obstacles that prevent

the Razborov-Smolensky methods for circuit complexity from generalizing to

AC0 [Modm,]. Perhaps an answer to the above question will give some hints for

AC0 [Mod,.]?

3. In the spirit of the Shelah-Spencer 0-1 law [SS87, SS88], is there a modular

convergence law for FO[e] on G(n, n-O), for irrational a? Even the behavior of

subgraph frequencies mod 2 in this setting seems quite intriguing.
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Chapter 4

Affine Dispersers from Subspace

Polynomials

4.1 Introduction

A one-outtput-bit seedless disperser (often calle( a (leteriministic disperser) for a family

F of subsets of {0, 1}m is a function Disp {0, 1} -+ {0, 1} satisfying the property

that oi andy subset X e r, X c {0, 1}' (the set X is often called a "source") the

function Disp takes more than one value, i.e., |{Disp(x) : x E X}| > 1. An extractor

for F is a function Extr : {O, 1}' -+ {O, 1} satisfying the stronger requirement that

for every X E F, if x is picked uniformly froin X, then Extr(x) is nearly-unifoirmly

distributcd. We think of (ispersers and extractors as behaving pseudorandomly on

sources X c F because in typical settings where the size of F is not too large, a

randomi function is indeed an extractor and hence also a disperser. Extractors al(

dispersers have been intensively studied in recent years in the context of extracting

randomness fron imperfect sources of randomness. The goal of these studies has

been to obtain extractors andl (ispersers computable in polynomnial time, aid today

several constructions of seedless dispersers for various structured families of subsets

are known, including for "bit-fixing" and "saimphable" sources [CGH+85, GRS06,

TVOO, KZ07]. We refer the reader to [BKS+05] for more information onl seedless

dispersers andil extractors.



A particularly interesting family of structured subsets that has been considered in

this context, and is also the focus of our work, is the family of affine subspaces over a

fixed finite field F, of size p (think of p = 2). Extractors and dispersers for this family

of sources are known as affine extractors and dispersers. Affine extractors for spaces of

dimension greater than m/2 are relatively easy to construct [BHVO1]. However, for

spaces of dimension smaller than m/2 the problem becomes much harder, an(d to date,

only two explicit pseudorandom constructions are known [BKS±05, Bou07]1. Both

these works give constructions that are shown to behave pseudorandomly on all affine

spaces of dimension > cm, where c > 0 is any fixed constant. The work of [BKS+05]

constructs affine dispersers and that of [Bou07] constructs affine extractors. Both

constructions Use recent sI-m1-product theorems over finite fields [BKTO4, BGK06]

and related results from additive combinatorics, along with several other ion-trivial

ideas.

4.1.1 Results

Our main result (Theorem 4.2.2) is the explicit construction of an affine disperser for

spaces of dimension o(m). Specifically, our disperser works for spaces of dimension

at least 6m 4/ 5 . The structure of our main affine disperser is as follows. The m

coordinates are grouped into r blocks, each with an equal number k of coordinates,

and each block is interpreted as specifying an element of the finite field Fk. The

r elements thus obtained in F, k are now substituted into a, certain polynomial over

Fk , and its output, which is an elemlent of F, , is projected onto F, via a nontrivial

F,-linear mapping of F , to F,.

The techniques we use allow for a host of results with a similar flavor. The

simplest-to-state result is a "univariate" affine extractor below the m./2 barrier. By

"univariate" we nean that the finction we use to compute the extractor is naturally

viewed as a univariate polynomial. Let < : F" -+ Fp, be any F , -linear isonnorphism

'A related, though incomparable, result of Gabizon and Raz [GR05] constructs extractors for
affine sources over "large" finite fields, where "large" means p > m2 , see also [DGO9] for recent
improvements along this line of research.



and F : Fpmf -- Fr be any nontrivial Fp-linear map2  We show that the function

f F~m -+ F definelld by

f(x) = r ((#(X))1+p+p (4.1)

is an extractor for dimnension at least 2n/5 + 0(1), as long as m is odd. Another

pseudoran( doin univariate construction appeariig here is

f(x) = 7r (((x))1+P+p2+p) (4.2)

which we prove is an affine disperser for diiension greater than n/3 + 0(1). We

conkjecture that this construction is in fact an extractor and that both univariate (on-

structions are merely the first two imembers of a larger family of univariate extractors

(see Conjecture 4.2.6).

Ve point out that if m is even, then Flrfm, has a subfield Fm/2 which is also a

r/2-dinmensional sbl)sl)ace of F ,m for which the above mfentioned constructions will

not be a disperser. Indeed, when x belongs to Fm 2 then so does every )ower of x,

hence somine nontrivial Fp-linear map 7r will be constant on both {X1+p+p2 x E Fpm1 2 }
and {X1+P+P2+P x E FPm1

2 }. In the next section we comnment on the role that the

oddliess of ni, and nore generally, the absence of subfields, )lays in our proofs.

On subspaces and polynomials Our analysis makes use of a class of polynomiials

called subspacc polyn omials. These )olynomials were first systematically studied by

Ore in the 1930's [Ore33, Ore34]. They have numerous applications in the study of

finite fields and in the theory of error correcting codes (See [Ber68, Chapter 11] and

[LN97, Chapter 3, Section 4]). More recently, they have been used within computa-

tionial conplexity to construct short PCPs [BGH+04, BS05, BGH+05] and to study

linitations on the list-decodability of the Reed-Solomnon code [BKR06].

The p)olynomials studied in this last line of works are what we call the kernel-

2Explicitly, 0 is a bijeetion between the vector space F' and the finite field F m and r is a

nonzero linear map from F m to FP. Both mappings are F,-linear, i.e., they respect addition and

multiplication by scahars in F,.



subspace3 polynoinial associated to a linear subspace L C F, m, which is a polynomial

whose set of roots equals L. In this work we analyze our dispersers using elementary

properties of the imragc-subspacc poiyomia/ of a linear subspace L. These polynonials

have the property that their image, i.e., the set of values they take over Fgm, equals

L. Our proofs begin by first reformulating the property of being an affine disperser in

terms of these polynomials. We then use a simple-to-prove, yet extremely powerful,

structural lemna about these polynomials, to get ouri main results.

Pseudorandomness from the absence of subfields It was recently realized,

starting with the work of [BIW04] and further developed in [Zuc06, KRVZ(6, BR.SWO6,

Bou07], that finite fields without large subfields are the source of many pseudorandom

phenomena, and that this can be put to good use in the construction of (xtractors

and dispersers. The above mentioned works all harnessed this pseudorandomnness via

receit results from additive combinatorics such as the sumn-product theorem of Bour-

gain, Katz and Tao [BKT04] and the related nmultilinear exponential sum estimates

of Bourgain, Glibichuk and Konyagin [BGK06].

In our work, we offer a different algebraic inearnation of this phenomenon. Specif-

ically, we show that the abseice of large subfields direct.ly affects the structure of the

iage-subspace polynomials of the field. Ilnage-sibspace polynomials are linearizCd,

wlich means that they are of the form E'-1 aiXP;. Roughly speaking, our main

structural lemnma (Lemma 4.4.3) says that the inmage-subspace polynomial of a sub-

space A of dimension d aminiot have d consecutive (oefficients a that are all zero.

Moreover, and this is the crucial part, if A is not contained in a constait iultiple of

a subfield of F,, , then the polynomiial camnot have even d - 1 consecutive coefficients

that are all zero. This lemma has a short proof (appearing in Section 4.4.1), yet

is extremely powerful. Surprisingly, reducing the maximal length of a sequence of

zero-coefficients by 1 (from d to d - 1) for spaces that are not contained in subfields

is all it takes for the underlying pseudorandorniess to get exposed.

3The terms "kernel-" and "image-subspace polynomials" were suggested by Prahladh Harsha and
we thank him for introducing this nomenclature.



4.1.2 Proof strategy for affine dispersers

We now give a brief descri)tion of the basic proof strategy that we use to prove that

a function is an affine disperser. We demionstrate the steps involved in the special

case of the function f defined in (4.1) for the case of p = 2 and ir(y) = Tr(y) (where

Tr : F2 m -+ F2 is the Trace map). We will show in Theorem 4.2.4 that if mi2 is odd (so

that F2m ias no proper subfields of size 2 m/2), then for any affine space A C F'm of

dinension > 2m/5 + Q(1), we have {Tr(a 7 ) 1 a E A} - F 2 .

1. Reduce to showing that a certain polynomial h is not a constant

polynomial: We first paramieterize the affine space A using subspace polyno-

nials. Let Q(X) be the imnage-subspace of A, so that A ={Q(x) : E F2 m}.

In ternis of the )olynoimial Q(X), we want to show that the composed map

f o Q : F 2m -> F) is non-comnstant. Let h(X) be the polynomial r(Q(X)7 )

mnod (X 2 "' - X), so that h(x) = f(Q(x)) for each x c F2m (cf. Proposi-

tion 4.3.1). Thus to show that h is a nonconstant map, it suffices to show

that, h(X) is a nonconstant polynomnial. Wke do this in the next two ste)s of our

)roof strategy, by finding a imolonial of positive degree that appears in h(X)

with ai nonzero coefficient.

2. Express the coefficients of h in terms of the coefficients of the subspace

polynomials: To show that h has a monomial of positive degree with a nonzero

coeffcieit, it will be convenient to get an explicit expression for the coefficients

themselves. Such an ex)licit expression can be obtained by direct substitution.

In all the cases we consider, there is a good deal of structure in the resulting

formulae. For example, for the polynomial we obtained while studying f(x) =

Tr(xv), we have the following lenmnma.

Lemma 4.1.1 Let Q(X) =- E aiX 2 t . Let h(X) = Tr(Q(X) 7) mod (X2 ' _

X). Then for distinct j, k, 1, the coeficieIt of X22k+22' 1 (X) Is qiven b te



m-1 aj-r ak-r al-r
Permn a 2 a2 a2,(433-r-1 k_--1 a-r-1(43

r=0 4_ - 4 a4
j-- Gk-r-2 Gl-r-2

where Pern is the matrix permanent, and the subscripts of the a 's are taken

'mod M.

3. Argue combinatorially that some coefficient of h must be nonzero:

Finally, we show that some positive degree monomial of h has a nonzero coeffi-

cient. Using the regular form of the coefficients of the polynomial h, for example

as given in Lemma 4.1.1, and the structural results about the coefficients of sub-

space polynomials, this part of the argument reduces to the combinatorics of

cyclic shifts on Zm. More to the point, we use our main structural lenna

(Leunna 4.4.3) to prove that there is a choice of j, k, I such that (i) the matrix

appearimg in the first surnnand (corresponding to r = 0) in equation (4.3) is

lower triangular with nonzero entries on its diagonal, hence its perimnanent is

nonzero, whereas (ii) the matrices appearing in all other summnands ini equation

(4.3) (corresponding to r = 1. - 1) contain a zero column, hence have a

zero permanent.

4.1.3 From affine dispersers to extractors

We believe that all constructions provided here are affine extractors, not mnerely dis-

persers. Ve can prove this only for our simplest construction, that described in (4.1).

This proof goes via a general theoren saying that every function of F, -degree 3 that

is an affine disperser for dimension d, is also an affine extractor for dimensioi slightly

higher than d (with the bias decreasing to 0 as the dimension increases). The function

described in (4.1) is of this form (cf. Proposition 4.3.2) whereas that appearing in

(4.2) is already of F,-degree 4 and the other dispersers analyzed here have even higher

degree.
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4.2 Main results

In this section,. we state oir main results. Ve start by formally (lefining affine dis-

persers and extractors.

Definition 4.2.1 (F,-affine dispersers and extractors) A futnction f : FP - F,

is an F,-affine disperser for dimension d if for cve'ry affine subspace S C F' o)f

dimewnsion at least d, we have If(A)| > 1.

A function f : FW - F, is an F,-affine c-extractor for dimension d if for cvcry

affin subspace S C F, if x is picked ni ormily at random from S. the statistical

distance of f(x) from the uniform distributior on Fp is at most c.

We briefly indicate the relation between this (lefinition and the more general set-

ting. Following the (lerai(lomnization literature, we will refer to a (listribution over a

domain D as a "source". A function f :D - R is said to be an c-extractor for a

set of sources S if, for every S E S, if x is picked according S, then the statistical

distalce of f(x) from the uniform dlistribution oi R is at most e (c is called the

error-parameter of the extractor). The function f is a disperser for S if it is an

c-extractor for some c < 1. (This is equivalent to saying that f is nonconstant on the

support. of S for each source S E S).

A d-dimensional affine source in F2 is the uniform distribution over somie

d-dimensional affine space. In this language, we see that a function f : F" -+ F, is

an Fp-affine disperse r (e-extm;actor. respectively) for dimension d if and only if it is a

dis)erser (6-extractor, respectively) for the set of d-dimensional affine sources in F.

A more standar( definition of a disperser, as a)pearimg in, say, [Sha02], re(quires

that for every d-dimensional affine source S, f(supp(S)) equals the full range F,.

Notice that for the case of p = 2 the two (lefinitions match. All our constructions give

F,-affine dis)ersers according to Definition 4.2.1. When p is clear from the context,

we simply refer to them as affine dispersers.
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4.2.1 Disperser for affine spaces of sublinear dimension

We begin by describing the function f : F," - F, which will prove to be a disperser

over F, for affine sources of sublinear dimension. The integers n, r and t are param-

eters of the construction to be specified later. As in [Bou07], we partition the m

coordinates of an input x into r blocks (x1 , . . . , xr) of n coordinates each (we assume

n divides n by discarding a few field-eleients, if necessary). We will pick n to be

primie, so that F, has no nontrivial subfields. Each block xi is interpreted as an

elemnent of F,- by using an F,-linear isomorphismfaise each
-liea- ioiorpisn roi F toF. Ne then rieec

x to a suitable distinct power and let yj denote the result of this powering. Next,

we apply the tth symmetric polynomial to yi, . . . , yr, and get z E F where this

polynoial is defined by

Symr(Y 1,... ,Y) = Yi.
I gr|,Ml=t iE1

Finally, we take a nontrivial F,-linear imap w : Fn -> Fp, and output r(z). We now

formally state our main result.

Theorem 4.2.2 (Affine dispersers for sublinear dimension) Given ZnteJer m

fix parameters n, r, t as follows. Let n be the smallest prime bigger than 2 -m 5. Let

r = [n/n] and let t = /Fr]. (We have n m3 /5, 'r rm 2. and t 'rm1!5 .) Let

#:FP"- > (Fp,)' be an injective F,-linear map, where #0(y) - (1(y) .. r(y)) and

#j(y) E Fyn. Let w : F-7 - F, be a nontrivial F,-iinear map. Then the function

f :F, - F defined by

fx = gr(Sm ((#1(X))" , (#20 ++2 ()1+,+,2+-+,.4)

'is an affine disperser for dimension greater than 6 m /5, i.e., for all afine A C F "
with dim(A) > 6m/5 we have |f (A) > 1.

Notice f can be conputed in polynomial tinie in p and mi. because Sym' can be

conputed efficiently in the said time (using the Newton-Girard identities). From a
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computational VieW)oint our construction is nore efficient than that of [Bou07] which

for spaces of (imnension cm reqired a running time of m2/t.

The method by which we prove Theorem 4.2.2 is quite general an(d iii the following

subsections we show that a few natural variants of it can also be shown to be goo(

affine (isj)ersers an(l extractors in various settings.

4.2.2 Disperser for independent affine sources

Infornally, we say a function f : (FP)t -+ F, is a disperser for independent affine

sources if on every set of affine s)aces A 1 ,.. . At g F" of sufficiently large (inensions,

we have If(A 1 x x At) > 1. The following theorem presents an affine (isperser

for independent sources that works as long as the suin of dimensions is greater than

n. The analysis of this independent source affine (isperser turns out to play a crucial

role in our proof Theorem 4.2.2.

In what follows, a proper subfield of F,, is a subfield K of size < p" and an affinie

shift of K is a set of the form {a - s + b| s E K} for sone fixe( a, b E F,.. (Notice

that every one-(diienlsional F,-affine subspace of FP , n > 1 is an affine shift of the

proper sibfiel(l F,.)

Theorem 4.2.3 (Disperser for independent affine sources) Let : F, -+ F,

be a riontrivial F -linear map. Consider the fuction f : F'r Fp given by

t

f(x1, xt) - -IT x( H. (4.5)

Let A1, - - , At C FPO. be F,-affine spaecs of dim ensions d1 ,..., d respectively, where

(di - 2) > n. Suppose furth,eror( that no As is contained in an affine shift of

a proper subfield oftFpn . Thei I (A x ... x At)| > 1.

Remark The assmln)tion that A. is not containe(l in an affine shift of a proper

sibfield is neessary. Without it we coulld set Ai = K for a proper subfield K, and

select soic nontrivial - such that the resulting function f is constant on A 1 x . . . x At.
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Remark A result of Hou, Leung and Xiang [HLX02] inplies the following state-

nent (cf. [DG09]). Let A1 ,... , At C F, be affine spaces of dimensions d1, ... , d

respectively and none are contained in affine shifts of proper subfields. Then

diml span Bixi xi E A} min n, (d -- 1)}.

So if E(di - 1) ;> n then -r (H xi) is nonconstant on A1 x -.. x At. The I)roof

technique of [HLX02] differs significantly from ours and it is not clear how to derive

one result from the other.

4.2.3 Univariate dispersers

Our next set of results is a pair of constructions based on univariate polynomials.

We treat our input x E F," as a single element of the field F,1 by using any F,-

linear isomnorphismn between FP" and F,.. We raise x to a suital)le power and mnap the

result to F, using any nontrivial F,-linear map. The first construction will be shown

in the next subsection to be an extractor for dimension greater than 2n/5 and the

second works for lower dimension (n/3) )ut we cannot show that it is an extractor (cf.

Conjecture 4.2.6). 'We call the next construction "cubic", and the one that follows

"quartic", because the relevant functions f, when viewed as having domain (F,)",

are computed by )olynomnials of degree 3 and 4 respectively (cf. the first bullet of

Proposition 4.3.2).

Theorem 4.2.4 (Univariate cubic affine disperser) Let r :F, -+ F, be a non-

trivial F.-linear map. The function f :Fpn -+ F. given by

f(x) =7 (x1+p+p2

is a disperser for the set (f affine spaces of dimension greater than 2n + 10 that are

not contained in an affine shift of a proper subfield of Fpn.

In particular, if n is odd, then f is an affine disperser for dimension - + 10.
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Theorem 4.2.5 (Univariate quartic affine disperser) Let -r : Fp. -+ F, be a

nontrivial Fp-linear homomorphism. The function f :Fp, -+ Fp given by

f(X) 7 (X 1+P+P2+p)

is a disperser for the set of affine spaces of dimension greater than 11 + 10 that are

not contained in an affine shift of a proper subfield of F.

In particular, if n is odd, then f is an affine disperser for dimension !- + 10.
3

W\'e believe that the dimension bound in the above pair of theorems is not tight.

In particular, we think the cul)ic construction of Theorem 4.2.4 should be a disperser

for dimension > n/3 and the qilartic construction of Theorem 4.2.5 should work for

dimension > n/4. In fact, we believe in the stronger conjecture stated next.

Conjecture 4.2.6 (Univariate extractors) For every prime p and integer k there

exists an inte'ger c c(p, k) and constant E = jp, k) > 0 such that the following

holds for all sufficiently large n. Let -F : F>n -+ F be a nontrivial Fp-linear 'map. Let

Sk Z (p'- The fanction fk Fp> -4 Fp given by

fk(x) - IF (X")

is an exp (-ed) - extractor for the set of affine spaces of dimension greater than (1 + c) +

d that are not contained 'in n affine shift of a proper subfield of F>n.

4.2.4 A cubic affine disperser is an affine extractor

Our final set of results shows that aniy cubic function that is a disperser for dimriension

d, is an c(d')-extractor for dimniension d + d', where c(d') goes to 0 as d' increases.

Theorem 4.2.7 (Cubic affine dispersers are affine extractors) There exists a

universal constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let f : F' -+ Fp be computed

by a cubic polynomial. If f is an affine disperser for dimension do then f is an affine

O(d-')-extractor for dimension do + d.
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Using the cubic construction from Theorem 4.2.4, the previous theorem implies

the following affine extractor.

Corollary 4.2.8 (Univariate cubic affine extractor) There exists a universal con-

stant e > 0 such that the affine disperser f defined in Theorem 4 is an affine

O(d-')-extractor for diaension (! + 10) + d.

The nethod of proof of Theorem 4.2.7, restated next, is very different from what

we use in the rest of this paper. It relies on an energy-inrrement argunment aid Fourier

analysis. Because the methods are unrelated to the main theme of this thesis, we omit

the proof and refer the reader to the paper.

Remark Recent work of [HS09] gives a )etter )o1nd Oil the error-paraneter of

f stated in 4.2.7. They show a. bound of exp(-d) on the error-paraneter for sonme

universal constant e > 0.

Counting arguments show that there exist cubic functions that are dispersers for

affine spaces of dimension as small as 0(v n). Given Theorem 4.2.7, this implies that

one way to get affine extractors for sublinear dimension is to find an explicit cubic

affine disperser that works for the saine dimension bound.

Unfortunately, quartic affine dispersers are not necessarily affine extractors for

comparable dimension. So, although we believe the quartic construction of Theo-

rem 4.2.5 is an affine extractor (cf. Conjecture 4.2.6), a proof of this conjecture will

have to rely on the particular algel)raic structure of this quartic function.

Organization of this chapter The next section introduces some preliminaries.

In Section 4.4 we establish some results about su)space polynomials that we will

need for the following sections. Of particular importance are (i) the Main Structural

Lenna 4.4.3 which connects the fact that a sul)space is not an affine shift of a subfield

to the zero-nonzero pattern of the coefficients of its inmage-subspace polynomial, and

(ii) Lemmia 4.4.6 which is used to show that our constructions, when restricted to a

subspace of sufficiently large dimension, are polynomials of positive degree.
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The proofs of our main results go in increasng order of complexity. In Section 4.5

we du our univariate constructions, proving Theorems 4.2.4 and 4.2.5. In Sec-

tion 4.6 we analyze the disperser for independent sources and prove Theorem 4.2.3.

In Section 4.7 we analyze our construction for sublinear dimension and prove Theo-

rem 4.2.2. Together, Sections 2.4, Sections 4.4 4.6, and 4.7 contain a complete proof

of Theorei 4.2.2. Wve conclude with some open )robleimls.

4.3 Preliminaries

In this section we build up sonic preliinaries on1 polynomials, and recall some notions

related to F,-degree.

W'X'e will. use capital letters such as X, are used for formal variables, and small

letters such as xi are used for field-elemnIents.

For a I)olynoinal h(X 1 , . . . X,) E FU [X1 . , X,], abusing notation we define

h(X 1 .... , X,) 111od ((X - Xi)iel)

to be the unique polynonial congruent to h(X 1 , .... , X,) mod ((Xf" - Xi)iet,;) of

degree < jf in each variable. Equivalently, h' is the polynomial obtained1 by starting

with h and repeatedly re)lacing, for each i, every occurrence of Xf" by Xj. The

following proposition, stated without proof, will be used repeatedly in our arguments.

Proposition 4.3.1 Let h(X 1 ,...,X,) E F,i[Xi. Xr]. Let

h'(X1,... ,X.,) = h(X 1,...,Xr) m1od ((X?" - Xi)c,[r,).

Then for any x c F;" we have h(x) - h'(x).

Consequentiy, |h(F;,)| > 1 if and only if h'(X 1 ... , X,) is a polynomial of degree

qrater than 0.

We recall sone notions from Chapter 2, instantiated in a slightly simpler form for

our purposes. For a nonnegative integer i, let wtp(i) denote the sum of the digits of
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i in the base-p re)resentation. If mrn(X1, . X) C F,-[X1, .. ., Xt] is the no minial

f[ Xit , we define the F,-degree of n in the variable Xi to 3e wt,(p). We define the

F,-degree of the monoirial A to be the sum of the F ,-degrees of Ad in each variable

Xi. We then define the F,-degree of a Iolyloimlial to be the inaximui Fp-degree of

any of its inonomials.

Proposition 4.3.2 Let P(X 1 , . . .,Xe), Q(X 1 ,..., Xt) be polyromials in Fp,[X 1 ... , Xt]

,with F,-degrees di, d2 < n respectively. Let = (61... . d. : F" + IF,*, be an F -

linear isomorphism. and ir FPn -+ F, be an F,-linear map. Then

" Let f = (fi,. fn) F" -+ F, be given by f(x) = r (P(#1(x), ... Ot (x))).

Then f is cornputed by a polynomial P' G F [Y1 ,... ,Y.] of total degree at most

d1 .

" The Fp-degree of P(X 1, . . . , Xt) - Q(X 1 ,. . . , Xt) is at most d1 + d2-

* The Fp-degree of P(X 1, ... , X-t)P' m1od ((.X p - Xj) jictj) equals d1 .

'e recall one final basic fact about finite field extensions that F,-linear maps

from Fp, to F, are colmuted by trace maps.

Proposition 4.3.3 Let Tr(Y) = 1 YPi be the trace map from Fi to F,. For

every F,-linear map 7r : Fpn -+ F,, there exists p p, C Fyn such that for all x C F7n

we have

wr(x) - Tr(p- x).

Furthermore., r is trivial if and only if p = 0.

4.4 Results on subspace polynomials

Preliminary material on subspace Iolynoiials can be found in Section 2.4.
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4.4.1 The main structural lemma

In this section, we prove our main structural leinnia on the coefficients of subspace

polynonials.

We )cgin with sone 1)asic facts about finite fields. In what follows, let F, denote

the algebraic closure of F,.

Claim 4.4.1 Let k > 1, and suppose a, c G Fh, are such that apk - ca = 0. Then.

letting b be any (pk - l)-th root of c in F,, we have a E b -F i.

Proof If a 0 then the clain is trivial. Otherwise, we have a p = ca, and hence

aP'~1 c. Thus (a/b)Pk~ - 1, which implies that a/b E Fk. U

Claim 4.4.2 For linearized polynomial Q(X) = o ajXP' +a E Fn [X] and inter

t. we havt

n-1

(Q(X))P' (mod X" - X) t(a((-t mod n)) Xpj + ai.
j=0

The proof follows 1y direct expansion, using the F,1 -linearity of the map Z H-> ZP'.

We now state and prove our main structural lenna about the zero/nonzero pat-

tern of consecutive coefficients of sul)space polynonials.

Lemma 4.4.3 (Main structural lemma for subspace polynomials) Let L be a

d-dinensional linear siubspaee in n Let QL(X) = I E-0ajXPj be the image-

subspaee polynomial of L.

1. For any integer r and set J {(r + j) mod n j = 0,.. .d - 1} of d consec-

utive indices in Z., there is some j E J with aj f 0. In particular, ao and an-

are nionzero.

2. Suppose that L is not eontained in any constant multiple of a proper subfield

of Fg, i.e. L ; # . Fpk for any 3 E Fn and any Fpk c F,,. Then for any

integer r n-d+l and set J= {(r+j) mod n j 0...d-2} ofd- 1

conseutive indiees in Z,, there is some j C J with aj : 0.
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Proof For the first part, suppose aj - 0 for all j E J. Note that by Leinnia 2.4.4,

QL has p- distinct roots in F,. Let Q'(X) := QL(X)p7(r mod XP"' -. X. Then,

by Claim 4.4.2 we conclude Q'(X) = " a X N j [n -n
j-O jr~dVP Now for any j ~-d, -1],

we have ajyr+d-n = 0 by assumption, and thus Q'(X) is of degree at most pa-d. InI

addition, by Proposition 4.3.1, Q'(a) = QL(a)p 0 for every a E Fpr satisfying

Q L (a) =0, and hence Q' has at least pa roots. This is a contradiction.

In particular, since by definition an-d+1,., aI_1 forms a sequence of d - 1 coIn-

secutive coefficients that are all zero, we conclude both an d and ao miust be noizero.

For the second part, suppose aj - 0 for all j E J. Again, by Leini 2.4.4, QL

has p"4 distinct roots iII F,. Let k = n - (r + d) + 1 (note that 0 < k < n).

Then as above the polynomial Q'(X) := QL (X)pk mod XP" - X is nonzero of degree

at most p"d. In addition, Q'(a) - QL(a)P" = 0 for every a E Fp,. for which

QL(a) = 0. As Q' and QL are of the samie degree p-d, there is a constant c E F,-

such that Q'(X) - cQL(X) is of degree at most p and vaises On the p"~- roots

of QL(X). Thus the polynomial Q'(X) - cQL(X) is identically zero. Recalling the

definition of Q'(X), have just showed that QL(X)Pk - CQL(X) 0 m1mod XP' - X.

Thus for each a E Fp,,, we have QL(a)" - CQL(a) = 0. Now, since the image of QL

is L, by Claim 4.4.1 we conclude that L C b -Fk (where b E F, is a pk - 1-th root of

c). This almost gives the desired contradiction, but for the possibility that b g F.7,

and that FA. may not be a subfield of F,.

Let 3 E L \ {0}. For any a E L, we have a/,3 E (b - Fk)/(b - Fr), and hience

a/# E FA. Thus #- m -L C F,< nFp, = Fptk~ny, where (k,n) gcd(k,n-t). Thus

L C 3. F/ t ,>, contradicting the hypothesis on L. M

4.4.2 Coefficients of products of subspace polynomials

In our subsequent arguments, we will need time and again to prove that a cer-

tain polynomial P, which is the trace of products of linearized polynomials reduced

m1od ((X' - Xi)iG[,r), is not a constait. InI this subsection we describe a lemnuma

that will allow us to argue such statements by showing that a well-chosen inonomial
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of P has a nonzero coefficient. We start with a (lefinition.

Definition 4.4.4 (Associated matrix and its zero-one indicator matrix) For

a linearize d polynomial Q(X) ZJJ' aiXP' over , we define its associate(l natrix

MQ Fby setting the (i, j)-entry of MQ to be (a.i)P, where both

rows and coiumrns are indexed by {0, 1,. .. , - 1} and index arithrwtiic, as well as

powers of/p are computed modulo n. Explicitly, Mk is the following matrix

ao al a2 -- -- . . n-1

(ar,_ 1 )P (ao)P (ai)P ... .. . (aa- 2 )P

(a,_2) 2  (a,_1)p2  (ao)p2 ... ... (an-3) -

(a1)P"l (a 2 )pr/I (a3)p"" . . . . . . (ao)P" '

For ai C F,1# let a' indicate whether ai is Zero. i.e., a' = 0 if ai =0 and otherwise

a 1. Similarly, let Ml' = MP denote the zero-one indicator matrix of MIQ. The

(ij)-entry of this matrix is a'_j, or, in other words, the (i,j)-entry of A' indicates

whether the (i, j)-entry of M is nonzero.

The use of the associate(l matrix is captured by the following claim. The proof of

the claim (which is onttcd) follows unimediately from Claim 4.4.2.

Claim 4.4.5 The (i,j)-entry of MQ is the coefficient of Xp' in the linearized poly-

nomial (Q(X))P' mod XP" - X.

To state the main lemma of this sub_)section we need the following notation. For

A, B nonenmptv subsets of {0, . . . , n - 1} let M[A, B be the minor correspon(ling to

rows A and columns B. For an integer r, let B + r = {s + r niod n I s c B}.

Lemma 4.4.6 Let p E F, \ {0}. Let A1,... , At, B 1,..., B C {0,. .. , n - 1} sat-

isfy |Ai Bi > 0 for i 1.,t. Let aci = EA;P,-/Ji = Zkepk. Let

Q1 (X1),...Qt(X) be linearized polynomials with associated matrices M 1, ... , Mt and

zero-one indicator matrices Mj. i respectively.
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The coefficient ck of the monomirjal M =_ X, in

t

n-1i

cvZ=lp r-

t

H Permn (Mi[A4i +
r=0 i=1

n-1 t

r, Bi]) = p -11 Perm (Mi[A, B, - r])P' . (4.7)
r=0 i=1

Proof Notice

nl

~zzE

tT

Tr. y H (Qi (Xi))"'
t

p"7 - 11 (Qi(Xi))",
r=O i=1

Thus, cM is a sum of n elements, where the rth element, denoted c , is the coefficient

of m in the rth sunnand in the right hand side above. WX'e can )reak c< further

into pPr times a product of t terms, where the ith termn is the coefficient of X,3 in

(Qj(Xj,))"''. So to prove the lenna it suffices to show that the coefficient of X(i in

(Qj(Xj))"'p is Penr (Mi[Ai + r, Bi]).

Expand (Qi(Xi))'*Pr as

A (Qi(, i))""

j EAi ; +r
kBy assumption |Ail = |Bij and expanding XZ as ]7EJ;i Xf ve see that for every

one-to-one mapping h : Bi - A we get a contribution to the coefficient of X' )y

picking X fro (Qi(Xi))P i.e., the coefficient of X is4.4.5):

Sazk((k)+r)
h:Bi-+Ai,h one-to-one kEB.

Perimm(Ai[Ai + r, Bj]).

This completes the proof of the lemma. 0

The ai)ove lemuna gives us an explicit formula for the coefficients of a certain

polynomials. The following remark describes the exact way in which this lemma gets
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used to show that such a polynomlill is nonzero.

Remark 4.4.7 Keep the notation of the previous lemma. Suppose that the following

two conditions hold:

1. M{ A 1 , B 1 , .... , M: [A, Bt] are each, up to reordering of rows and columns, upper

triangular with every diagonal entry nonzero.

2. For every r e {1,...n - 1} there exists E {1 ,t} such that MJ, [Ai,, B, -

r] contains an all-zero column.

Then the coefficient c.A of the monomial M in R(X 1  X,) is nonzero.

Indeed, assurption 1 implies that the firsts ummirand on the right hand side of (4.7)

,is nonzero, because it is a product of permranents of upper triangular niatrices with

nonzero diagonal. Assurription 2 irmplies that all other summirrands ar zero., because

one mriatrix in the product has a zero permanent on account of its all-zero column.

4.5 Univariate constructions

In this section we prove our results about nivariate dispersers. WXe start with the

euic affine disI)erser (in the next section, we will show that it is even ai affine

extractor).

4.5.1 Cubic affine disperser

Theorem 4.2.4 (Univariate cubic affine disperser, restated) Let i : Fn - F,

be a nontrivial F1, -linear mrrap. The function f : Fyn -+ F, given by

f (x) =, (x1+P+P2)

is a disperser for the set of affine spaces of dimension greater than - + 10 that are

not contained in an affine shift of a proper subfield of Fn.

In partieuilar, if n is odd. then f is an affine disperser for dimiension + 10.5
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Proof WNe assume without loss of generality that dim1(A) = d = [2l + 10 (by

replacing A with an arbitrary subspace of A of this dimension). By Proposition 4.3.3,

we know that r(x) is of the form Ir(px) for some p E F, \ {0}. Let Q(X) be the

imnage-subspace polynomiial of A, so that A = Q(Fp,). Let

R(X) = Tr(p - Q(X)l+,+p2) mod (XP, -X),

so that by Proposition 4.3.1, R(x) - f(Q(x)) for each x E F, and hence R(Fp,,) =

f(A). The same proposition inplies that to prove Theorem 4.2.5, it suffices to show

that R(X) has a muonomial of positive degree, and this is what we shall do.

To find the desired mmonoimial we start by invoking Lemnma 4.4.6. Applying this

lemmimna to our case we have t = 1 and we get a single linearized polynomnial Q1 (X 1 )

Q(X). The set A = Ai is {0, 1, 2}, which corresponds to the exponent a - a1 =

p0 + pl + p2. Thus, Lenna 4.4.6 reads inl our case as follows.

Claim 4.5.1 For B {ij, k} C {0,. .. , n - 1} let 3 - p' + p3 + pk. The coefficient

c of the monomial M = X1 in

Tr (p -Q(X)P)++P2) (muod XI" - X)

is given by
n-1

cM= p'Perm (M [A, B - r])P . (4.8)
r:=o

By Remark 4.4.7, the above claimnimplies that in order to show that R(X) is

mnonconstant, letting M' M, be the zero-one indicator matrix of AIQ as defined inl

Definition 4.4.4, it suffices to find a B C {0, . . . , n - 1} with IB = 3, such that:

1. The matrix M'[f{0, 1, 2}, B] is, up to reordering of rows and colhmnns, upper

triangular with each diagonal entry nonzero.

2. For every r E {1, . . ., n - 1} the matrix M'[{0, 1, 2}, B - r] contains an all-zero

counlin.
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W'Ve proceed to find such a B. Thus all the action is in the first 3 rows of the matrix

M'.

To this end, we state a few useful properties of the coefficients of Q that all follow

inunediately from Leinna 4.4.3 and will be used later on in the proof. Notice that

(iv) below follows via the second part of Lenuna 4.4.3 from our assumption that A is

not contained in an affine shift of a proper subfield of F,.

Claim 4.5.2 Let Q(X) =LA_-=O aiXP' + & be the irnage-subspae polynomial of A.

Lettiny d dim(A) we have (i) d > 2" + 10, (ii) ao, and 0, (iii) an-d+1 - - -
_5

a,-_ = 0 and (iv) for every 0 < j < n - d there is at least one nonzero coefficient

am ongst ag, aj+1, . . . , aj+d-2.

To further siiplify notation, for r1 < r2 let [ri, r2] denote the set of integers in

the interval [r1, r2]. Let lo = {i E [0, n - 1] ai = 0} denote the set of indices of the

zero coefficients of Q and let 1i = [0, n - 1] \ lo be the set of indices of nonzero ones.

We show the existence of a set B satisfying properties 1 and 2 and break the proof

into three cases according to the structure of Io, I1.

Case I - I1 n [n/.5 - 15, 2n/5 + 7] # 0: Let j e 11 n [n/5 - 15, 2n/5 + 7]. We claim

the set B ={O, j + 1, n - d + 2} satisfies our pair of properties. Property 1 holds

because

a/ a/+1a/a/ a/ ()
a0 i+ n-d+2 06 j+1 *

M'[{0, 1, 2} {O,j + 1,n - d+ 2}] a' : ad ( 0 a 0 = 0 1
a -_2 ai -I a' _d0 a' a'0_d 0

The second equality holds because of Claim 4.5.2 (i) , (ii) .

We now argue property 2. We have

a'_ a'/ w a'/ a+ -

M'[A, B--r] M'[{0, 1, } {n - rj + 1-rn d +2- r}] a' a'/d+1-r

a ' a ' 1 2 a '/ _ ._
-n -r- 2 -1-7 n d r
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For r E [1, d - 3] the first column of M'[A, B - r] is seen to be zero because the set

of indices appearing there is

{n - r, n - r - 1, n - r - 2} C [n - d + 1, n - 1] C IO,

(the last inclusion follows from Clalin 4.5.2 (ii) ). Similarly, for r E [n. - (d - 3), n - 1]

the last column of M'[A, B - r] is zero, since the set of indices appearing there,

{n - d + 2 - r, n - d + 1 - r, n - d - r} C [n - d + 1, n - 1C f if.

Finally, for the remaining r E [d - 2, n - (d - 2)] C [2n/5 + 8, 3n/5 8], using the

fact that j E [n/5 - 15, 2n/5 + 7], we see that the middle columnn of M'[A. B - r] is

zero, since the set of indices appearing there,

{j+ 1- rj-r, j- 1- r} C -T1 - 15) - 1 - -3 8) , --n + 7) + _ 1 (-2- + 8)
5 5 5 5

C -- 8, n -11 C Io,

where the last inclusion uses the bound on d which implies 3n/5 - 8 > n - d. We

conclude that property 2 also holds and the proof of the first case is complete.

Case II - I1 n [n/5 - 15, 2n/5 + 7 = 0: Let ji be the largest element in [0, n/5 -

15]n 1 and let j2 be the minimal element in [2n/5 + 7, n - d]n 1. By Claim 4.5.2 (iiii)

we cannot have both ji 0 and 12 = n - d. Consider the following four intervals:

[0, j1] (whose end points are in 1), [j + 1, J2 -11 (which is contained int 10), [j2 , n - d]

(whose end points are in I1), and [In - d + 1, n - 1] (which is contained in I)). Denote

the length of these intervals by (11, . .. a 4 respectively. Notice the length of each of the

zero intervals (a2, ( 4 ) is strictly greater than the length of the other two "nonzero"

intervals. Moreover, by the assumption that A is not contained in an affine shift

of a proper subfield, part 2 of Lennna 4.4.3 implies that ( 4 > a 2 . By assuniption
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a 1 , a 3 < n/5 - 1.0. WXe sumnarize this for future reference by

d - 2 =a 4 > a 2 > max{a1, aa} + 10. (4.9)

There are two subcases,

Case II.a - a 1 # a 3 : Assmne without loss of generality a 1 > a 3 . We claim that

B = {0, n -- d + 1, ji + 2} satisfies our pair of properties. (The case of ai < a3 can be

seen to he identical by using the argument below to show B ={j2, ji 1, n - d + 2}

satisfies the said pair of properties.) Property 1 holds because

a' a'd_1 a/ 2  1 0 0

M'[{0, 1, 2}, {0, n - d + 1,j1+ 2}] = a'1 a'_ aa,. = 0 1 0 -

I at a/0a'n-2 a' -d- 1 ' 0 *

Regarding property 2, the key observation is that any nonzero shift will force either

the first or the last column to be all zero. Indeed, the difference between the top

left and bottoim right indices of M'[A, B - r ={n - r, n - d + 1 - r, j + 2 - r}] is

1 a-1 - 1, and the difference between any other pair of indices chosen one from

each of the first and third columns is between j1 and ji + 4. Thus, by (4.9) the only

value of r such that both these columns are not entirely zero is r 0. We conclude

property 2 holds and the proof of this case is compnlete.

Case II.b - a1 = a 3 : In this case we claim that B {0,J2 + 1,ji + 2} satisfies

our pair of properties. Property 1 cain be verified by inspection as in the previous

two cases. Furthermore, since the first and last column in this case are identical to

the first and last coAnnI in the previous case, the same argument as there shows that

the only nonzero shift that has both these cohuns nonzero must be r n - 32. e
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get the following matrix

at a'2 +1 a/nd+ 1 * 0
M'[{0, 1, 2}+(n-j 2), B ={0,j2 + ,j + 2}] (a a/ 1 0 a2 0

a a2/-1 K a'_ 0 *

The only way the matrix above can be nonzero is if a'2 # 0. Since j2 > 2n./5 the only

way this c(an happen is to have j2 ;> n2. But in this case we get a1 + a2 > a3 + a 4

which contradicts (4.9). We conclude the above matrix has pernanent 0 and property

2 holds. This completes the proof for the final case and Theorem 4.2.4 follows. M

4.5.2 Quartic affine disperser

Theorem 4.2.5 (Univariate quartic affine disperser, restated) Let :, -+

Fp be a nontrivial Fp-linear homriomorphisrn. The function f : F,, -+ Fp giecn by

f W)= 7 (X 1±PP2 +P 3)

is a disperser for the set of affine spaces of dimension greater than n + -10 that are
3

not contained in an affine shift of a propcr subfield of Fpp.

In particular, if n is odd, then f is an affine disperser for dimecnsion ? + 10.
'3

Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.2.4. Let p be as before. Let Q(X)
be the iniage-subspace polynoInial of A, so that A = Q(Fn, ). Let

R(X) Tr(I p. Q(X)1+p+p 2+p3) mod (Xpr - X).

As in the case of the previous proof, it is sufficient to prove the existence of a quadruple

B C {0, . . . n - 1} which satisfies the conditions of Remark 4.4.7. We get started by

adapting Lenna 4.4.6 to our present situation.

Claim 4.5.3 For B = {i 1 ,..., i4 } {0, ... ,n - 1} let 13 =ph ±p +ph + p-4. The
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cocfflicint cN of the rnonrmiall M X' 3 i

Tr (p- Q(X)P+P1+P2+P3) (mod XP - X)

is given by
n-1

c pP "Pern (M[A, B - r])' . (4.10)
r0o

As in Remark 4.4.7, letting M' - M (as defined in Definition 4.4.4), we seek

B C {0, .. ., n - 1} with |B|= 4 such that:

1. The matrix M'[{0, 1, 2, 3}, B] is, up to reordering of rows and columns, upper

triangular with a nonzero (iagonal.

2. For every r E {1. n - 1} tie matrix M'[{0, 1, 2, 3}, B-r] contains an all-zero

colunmin.

Having found such a B, the above claimn lets us conclude that the polynoiial R(X)

defined above is noiicoinstant.

As in the analysis of the cubic affinme disperser, we begin by stating a few useful

properties of the coefficients of Q that all follow innediately fron Lennna 4.4.3 and

will be used later on in the proof. Notice that (iv) below follows via the second part

of Lemmani 4.4.3 from our assumption that A is not contained in an affine shift of a

proper subfield of F, .

Claim 4.5.4 Let Q(X) =Z X_- aX + d be the image-subspace polynomial of A.

Letting d =dimn(A) we have (i) d ;> { + 10, (ii) aoand f 0, (iii) an =-.

a.1 =- 0 and (iv) for every 0 < j < n - d there is at least one nonzero coefficient

amongst aj, aj+1, . .. ,aj+--

V use the notation introduced in the proof of Theorem 4.2.4 in the previous

subsectioi. Recalling the definition of lo,11, Inotice that (ii) implies {0, n - d} E 11,

(iii) iniplies [n - d + 1, n - 1] g 1o and (iv) implies I n [jj + d - 1] $ 0.
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As stated earlier, we show that a set B satisfying part 2 of Claim 4.5.3 exists,
thereby proviiig Theorem 4.2.5. Our proof is divided into three cases according to

the structure of J0, I1.

Case I- Ii n [n/3 - 14, n/3 + 4] / 0: Let j E I1 n [n/3 - 14, n/3 + 4].

B ={0, 1, j + 2, n - d + 3} satisfies the two properties. Property 1 holds because

l[A, B] -
' _1

an-2

a' -3

/ / /
a1 aj+2 an-d+3

0' ai+ n-d+2

a ' a / a ' _/a'n- a 1  a n-d+1

a/ -2 a/ a/d

1 * * 0

0 1 * 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 * 1

wiere a -{

Regarding property 2, consider

M' [A, B - r] -

n--r

a/ m

n -r

-a'

n1-r aj+2-r an-d+3-r

a_ a aan-r aj- r an-d+2-r

/ / /1r a r a n-d+l-r

a-2-r Gji1r an d-r

For r E [1, d - 4], the first column of M'[A, B - r] is zero, since the set of indices

appearing there

[n -3- r,n - r] C [n- d+ 1,n.- 1] C IO

Tie last inclusion follows from Claim 4.5.4 (iii) Sinmilarly, for r E [n - (d - 4), n - 1]

the last colunmn of MI'[A, B - r] is zero, since

[n- d+3 -r,n- d- r] C [n - d +1,n -1] C IO.

Finally, for the remaining r E [d - 3, n - (d - 3)] C [n/3 + 7, 2n/3 - 7] the third

column of M'[A, B - r] is zero by selection of j E [n/3 - 14, n/3 + 4], since

[j-1-r,j+2-r] C [(n/3-15)-(2n/3-7), (n/3+6)-(n/3+7)] C [2n/3-8, n-1] ] I ,
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where the last inclusion uses Claim 4.5.4 (i) . We conclude property 2 also holds and

the proof of the first case is complete.

Case II -- I1 n [n/3 - 14, n/3 + 41 = 0: As in the proof of Theorem 4.2.4, let

Ji he the largest element in [0, n/3 - 15] n I1 and let 32 be the minimal element in

[n/3 + 5, n - d] n 11. By Claim 4.5.4 (iv) we cannot have both j1 0 and 32

n - d. (onsider the following four intervals: [0, j1] (whose end points are in I1),

[j 1+ 1, J2 - 1] (which is contained int 1o), [j2, n - d] (whose end points are in I1), and

[n - d + 1, n - 1] (which is contained in 10). Denote the length of these intervals by

a 1 , .. ., a4 respectively. Notice a 4 = d - 2 > a 1 + 10, a 3 + 10. There are two subcases.

Case II.a -- a1 # a3 : Assume without loss of generality ai > a3 . We claim

that the set B = {0, J2 + 1, n - d + 2, j1 + 3} satisfies both properties. (The case

of ai < (s can be seen to be identical by using the argument below to show that

B {j2, 1, 1 + 2, . - d + 3} satisfies our properties.) Property 1 holds because

a/ at± a/-d+2 a/ 1 * 0 0

a / a' a 0 1 0 0

n-2 j2- 1  a'n-a a 0 0 1 0

a / 2 a/ -d 1 / 0 0 * 1

Regar(ding property 2, the key observation is that any the difference between the top

left and bottom right indices of M' [A, B - r] and this difference is independent of

r equals ji = a1 - 1, and similarly the difference between any other pair of indices

chosen one fron each of the first and third columns is between ji and ji + 6. Since

a 4 - 10 > (V > a3 and a 2 > 20 the only shifts r that make both the first and the last

columns noizero must satisfy r E [n - ji, n - 10]. This implies that the third colunn

is zero (since this choice of r puts the indices of its entries in Io), hence property 2

holds and the proof of this case is complete.
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Case 11.b - ai = a 3: We claim that B =-{O, j2 + 1, n - d + 2, ji + 3} satisfies

both our properties. Indeed, property 1 holds by the reasoning of case II.a. By the

same reasoning as in that case, the only nonzero shift r for which both the first and

last columns are nonzero is the shift r = n- j2 which gives

/ / / \

a.2 a2j2+ 1 an-d+j2+2 a+ji+3  1 * * 0

/I / I '

a a a -0 ' a'(' '/ '/ '/ 0 a ' 'a /

' 2 2 ,.) 1 an daj2  aj 2±-±+ 0+ 2+1+ 1 n d+j 2

a j 2- 3  2j2 -2 a -d+j 2-1 j2j/ 0 * *

The last column is calculated using a1 - a 3 which implies j2 + ji =n - d. Consider

the middle 2 x 2 matrix on the right hand side above. The difference between the

upper left and bottom right indices is n-d+j 2 -2j2 n - d-j 2 - ji and that between

the bottom left and upper right is ji + 2. Thus, we conclude a' - 2-

Claim 4.5.4 (iv) , which relies on the fact that A is not contained in an affine shift of

a proper suibfield, implies that a 2 < a4. Together with the assumption ai =a 3 we

conclude a 1 + 2 < a 3 +a 4 . This implies j2 < n/2 which, together with the assumption

32 > n/3 gives us n - d < 2j 2 < n. This implies, via part (i) of Claim 4.5.4, that

a2j = 0 and the third column1 is all zero. This shows property 2.

Summing up, in each of the three eases above, we have shown the existence of a

set B that satisfies both properties of part 2 of Cladin 4.5.3. This implies R(X) is

nonzero and Theorem 4.2.5 follows. M

4.6 Disperser for independent affine sources

In this section we prove Theorem 4.2.3, restated below. Although the analysis is sim-

pler than what is involved in the proof of our main disperser for sublinear dimension

(Theorem 4.2.2), the proof of the following theorem lies at the heart of the imore

complicated case which is discussed in the next section.
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Theorem 4.2.3 (Disperser for independent affine sources, restated) Let

r :F, -+ IF, be a niontriviai F, -inear map. Consider the functiorn f : F', F, given

by

f (Xi,..xt) = r Xo' . (4.11)

Let A,, be.FA- affine spabec oJ dies of d.imensions d,...,d respeetively, where

ea(ch As is not eontained in art affine shift of a proper subfield of F,. If L'1(di-2) >

n , then If(A 1 x . x At)I > 1.

Proof WNe follow the steps outlined in our strategy described in Section 4.1.2. First,

we notice that

f (A1, . At) = f(Q 1(Fp,). , Qt(F)

where Qi(Xi) is the image-subspace polynonial of Ai. By Propositions 4.3.1, 4.3.3,

in order to show If(A 1 x --. x At)I > l it suffices to show that for any p E F,~ \ {}

the polyiinmial

t
def

R(X 1 d..f(Xt)=Tr (Qi(xi))) mod ((X" - Xj)jGt)

contains a imoionial of positive (legree with nonzero coefficient. We use Lenna 4.4.6

to prove the existence of such a inonoinal and in the proof we rely on the structural

properties of imnage-subspace polynomlials given in Lemma 4.4.3.

The key step in our proof is given by the following theorem. We state a soimewhat

more general form thai needed for the proof of Theorem 4.2.3. The added generality

will be useful in the proof of Theorem 4.2.2. (The general form we refer to (eals with

large powers as whereas for Theorem 4.2.3 setting all ai to 1 +p would be sufficient.)

Theorem 4.6.1 (Disperser for independent affine sources - Algebraic version)

Assume that A 1, ... , At G FC are affine sabspaes of dinensions di, . , d > 1,

none of which are eontairned in an affine shift of a proper subfield of F> . Let

Qi(Xi) E FP n[Xi] be the irage-subspae polynomial of A,. Let p e F1n \ {0}. Let
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1. et satisfy 1 < ej < di - 1 and let ai =>op. Let

t

R(X 1 Tr y (Qi(Xi)) od ((Xf - Xi)iE[t)) (4.12)

Jf Z_ (di -(e+11)) > n-max d +1. then R(X 1 ,... , Xt) has a monomial JJ[ X/i
with wtp (13i) = ej + 1, which has a nonzero coefficient. In particla r., |R(F>,) > 1.

Before giving the proof of Theorem 4.6. 1, let us first show how to use it to complete

the proof of Theorem 4.2.3. We may assume without loss of generality that di > 2 by

fixing nonzero eleiments of those spaces that have dimension 2. Next, in Theorem 4.6.1

we set t= 1 and ei = ... = et = 1, which gives ai = ... 1 at = 1 + p. Using

Proposition 4.3.1, the polynomial R defined in (4.12) satisfies R(Fr.) = f(A1 x --. x

At). Since E(di - 2) =Z(di - (ei + 1)) > n we conciude from Theorem 4.6.1 that

If (A1, .... , At)| > 1 and this comipletes the proof of Theorem 4.2.3. N

Proof of Theorem 4.6.1: Let Ai {0,. e}. By the first part of Lemina 4.4.6,

if B 1 ... c {0, . . . n - 1}, Bil = e + 1 and Ek, =kE Bi pi, then the coefficient of

M - H$J X' in R, which is denoted henceforth by c, equals

n-1 t

PZ -]7Penn (A1i[Ai, Bi - r]) , (4.13)
r=0 i=1

where Ai is the matrix associated with Qj (cf. Definition 4.4.4). We will find suitable

powers 13i with wtp(3j) = ej + 1 such that cm # 0. We define 13i by specifying B, with

Bi = ej + 1 and setting 3 = EkE, Pk.

Assume without loss of generality di max di. To dlefinle Bi let f1 = 0 and for

1 K i < t let £i+1 =[ + di - (ei + 1) m1od n. In other words, (i = E<a(di - (e +
1)) (mod n) where Ei = 0. Let Qj(Xi) =E -e aX + dj. Our definition of B

splits into two cases, depending on whether ajf is nonzero or zero. In the first case

we set Bi to be the set {i, n - di + 1, n - di + 2, . . ,n - di + ej}. In the second case

let j be the smallest index j' greater than Cj such that aiy is nonzero. Siimilarly, let

ji be the largest index j' smaller than Ci such that a., is nonzero. Let qi j! -j - 1
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be the length of the interval of zero-coefficients of Qj between indices ji and ji. Let

si 111111 {qi e}. We set Bi to be the set

{ji} u S +1...,Ji + Sil U {n - di + si + 1,.... , n - di + ei}.

The last set might be empty in ease s i e .

Our proof again employs the strategy of Reimark 4.4.7 via the next two clains,

roved )elow. We point out that the noncontainiment of As in a proper subfield and

the inplication this has on the structure of coefficients of Qj (cf. Lemmnna 4.4.3) will be

crucially used in the proof of Claim 4.6.3 below. Let i denote the zero-one indicator

matrix of Mi as given in Definition 4.4.4.

Claim 4.6.2 For all i 1, ... , t the tmatrix AIj[A, B] is lower triangular with

nonzero diagonal entries.

Claim 4.6.3 For all r E {1,. . . , n - 1} there exists i E {1, . . . , t} such that M$j[4., Bi-

r] contains an all-z(-ro column.

Assumning these two claims, Lenna 4.4.6 and R emark 4.4.7 imply Theorem 4.6.1. M

Proof of Claim 4.6.2: Notice that, by definition, M4[Ai, Bi] is a (ei + 1) x (e + 1)

matrix constructed by taking the minnor corresponding to the first e- + 1 rows of Mj

and the columns indexed by Bi. To see that Mj[As, Bj] is lower diagonal with nonzero

diagonal entries, consider Bi. To siniplify notation in this proof let aj = aj, be the

coefficient of XP' in Q(Xj) and let a' be its zero-one indicator (cf. Definition 4.4.4).

There are two cases.

ai = 1: We have B - {tfi, n - di + 1, . . . , n - di + ej}. Consider the indices j of the

coefficients a' residing in the various entries of AIjf[A, B]. By assuiption ej < di so

the entries above the diagonal of AI[AI, B] have indices belonging to

{n - di + 1..,n - di + ei} C {n - d, + 1..,n - 1}
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and this proves Mj[24i, Bj] is lower triangular. Regarding the diagonal, at the top-
most left entry we have a'. - 1 and in all subsequent positions we have a' which

is nonzero by Lemma 4.4.3. This conpletes the proof of this case.

a'. - 0: In this case we have Bi {j}U ii+ 1,.. . , + si}U{n - de + si + 1, .. . n -

where

ji uin {j > j | aj / 0} and j max {j < Ei | aUj 74 0}.

The uppermrost left (si + 1) x (si + 1) submnatrix of Mfj[A, Bi] in this case is

a'_ a' ... a'

a2 ._ a, . .. a

a/- a/-

which is lower triangular because the a = ... =- 0, and the diagonalji±1

entries of this submnatrix are nonzero because a', a are nonzero. The last ei - Si

colunns of the matrix - if they exist are identical to the same last cohunins of the

previous case and this shows that AII4, BJ] is lower triangular with nonzero diagonal

entries. This comnpletes the proof of Clain 4.6.2. M

Proof of Claim 4.6.3: In what follows we denote for c < d by [c, d] the set of

integers in the interval [c, d] and by [c, d] mod n the set {i nod n i [c, d]}. We

start by observing that

a/_ai,k-r

A'[Aj, {k} - r) - aik-(r+1)

a/

Thus for any k E Bi, if r is such that

[k - (r + ej), k - r] mod n C [n - di + 1, n - 1], (4.14)
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then the matrix AIj[A, Bi - r] contains a zero columi.

prop~ositiona.

Proposition 4.6.4 Whe'ne'ver k C Bi and

r C [k + 1, k + di - (ei + 1)] mod n

then AIj[A, Bi - r] contains an all-zero column.

Thus, to prove the claim it suffices to show

t

[1, n - 1] C (4.15)U UkCB[k + 1,k + (di - e<) - 1].
i=1

(Notice that Claim 4.6.2 implies the containment in the )revious equation is in fact

an equality.)

Indeed, since f1 = 0 we have B1  {0 } U [n - di + 1, n - di + e 1], which implies

by Proposition 4.6.4 that Aj[A 1 , B 1 - r] contains a zero column for r belonging to

[1, di -- (ei + 1)] U [n - di + 2, n - 1] [1+ 1,(E2] U [n - di + 2, n - 1]. (4.16)

Let t' be the minimal i such that Ei1 <i(dg/ - (eg, + 1)) > n - di + 1, noticing such

t' exists by assuml)tion. In this case we( have Egge(di, - (eg' + 1)) < n and so

tt+1 = E/<t(de, - (egi + 1)).

We claim that for 1 < i < t' we have

(4.17)U [k +1,k +di - (ei + 1) >:> +1,4+11.
kEBi,

which, together with (4.16), p)Iroves (4.15) and completes the proof of our claim. There

are two cases to consider when proving (4.17).

ai,f, / 0: In this case lt E Bi so the claim follows from Proposition 4.6.4 by re-

calling that, i+1 = Li + di - (ei + 1).
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ai,-, = 0: There are two subcases to consider.

Case 1: qi < ej. In this case

B= {j} U + qj] U [n - di + qi + 1, n - di + el].

Substituting ji + (qi + 1) for ji and reordering elements of Bi we get

B= [i + 1,j -j gi + 1) U [n - dz + qi + 1,n - di + ei).

We conclude (' E B so by Proposition 4.6.4 our proof is complete, as in the case of

ai,f,, / 0 above.

Case 2: qj > ej. In this case we have

B ={ji} U [ji + 1,j + e].

Substituting ji - j- + qi + 1 we get

B = [i + 1jj + ed] U { + qj + 1}

Now we use the fact that As is not contained in an affine shift of a proper subfield.

We notice that since i < t' we have bY maxinality of di that

ji < < n - d1  n - di

which implies (using the maximality of di again) that ji+1 /-F n - di 1. As A, is not

contained in ai affine shift of a proper subfield and ji+ 1 / n - di + 1, our Structural

Lemnia 4.4.3 implies that ji - j < di - 1, or, equivalently, ji ji + di - 1.
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Taking all but the last eleinent of Bi in the )revious equation notice

U lk+1,k+di-(ei -1>Dj +2,ji+di- 1,
kE (J+,1,3;+ei)

which contains ji. Now, since ji < t < ji when we reinsert ji into Bi we conclude

UkEB[k + 1, k + di - (ei - 1)] + d (ei + 1)

2 [Ei + 1, "i+1I-

This compiJletes the last case and with it the p)roof of Clafiri 4.6.3 is complete. U

4.7 Disperser for affine spaces of sublinear dimen-

sion

In this section we prove Theorem 4.2.2. We start by examining what happens to

A c F"n when it is partitioned into r blocks of size n. Then we I)rove the mainp

theoren, by essentially reducing it to the case of independent affine sources described

in Theoreni 4.6.1.

4.7.1 Preparatory lemmata

Our first lemna, already used by Bourgain [Bou07] in his construction of affine ex-

tractors, gives a, certain kind of direct sun deconposition of F,-affine subspaces of

Lemma 4.7.1 (Bourgain's decomposition) Let A C (F,"' be an F,-affine sub-

space. Let ' E A. Then there exit linear spaces Y, . . Y C F" and linear maps

o Y -+ F" such, that:

A (x1 x,) |yi E Y such that xi = 7y + yi + S -ij (Yj)}
j<i
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and dimn A = Eic [, dii Yii.

This lemrima, amounts to taking the echelon-form of a matrix whose rows form a basis

for the linear subspace underlying the affine subspace A.

The next lenmna should be thought of as a conplenent to Theorem 4.6.1. It

expands the class of sources on which the function R given in that theorei is lion-

constant. This expanded class is what we will use in the proof of our main theorem.

Lemma 4.7.2 For each i - [r], let P(X) E Fp,[Xi] be a linearized polynomial. For

each j < i, let Pij(X) G Fph'n [Xj] be a linearized polynomial. Let C F> . Let Io C [r]

with Io {i1 < i2 < ... < i}. Let ej i,... ei > 1 be inteqers and let a = P,

for i E 1o Let p C Fp, \{0}. Let g(XI,..., X,) E Fp, [X1 , . .Xr] be the polynlomial

T p (Pi(Xi) + E Pij(XI) + m1od (X| - Xi)iE[rJ.
SiG L, j<i

Let g'(X 1 , .... Xr) C Fpn [X1, Xr] be the polynomial

r p P (XV)* mod (Xy| - Xi)iE[,].

Then for any (i,., 3,) where wt (B3j3) - ej, + 1, the coefficients of the monomial

H i10 Xj3 in g and in g' are equal.

Proof We want. to show that the coefficient of HjiEr X ill g(X1 ... ,Xr) is the

same as in g'(X 1 , . . . , Xv). We do this by expanding out the expressions for g(X 1 , . . X,)

and g'(X 1 , . . . , X,) and keeping track of the monoinals.

Let X<4 denote the tuple of variables (X1 , ... . X 1). Let P (X<i) be the polyno-

mial 11<i Pjj(Xj) + 74.

Expanding g(X1, . .. , X,) we get

n- PH

n-1

=fpr ((P(Xi)+ md(XX))z P 10( (GX< -XiZ )
,=0 (iElo
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WvXe now expand the terim (Pi(Xi) + #i(X<4)) El:.' to t

f(Pi (Xi) +
1=0

H(Pi (Xi)) p+
L=0U

E
LC{O ..1 ,e}

L#0

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)17 Pi (Xi)7 1  H Pi(X<4)p"'
\lgL / \'EL

Now the first term has F,-degree in Xi equal to ei + 1, while all the other terms

have F,-degree in Xi strictly less than ei + 1. The reason for this is that the polynomial

Pj(X<s) does not mention the variable Xi, and each P(Xi))P"' and P(Xi)P' are

linearized polynomials (and hence of F,-degree 1). Let us summarize this by writing

(4.22) as

((Xi)) !=-o" + Gi(X<i)

and noting that the F,-degree of Gi in Xi is at most ei.

Now let us go back to (4.19) anrd consider the rth summand within the parenthesis.

11 (Pi(Xi) + Pi(Xi))
iGo

= (( xiX )) + Gi(X))

SPI (p) +Gil,(XCt
- PiX())m

=R ( ,,Z +GI,(X

+ Gi(X<;))

-Ht(Xi, 1)

The rightmost terim above, denoted Ht, does not mention Xi,. Furthermore, as stated

above Gt has F,-degree at most ei, in Xi,. But m, has F,-degree ei + 1 in X so to

contribute to the coefficient of mg we must select terms only from (P, (Xt)) Ip?

and multiply them by the appropriate terms in Ht. Next, consider the terms inside
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Ht(Xsi,, ) = (X =) p + Gi,_,( Xsit t) . H_ 1(Xi,, 2)

where,

H _1(X<21i_ 2 ) = P ((xi)) +Gi(Xiu)

As before, we notice that Ht_1(X<s,_) does not mention Xi,, and Ht_1 has Fp-(le-re el(' ino Xl~to XiInAitt
degree e, Xit. But ne has F,-(degree e, + 1 in X i, lying that we

must select terms only from (Pi,_1(Xi,_,)) E . Continuing in this manner for

i = it, 2. .i 1 we conclude that the only contributions to the coefficient of mg come

from (jiEro (Pi(Xi))Elo) . Summing up over all r, the lemma follows. U

4.7.2 Proof of Theorem 4.2.2

Wve can now analyze our main affine disperser construction. Theoren 4.2.2 will follow

by setting the IroIer i)arameters into the following theorem.

Theorem 4.7.3 (Affine disperser - non-parameterized version) Let t < r

be integers. Let n be prime with n > r(r + 1)/t. For each i E [r]., let ei = r + 1 - i

and let ai = ' Ipk. Let p c Fpn \ {0}. Let f : F, -+, Fp be given by

f(xi,...,r) Tr t z jj).

Let A C F;. be any Fp,-affine space with diin(A) > +nt+r(r+1). Then |f (A)| > 1.

Before proving this theorem let us show how it iiml)lies Theorem 4.2.2.

Proof of Theorem 4.2.2: For our selection of parameters n, t, r we notice the

assumptions of Theoreim 4.7.3 hold. Indee(l, by Bertrand's postulate we can bound n
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fron above by 4r3 5 hence r ; m2/5 /4. Notice that for our setting of paramleters

r(r + 1)/t < /r(r + 1) < r 3 /5 < n

and if d > 6m 4 /5 then, we have

4 45 4 4/5 1 45 45
+ nt + r(r + 1) < -r m/ -m/ + -n 4+ 5 + o(m/ 5) < d.

t -- V2_ v/2 4

Thus, the function f in Theorem 4.7.3 has the property that for any A with dirm(A) >

6n4/5 , we have If(A) > 1. Finally notice that. Proposition 4.3.3 implies that f as

defined in Theorem 4.7.3 is identical to f defined in Theorem 4.2.2, up to renaming

of the varialbles xi. This comnpletes the proof. U

Proof of Theorem 4.7.3: Our proof strategy is again as outlined in the intro-

duction. Our first goal is to find a polynomllial inapping H : F, -+ F',, such that

H(F-) = A. We will then show that the composed function f o H is a non-constant

nap, by showing that in its representation as a polynoinal, there is a positive degree

monomial with a nonzero coefficient.

To define the mapping H, we first decompose the affine space A using Lenuna 4.7.1.

Let E A. Then by that lenna, we may find a collection of F,-linear subspaces

Y. . Y.. C Fp1 and linear maps oay : F,, -+ F,- for i, j E [r] with i < j such that:

A ={(x1 . . . , x E) ] e Y such that Xi = 74 + yP + SI ij(yj)}
j<i

and dimn A =_ E im("1 Yi.

Let Qj(X) E Fp[X] be the inage-subspace polynomial of Y. Let Qij(X) be

the linearized polynoimial (guaranteed to exist by Lemmnna 2.4.4) such that Qij(x) =

ogy(Qi(x)) for each x E F,. Let Ri(Xi..., Xr) E Fp,[X1,...,Xr] be the polynlonial

Qj(X)+ < Qij (Xi) + Ti. Then by the above comnments, the inage of the function

H mnapping x (x1, . . . , x,) E F; to (R1(x), . . . , R,(x)) is precisely A.
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Now let h(X 1, . . . , X,) E Fp,, [Xi, . . . X,] be the polynomial representing f o H,

namielv

h(X 1,.., Xr) f(R 1 (X 1 ,... Xr), ... , R,(Xi .... Xr)) 1110d (Xl - Xi)iE[r]

(4.23)

=Tr ( 1fR1(X1, . . . ,X)) 1110d (X 7 - Xi)i[r] (4.24)
IC[r,IIIpt \ i-I

By Proposition 4.3.1, we have h(Fp,) = f(A).

Therefore, to show that If(A)| > 1, it suffices to show that Ih(F>,)| > 1. We do

this by showing that h(X 1,..., X,) has a monomial of positive degree with a nonzero

coefficient and invoking Proposition 4.3.1.

To find this monomial, we consider the representation (4.24) of the polynonial

h(X 1 ,...,X,). We will first find a set Io C [r], with |1o| = t, of "blocks with

high entropy". Then via Theorem 4.6. 1, we will argue that the sumnnaInd in (4.24)

corresponding to Io is a nonzero polynomial, with certain monomial M having a

nonzero coefficient. We will then show that n1o other sumnand in the sum (4.24) can

have the monomial A with a nonzero coeffcient, thus establishing that / appears

in h with a nonzero coefficient, as desired.

WNe proceed with implementing this plan. Let di = din(Y) and let d = dim(A) >

+ nt + r(r + 1). We have E> di = d. Let S {i c [r] | di > r + 1}. Then we get

* ISI > t (since each di < n and E di > nt + r (r + 1)).

* Ejns di EiEtr](di - r - 1) = d - r(r + 1) > nr/t + nt.

Thus there exists lo 9 S (and hence each i E lo has di > r + 1) with 1 )o = t such

that

Z(di - (r + 1))> di - (r + 1)t > n +nt 2/r - (r+1)t > n, (4.25)
iwere \ieS / n

where the last inequality used the hypothesis that n > r(r + 1)/t.
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Let us focus on1 the term

g(X1 ,... X ) = Tr ( H Ri(X 1,..
i C- I

. ) X,)" mod (XK - Xi),

in the representation (4.24) of the polynomial h(X1 , ... , X,).

Putting g'(X 1, . .. X,) - Tr (i' Hiel, Qi(xi)c) mod (X - Xi)i,[,; and noting

that each e. + 1 < r + 1, Equation (4.25) and Theorem 4.6.1 imply that there is a

mnonomial M4 = firo X with wt,(3i) = wtp(a) =e + 1, which has a nonzero

coefficient in g'. Lenma 4.7.2 now implies that the coefficient of A in g is exactly

the same as the coefficient of M4 in g', and hence nonzero.

We now show that in the representation (4.24) of the polynomial h(X 1 . Xr),

no sunmmaIld other than g can have a nonzero coefficient for the monomial M4. First

notice that each Ri (X1 , . . . , X,) is a, polynornial only in the variables X 1 , X2, X

and is a sun of mnonomials of the form aXI plus possibly a constant term (i.e..

mononials of total F,-degree at most 1).

Let J C; [r] with |J|= t, and consider the expression Tr(p ljj Rj (X1 , . X,)cj)

mod ((Xf - X)jE[,]). By definition, it equals:

Tr (y7 F Rj(X. .
SjaJ 1=0

SX) p)

Suppose the monomial M4 appeared inl the above polynlonial with a nonzero coeffi-

cient. Tiein, expanding the trace map, there is som1e w E [In - 11 such that A appears

ill

mod ((X4" - Xi)iEt,5)j fJ R (X1... Xl)1 1w
ja J 1=0

with a nonzero coefficient. Letting Rjl = we rnay rewrite the last polynomial

as

TI H Rjj(X1,...AX)
je J =0

11o( ((X4" - Xi)iC[,]),
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where each R11 is a sum of monoinials of total F -de(ree at most 1.lP-ege h is Each inionoinia

.A4' that appears in this product is obtained by choosing, for each j E J and 1 E

[0, r - j + 1], a nononial from Rg1 (X 1 , . . . , Xj), andi multiplying all these iononials

out. Since we know that M appears in this product, let us focus on the choices m1iade

in order for M to appear. We set A1 (1) = i if for (j, 1) we chose a monomial fron

Rgl(X 1 ,...,Xj) whose variable is indexed )by i (i.e., we chose somec aX). Observe

that the F,-degree in Xi of A is at most the nunber of (j, 1) pairs for which Aj (1) = i

(which may be conpactly written as E,| IA 1 (i) 1). However, we know that for any

i E Io, the F,-degree of A4 in the variable Xi is ej + 1 (which equals r + 2 - i). The

following combinatorial clain (whose proof appears next) now shows that .1 must be

equal to Io.

Claim 4.7.4 Let Io C [r] with I - t. Suppose J C [r] with J|= t. and that there

exist furctions A: {:, 1, ... , r+ 1 -j} -4 {1. j} forj E J. with the property that

for each i E 10,

AI A(i)| > r +2 - i. (4.26)
jEJ

Then J - Io.

Therefore, we have shown that there is precisely one suImnand, nanely the one

corresponding to 1o, in the representation (4.24) of h(X 1 , . . . , X,) that has a nonzero

coefficient for the imonomial A. Thus A appears in h with a nonzero coefficient,

and thus |h(Fr) > 1, as desired. M

Proof of Claim 4.7.4: Note that for any j E J we have

|A1(i) {0, 1, ... r+ 1 - j} r+2 -j.
iEko

Thus

E(r + 2 - i) 5 '(i)| < E(r + 2 - j).
iElo jEJ iELo JEJ

As |Io|=| J, we have >E, i 2 .
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Consider now the expression j _+1j(j- Aj(i)), which is > 0, because Aj(i)

,r+1-j

Z(r+2 -j) -j > S
jE J jEJ 1=0

Aj(1) > E(r + 2 - i) - i.
iEIo

The last inequality follows fron the assumption (4.26). Rearranging, we get,

zi2 2 (r+2)-( i- j) 0.
jEJ iE1o jEJ

Thus jiEl i2  ZjEJJ2

For general k, considering the expression +1-j(jk - A (I)k), which is non-

negative, we get

5 k+l 5  k+l > (r±+2) 5
iELo jEJ iEIc

which by induction on k is > 0. Thus for all k,

ik > jk
iElo jEj

This implies that i1 := max(Io) ;> max(J)

k - j)
jcJ

(4.27)

: ji. However, i 1 < j1, otherwise

A1 (ii) = 0 for each j. Thus i1  ji. This forces Aj, (1) =i1 for each I.

Taking this information back to Equation (4.27), we now see that the second-

largest eleilienlt i2 of Io > the second-largest element j2 of J. But we must have

i2 < j2, otherwise A 1 (i2) = 0 for all j (recall that Aj, (1) = i1 for each 1, and there is

no other j for which i1  j). Thus i2  32-

Inducting now on s, and arguing about the s-th largest element of Io and J, we

get that jo = J.

U
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4.8 Open Problems

'Ye( conclude with some open problems.

1. Construct explicit affiie dispersers from dimension n6 for arbitrary 6 > 0.

2. Are our affine dispersers also affine extractors? We conjecture that they are.

3. Let n I)e even, and consider the cubic residue symbol :F*, 1, , w2} (where

w is a cube-root of unity). Is , an affine disperser/extractor from dimension 6n

for every 6 > 0?
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Chapter 5

The Extended Method of

Multiplicities

5.1 Introduction

In this claiipter, our main goal is to present an improvenent to an algebraic method

that has lately been applied, quite effectively, to analyze coribinatorial )araileters

of subsets of vector spaces that satisfy some given algebraic/geometric conditions.

This technique, which we refer to as as the polynomial method (of combinatorics),

proceeds in three steps: Given the subset K satisfying the algebraic conditions, one

first constructs a non-zero low-degree polynomial that vanishes on K. Next, one uses

the algebric conditions on K to show that the polynomial vanishes at other points

outside K as well. Finally, one uses the fact that the polynomial is zero too often

for its degree to derive a contradiction to the non-zeroness of the polynomial; this

gives bounds on the combinatorial parameters of interest. In the form of a three word

slogan: Interpolation, Extrapolation, Contradiction.

The polynomial method has seen utility in the conputer science literature in

works on "list-decoding" starting with Sudan [Sud97] and subsequent works. Recently

the method has been applied to analyze "extractors" by Guruswami, Umans, and

Vadhan [GXUV07]. Most relevant to this work are its applications to lower bound the

cardinality of "Kakeva sets" by Dvir [Dvi08], and the subsequent constructions of
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"mergers" and "extractors" by Dvir and Wigderson [DW08]. (We will elaborate on

some of these results shortly.)

The 'method of rmultiplicities, as we term it, may be considered an extension of

this method. Ii this extension oin( constructs polynonials that vanish with ligh

muitiplicity on the subset K. This requirement often forces one to use polynomials of

higher degree than in the polynomial method, but it gains in the second step by using

the high multiplicity of zeroes to conclude "more easily" that the polynomial is zero at

other points. This typically leads to a tighter analysis of the combinatorial )arameters

of interest. This mnethod has been applied widely in list-decoding starting with the

work of Guiruswani and Sudan [GS99] and continuing through many subsequent

works, most significantly in the works of Parvaresh and Vardy [PV05] and Guruswamni

and Rudra [GR;06] leading to rate-optiial list-decodable codes. Very recently this

method was also applied to inmprove the lower bounds on the size of "Kakeya sets"

by Saraf and Sudan [SS08].

Our main contribution is an extension to this method, that we call the extelnded

method of muiltiplicities, which develops this method (hopefully) fully to derive even

tighter bounds on the combinatorial paramieters. In our extension, we start as in the

method of multiplicities to construct a noizer(o polynomial that vaiiislies with high

multiplicity on every point of K. But then we exte(d the second step where we exploit

the algebraic conditions to show that the polynomial vanishes with high rrultiplicity

on some points outside K as well. Finally we extend the third step and arrive at a coni-

tradiction by showing that our polynomial has nore high multiplicity zeroes than its

degree allows it to have; this then gives better bounds o the combinatorial parameters

of interest. In the form of a three word slogan: Inter)olation-withi-iighl-milulti)licity,

Extrapolation-with-high-multiplicity, Contradiction-with-high-multiplicity.

By these extensions we derive iearly optimal lower boun1ds on the size of Kakeya

sets and qualitatively improved analysis of mergers leading to new extractor coi-

structions. We also rederive algebraically a known bound oi the list-size in the

list-decoding of Reed-Solonion codes. We describe these contributions in (etail next,

before going on to describe some of the technical observations used to derive the
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extended mfethod of inultiplicities (which we believe are of independent interest).

5.1.1 Kakeya Sets over Finite Fields

Let Fq denote the finite field of cardinality q. A set K C Fnq is said to be a Kakeya

set if it "contains a line in every direction". In other words, for every "direction"

b E F there should exist an "offset" a e F" such that the "line" through a in

direction b, i.e., the set {a + tbjt E Fq}, is contained in K. A question of interest in

combinatorics/algebra/geometry, posed originally by Wolff [Wol99], is: "What is the

size of the smallest Kakeya set, for a given choice of q and n?"

The trivial upper bound on the size of a Kakeya set is qf and this can be improved

to roughly 1' (precisely the bound is 2 q" + O(q"-1), see [SS08] for a proof

of this bound due to Dvir). An alnost trivial lower bound is q'/ 2 (every Kakeya

set "contains" at least qf lines, but there are at most |K|2 lines that intersect K

at least twice). Till recently even the exponent of q was not known precisely (see

[Dvi08] for details of work prior to 2008). This changed with the beautiful result of

[Dvi08] (combined with an observation of Alon and Tao) who showed that for every

n, |K| > c q", for som1e constant c,, depending only on n.

Subsequently the work [SS08] explored the growth of the constant c as a function

of n. The result of [Dvi08] shows that c > 1/n!, and [SS08] improve this bound to

show that c, > 1/( 2 .6 )". This still leaves a gap between the upper bound and the

lower bound and we effectively close this gap.

Theorem 5.1.1 If K is a Kakeya set in Fq" then |K| .qf.

Note that our bound is tight to within a 2 + o(1) multiplicative factor as long as

q - w(2") and in particular when n 0 O(1) and q --+ o.

5.1.2 Randomness Mergers and Extractors

A general quest in the computational study of randomness is the search for simple

primnitives that mnanipulate randomn variables to convert their randoiness into nore
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useful forms. The exact notion of utility varies with applications. The most comnnion

notion is that of "extractors" that produce an output variable that is distributed

statistically close to uniformly on the range. Other notions of interest include "Con-

densers", "dispersers" etc. One such object of study (partly because it is useful to

construct extractors) is a "randomness imerger". A randonness merger takes as in-

put A, possibly correlated, random varialbles A1,... AA, along with a short uniformly

random seed B, which is independent of A1, .. . , A, aid "merges" the randominess

of A1,..., AA. Specifically the output of the merger should be statistically close to a

high-entropy-rate source of randomness provided at least one of the input variables

A1,. . A is uniform.

Mergers were first introduced by Ta-Shnia [TS96a] in the context of explicit con-

structions of extractors. A general fraimework was given in [TS96a] that reduces the

problem of constructing good extractors into that of constructing good mergers. Sub-

sequently, in [LRVW03], mergers were used in a imore complicated manner to create

extractors which were optimal to within constant factors. The miergers of [LRVW03]

had a very simple algebraic structure: the output of the merger was a randomn linear

combination of the blocks over a finite vector space. The [LRVW03] mierger analysis

was imiproved in [DS07] using the connection to the finite field Kakeya pr(o)blem and

the (then) state of the art results on Kakeya sets.

The new technique in [Dvi08] inspired Dvir and Wigderson [DW08] to give a very

simple, algebraic, construction of a nmerger which can 1)e viewed as a derandomized

version of the [LRVW03] merger. They associate the donain of each random variable

Ai with a vector space F'. With the A-tuple of randomn variables A1 , . . . AA , they

associate a curve C : Fq -+ F' of degree < A which 'passes' through all the pointsq q b

A1 , . . . , AA (that is, the image of C contains these points). They then select a random

Point U E Fq and output C(u) as the "merged" output. They show that if q >

poly(A - n) then the output of the imerger is statistically close to a distribution of

entropy-rate arbitrarily close to 1 on F.

While the polynomial (or at least linear) depenldence of q on A is essential to the

construction above, the requirement q > poly(n) appears only in the analysis. In our
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work we remiove this restriction to show:

Informal Theorem [Merger]: For every A, q the output of the Dvir- Wiqderson

merger Is close to a source of entropy rate 1 - lgq A. In particular there exists an

explicit mIrjer for A sources (of arbitrary lenth) that outputs a source with entropy

rate 1 - 5 and has seed length (1/6) - log(A/c) for any error e.

The above theorem (in its more formal forim given in Theorem 5.4.3) allows us to

merge A sources using seed length which is only logarithmic in the number of sources

and does not depend entirely on the length of each source. Earlier constructions of

mergers required the seed to depend either linearly on the number of blocks [LRVWV03,

Zuc07] or to depend also on the length of each block [DW08]. 1

One consequence of our imjproved merger construction is an inproved construc-

tion of extractors. Recall that a (k, c)-extractor E : {(, l} x {(, I}d + {(), 1}m

is a determninistic function that takes any randon variable X with min-entropy at

least k over {0, 1}' and an independent uniformly distributed seed Y E {, I}d and

converts it to the random variable E(X, Y) that is c-close in statistical distance to a

uniformly distributed randoomm variable over {0, }'. Such an extractor is efficient if

E is polynonial tine conputable.

A diverse collection of efficient extractors are known in the literature (see the

survey [Sha02] and the more recent [GUV07, DW08] for references) and many ap-

plications have been found for explicit extractor is various research areas spanning

theoreticatl comiputer science. Yet all previous constructions lost a linear fraction of

the lmiin-enltropy of the sourc (i.e., acheived m = (1 - c)k for some constant c > 0)

or used super-logarithnic seed length (d = w(log n)). We show that our merger con-

struction yields, by combining with several of the prior tools in the arsenal of extractor

constructions, an extractor which extracts a 1 - 1 fraction of the minentropy ofpcolylog(n)

the source, while still using O(log n)-length seeds. We now state our extractor result

in an inforinal way (see Theorem 5.5.3 for the formal statement).

Informal Theorem [Extractor]: There exists an explieit (k, c)-extractor for

'The result we refer to in [Zuc07, Theorei 5.1] is actually a condenser (which is stronger than a
merger).
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all rnn-entropies k with O(log n) seed, entropy loss O(k/polylog(n)) and error e

1/polvlog(n), where the powers in the polylog(n) can be arbitrarily high constants.

5.1.3 List-Decoding of Reed-Solomon Codes

The Reed-Solonion list-decoding problem is the following: Given a sequence of points

(a1,31), ... , (an,,;) e Fq x Fq,

and parameters k and t, find the list of all polynomials pi, , PL of degree at most k

that agree with the given set of points on t locations, i.e., for every j E {1, ... ,L} the

set {ilpj (al) = 3j} has at least t elements. (Strictly speaking the problemi requires ai's

to be distinct, but we will consider the more general problem here.) The associated

combinatorial problemn is: How large can the list size, L, be for a given choice of

k, t, n, q (when maximized over all possible set of distinct input points)?

A somewhat nonstandard, yet reasonable, interpretation of the list-decoding algo-

rithms of [Sud97, GS99] is that they give algebraic proofs, by the polynomial method

and the method of multiplicities, of known coinbinatorial upper bounds on the list

size, when t > vkn. Their proofs happen also to be algorithmic and so lead to

algorithms to find a list of all such polynomials.

However, the bound given on the list size in the above works does not match the

best known conibinatorial bound. The best known bound to date seems to be that of

Cassuto and Bruck [CB04] who show that, letting R = k/n and - = t/n, if -y' > R,

then the list size L is bounded by O( 2R) (in contrast, the .Johnson bound and the

analysis of [GS99] gives a list size bound of O(21), which is asympii)totically worse

for, say, -y (1 + O(1))V'5 and R tending to 0). 111 Theorem 5.6.2 we recover the

bound of [CB04] using our extended mnethod of multiplicities.

5.1.4 Technique: Extended method of multiplicities

The commnion insight to all the above improvements is that the extnded imethod

of multiplicities can be applied to each problem to improve the )arameters. Here
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we attempt to describe the technical novelties in the development of the extended

method of multiplicities.

For concreteness, let us take the case of the Kakeya set problem. Given a set

K c F" the imethod first finds a non-zero polynonmial P E Fq[X 1 ,...,Xn] that

vanishes with high multiplicity m on ea(h point of K. The next step is to prove

that P vanishes with fairly high multiplicity [ at every point in F" as well. This

step turns out to be somewhat slbtle (and is evidenced by the fact that the exact

relationship between m and f is not simple). Our analysis here crucially uses the

fact that the (Hasse) derivatives of the polynomial P, which are the central to the

notion of muultiplicity of roots, are themselves polynomials, and also vanish with high

multiplicity at points in K. This fact does not seemi to have been needed/used inl

prior works and is central to ours.

A second inportant technical novelty arises in the final step of the method of

multiplicities, where we need to conclude that if the degree of P is "small", then P

must be identicallv zero. Unfortunately in our application the degree of P may be

much larger than q (or nq, or even q"n). To prove that it is identically zero we need

to use the fact that P vanishes iwithi high multiplicity at every point in F,, and this

requires some multiplicity-enhanced version of the standard Schwartz-Zippel lenna.

We prove such a strengthening, showing that the expected multiplicity of zeroes of

a degree d polynomial (even when d >> q) at a random point inl Fn is at most d/qq

(see Lemma 2.1.8). Using this leinina, we are able to derive much better benefits

from the "polynomiial method". Indeed this allows us to fully utilize the power of

the polynomial ring F,[X] and are not limited by the power of the function space

napping Fn to F

Putting these ingredients together, the analysis of the Kakeya sets follows easily.

The analysis of the mergers follows a sinmilar path and may be viewed as a "statistical"

extension of the Kakeya set analysis to "curve" based sets, i.e., here we consider sets

S that have the property that for a noticeable fraction points x E F" there exists

a low-degree curve passimg through x that has a, noticeable fraction of its points

in S. We prove such sets must also be large and this leads to the analysis of thme
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Dvir-Wigderson merger.

Organization of this chapter: In Section 5.2 we present our lower bounds for

Kakeya sets. In Section 5.3 we extend this analysis for "curves" and for "statistical"

versions of the Kakeya property. This leads to our analysis of the Dvir-WVigderson

merger in Section 5.4. We then show how to use our mergers to construct the novel

extractors in Section 5.5. Finally, in Section 5.6, we include the algebraic proof of

the list-size bounds for the list-deco ding of Reed-Solomon codes. NW conIclude with

some open questions.

5.2 A lower bound on the size of Kakeya sets

We now give a lower bound on the size of Kakeya sets in F'. Preliminaries on

derivatives and imultiplicities appear in Chapter 2.

Ne implement the plan described in Section 5.1. Specifically, in Proposition 5.2.1

we show that we can find a somewhat low degree non-zero polynomial that vanishes

with high multiplicity on any given Kakeya set, where the degree of the polynomial

grows with the size of the set. Next, in Claim 5.2.3 we show that the honmogenous part

of this polynomial vanishes with fairly high multiplicity everywhere in F'. Using the

strengthened Schwartz-Zippel lenna, we conclude that the homogenous polynomial

is identically zero if the Kakeya set is too small, leading to the desired contradic-

tion. The resulting lower bound (slightly stronger than Theoren 5.1.1) is given in

Theorem 5.2.2.

Proposition 5.2.1 Given a set K C F" and non-negative integers m, d s'uch that

m + n .|K| < d+n
n (n )

there exists a non-zero polynomial P = Prn,K G F[X] (f total degree at most d such

that mult(P, a) > m for every a E K.

Proof The number of possible monomials in P is (d~n). Hence there are (d7 n)

degrees of freedom in the choice for the coefficients for these monomials. For a given
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point a, the condition that imilt(P, a) m imposes (rn-1) homogeneous linar-

constraints on the coefficients of P. Since the total number of (homogeneous) linear

constraints is (m~j-1) I , which is strictly less than the number of unknowns, there

is a nontrivial solution.

U

Theorem 5.2.2 If K C F" is a Kakeya set. then |K > (2-j q n

Proof Let f be a large multiple of q and let

ml - 2L - {/q

d = fq - 1.

These three parameters (f, m and d) will be used as follows: d will be the bound on

the degree of a polynomial P which vanishes on K, m will be the multiplicity of the

zeros of P on K and t will be the multiplicity of the zeros of the homogenous part of

P which we will deduce by restricting P to lines passing through K.

Note that by the choices above we have d < Eq and (n - f)q > d - t'. We prove

below that

(?In~n-1)

where a 2-q as -+ .

Assume for contradiction that |KI < , Then, by Proposition 5.2.1 there

exists a non-zero polynonmial P(X) E F[X] of total degree exactly d*, where d* < d,

such that mult(P, x) > m for every x E K. Note that d* > f since d* > m (since P

is nonzero and vanishes to multiplicity > m at some point), and mn > f l)y choice of

m. Let Hp(X) be the homogeneous part of P(X) of degree d*. Note that Hp(X) is

nonzero. The following claim shows that Hp vanishes to multiplicity f at each point

of Fn.
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Claim 5.2.3 For each b E F".

nult(Hp, b) > f.

Proof Fix i with wt(i) w < f - 1. Let Q(X) = P()(X). Let d' be the degree of

the polynoiial Q(X), and note that d' < d* - w.

Let a = a(b) be such that {a + tb~t C F,} c K. Then for all t E Fq, by

Lemma 2.1.4, nult(Q, a + tb) > m - w. Since w f - 1 and (m. - - q > d* - ,

get that (m - w) . q > d* - w.

Let Qa,b(T) be the polynomial Q(a + Tb) E Fq[T]. Then Qa,b(T) is a uivariate

polynomial of degree at most d', and by Corollary 2.1.6, it vanishes at each point of

Fq with mltiplicity m - w. Since

(m - w) - q > d* - w > deg(Qa,b(T)),

we conclude that Qa,b(T) = 0. Hence the coefficient of Td' inl Qa,b(T) is 0. Let HQ

be the honogenous component of Q of highest degree. Observe that the coefficient

of Td' in Qa,b(T) is HQ(b). Hence HQ(b) - 0.

Now, if (Hp)(.)(X) = 0, then (Hp)(')(b) - 0. Else HQ(X) = (Hp)(i)(X) (by item

3 of Proposition 2.1.3), and hence as before (Hp)(')(b) = HQ(b) = 0. Since this is

true for all i of weight at nost f - 1, we have that nult(Hp, b) > f. M

Applying Corollary 2.1.9, and noting that £q" > d*q"l, we conclude that Hp(X)

0. This contradicts the fact that P(X) is a nonzero polynomial.

Hence,

K| > L

(N+or1)

Now, by our choice of d and mn,

(d9n) _ (q i n)

~- ) (2f-fq+n-1
_ n 1(fq -+1i)

~R=1 (2f - f/q - 1+ i
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Since this is true for all t such that ( is a nultiple of q, we get that

|K| > lim
K2 -n1q - 1/1 + i/ 2 - 1|q

U

5.3 Statistical Kakeya for curves

Next we extend the results of the previous section to a form conducive to analyze

the mergers of Dvir and Wigderson [DW08]. The extension changes two aspects of

the consideration in Kakeva sets, that we refer to as "statistical" and "curves". We

describe these terns below.

In the setting of Kakeya sets we were given a set K such that for every direction,

there was a line in that direction suclh that every point on the line was contained in

K. In the statistical setting we replace both occurrences of the "every" quantifier

with a weaker "for many" quantifier. So we consider sets that satisfy the condition

that for many directions, there exists a line in that direction intersecting K in many

points.

A second change we make is that we now consider curves of higher degree and

not just lines. We also do not consider curves in various direetions, but rather curves

passing through a given set of special points. We start with formalizing the terms

Curves" "degree" and "passing through a given point".

A eurve of degree A in F, is a tuple of polynomials C(X) = (C1 (X), ., C,(X)) E

Fq[X]" suCI that IIaXiE[;j deg(Cj(X)) - A. A curve C naturally defines a map from

F, to F'. For x E F', we say that a curve C passes through x if there is a t E Fq such(

that C(t) x.

We now state and prove our statistical version of the Kakeya theorem for curves.

Theorem 5.3.1 (Statistical Kakeya for curves) Let A > 0, r > 0. Let A > 0 be

ar integer such that rqg > A. Let S C F" be sueh that CS= Aqu. Let K C " be such
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that for each x c S, there exists a curve C, of degree at most A that passes through

x, and intersects K in at least rq points. Then,

JKJ >Aq
A (A-1) + 1

In particular., if A > r/ we get that |K| > (")q

Proof Let f be a large integer and let

d = Aq - 1

X- Aq - 1 - (f - 1)+
rjq

By our choice of n and d, we have rq(n - (f - 1)) > A(d - (E - 1)). Since r/q > A,
we have that for all w such that 0 < w K E - 1, rq(m - w) > A(d - w). Just as in

the proof of Theorem 5.2.2, we will prove that

( d+n )

where a -+ as - 0c.A ( A")+
,7q

If possible, let |K| < .As before, by Proposition 5.2.1 there exists a

n1oni-zero polynoIial P(X) C Fq[X) of total degree d*, where d* K d, such that

mult(P, a) > m for every a E K. We will deduce that in fact P must vanish on

all points in S with multiplicity E. We will then get the desired contradiction from

Corollary 2.1.9.

Claim 5.3.2 For each xO E S,

mult(P, xo) > f.

Proof Fix any i with wt(i) = w < f - 1. Let Q(X) = P)(X). Note that Q(X)

is a polynomial of degree at niost d* - w. By Lenna 2.1.4, for all points a C K,
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mult(Q, a) > m - w.

Let C, be the curve of degree A through xo, that intersects K in at least rq

points. Let to E Fq be such that C,(to) - xo. Let Qx((T) be the polynomial

Q o C, (T) E Fq[T]. Then Q,, (T) is a univariate polynomial of degree at most

A(d* - w). By Corollary 2.1.6, for all points t E Fq such that C(t) E K, Qx,(T)

vanishes ita t with rnultiplicity m - w. Since the number of such points t is at least

rq, we get that Qx, (T) has at least rqq(m - w) zeros (counted with multiplicity).

However, b~y our choice of parameters, we know that

rq(m - w) > A(d - w) > A(d* - iv) deg(Qx. (T)).

Since the degree of Qx (T) is strictly less than the number of its zeros, Q,, (T) must be

identically zero. Thus we get Qx.,(to) = Q(Cze (to)) = Q(xo) = 0 Hence P( (xo) = 0.

Since this is true for all i with wt (i) < f - 1, we conclude that mult(P, xo) f. m

Thus P vanishes at every point in S with multiplicity [. As P(X) is a non-zero

polynomiial, Corollary 2.1.9 implies that f|S| < d*qn-l. Hence fAq" < dq0 1 , which

contradicts the choice of d.

Thus IK 9 ) . By choice of d and m,

K > ( - I )

Picking t arbitrarily large, we conclude that

n' n

K > lim n - lim
7-(1 (A + "n-11) - oc Ag Aq-1 +

\n q q iq
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5.4 Improved Mergers

In this section we state and prove our main result on randomness nergers.

5.4.1 Definitions and Theorem Statement

'e start by recalling sonic basic quantities associated with randon variables. The

statistical distance between two randoim variables X and Y taking values from a finite

domain Q is defined as

max Pr[X E S] - Pr[Y E S|
SCK2

We say that X is c-close to Y if the statistical distance between X and Y is at imost e,

otherwise we say that X and Y are c-far. The min-entropy of a randon variable X is

defined as

H (X) mini log 2  .zESu1pp(X Pr[X = x]

We say that a randoom variable X is E-close to having mini-entro)y n if there exists a.

randomn variable Y of iin-entro)y m such that X is c-close to Y.

A "mierger" of randoimness takes a. A-tuple of randon variables and "merges"

their randoimness to )roduce a high-entropy randomn variable, provided the A-tuple

is "somewhere-random as defined below.

Definition 5.4.1 (Somewhere-random source) For integers A and N a sinple

(N, A)-somewlhere-randomn source is a random variable A (A1,. AA) taking values

in S^ where S is some finite set of cariinality 2N such thatfor SO(tC A h

distribution of Aj is uniform over S. A (N, A)-sonewhere-random source is a convex

combuination of simple (N, A)-somewhere-random sources. (Wh en N and A. arc clear

from context we refer to the source as simply a "someivhere-random. sourc.)

We are now ready to define a merger.

Definition 5.4.2 (Merger) For positive inteqer A and set S of size 2N. a tnc-

tion f : S^ x {0,1}d -+ S is called an (i, c)-nmerger (of (N, A)-somewhere-random
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sources), if for every (N, A) somewhere-randor source A = (A1 ,..., AA) taking val-

ues in S^. canrd for B being unifo'vrdy distributed over {O,1}d, the distribution of

f ((A 1,.... AA), B) is c-close to having mi-entropy im.

A imerger thus has five parameters associated with it: N, A, m, e and d. The

general goal is to give explicit constructions of nergers of (N, A)-somnewhere-randomn

sources for every choice of N and A, for as large an m as possible, and with c and

d being as small as possible. Known mergers attain m = (1 - 6) - N for arbitrarily

small 6 alnd our goal will be to achieve 6 = o(1) as a function of N, while c is an

arbitrarily small positive real number. Thus our main concern is the growth of d as

a function of N and A. Prior to this work, the best known bounds required either

d = Q(log N + log A) or d = Q (A). We only require d = Q(log A).

Theorem 5.4.3 For cvery e, 6 > 0 and integers N, A, there exists a ((1 - 6) - N, e)-

rg're'r of (N, A)-somewhere-random sources, computable in polynomial time, with

seed length
1 2d =-- -'log 2 ( )

5.4.2 The Curve Merger of [DW08] and its analysis

The merger that we consider is a very simple one proposed by Dvir and Wigder-

son [DW8], and we iniprove their analysis using our extended nethod of mnultiplici-

ties. Ve note that they used the polynonial method in their analysis: and the basic

method of multiplicities doesn't seemn to iinprove their analysis.

The curve merger of [DWO8], denoted fDw, is obtained as follows. Let q > A be

a prine power, and let n be any integer. Let E.A EF be distinct, and let

ci(T) E F,[T] be the unique degree A - 1 polynomial with cj(yi) =1 and for all j $ i,

ci (^) = 0. Then for any x = (x 1 , .. ., xx) E (F44)^ and u E Fq, the curve merger fDw

imaps (F,)A X Fq to F as follows:
q q

A

fDW ((X1, . . . ,(XA), i(u)Xi.
i=1
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In other words, fDW((Xi, ., XA), u) picks the (canonical) curve passing through

X1, .... , x arid outputs the uth point on the curve..

Theorem 5.4.4 Let q > A and A be somewhere-random source taking values in

(F"q. Let B be distributed uniformly over Fq, with A, B independent. Let C

fDW(A, B). Then for

q > --A

C is e-close' to having nin-entropy (1 - 6) n - log2 q.

Theorem 5.4.3 easily follows from the above. We note that [DW08] )roved a similar

theorem assuming q poly(n, A), forcing their seed length to grow logarithunically

with n as well.

Proof of Theorem 5.4.3: Let q - 2d, so that q > ) , and let n =N/d. Then we

may identity identify Fq with {I, 1}d and Fq" with {), 1}N Take f to be the function

fDW given earlier. Clearly f is computable in the clained time. Theorem 5.4.4 shows

that f has the required merger property. U

We now prove Theorem 5.4.4.

Proof of Theorem 5.4.4: Without loss of generality, we may assume that A is a

simple somnewhere-ran dom source. Let m = (1 - 6) -n . log 2 q. Ve wish to show that

fDw(A, B) is c-close to having nmin-entropy m.

Suppose not. Then there is a set K C F" with |K| < 2"n - ql>" (([ such

that

Pr[f(A, B) E K] > e
A,B

Suppose Aj, is uniformly distributed over F. Let A_i denote the randon variable

(A1,. .. ) , -1, Aj(o+ 1,. ., AA).

By an averaging argument, with probability at least A =/2 over the choice of Aj,

we have

Pr [f(A, B) E K] > r7,
A-i' B
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where =,/2. Since A is uniformly distributed over Fwe conclude that there is

a set S of cardinality at least Aq" such that for any x E S,

Pr[f(A, B) e K I Ai, - x] 2 y.
A,B

Fixing the values of A-i, we conclude that for each x E S, there is a y = y(x)

(yi ... , yA) with yi= x such that PrB[f(y, B) E K] > n. Define the degree A -

1 curve C(T) = f(y(x), T) =EA yjcj(T). Then C,, passes through x, since

C -=E yc )= yi= x, and PrBEFq x(B) C K] > 71 by definition of C.

Thus S and K satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 5.3.1. We now conclude that

JKJAq Eq/2 * eq

(A - 1) (ti) + 1 (A - (A - 1)/17q 2A

This is a contradiction, and the proof of the theorem is complete. N

The Somewhere-High-Entropy case: It is possible to extend the merger analysis

given above also to the case of somewhere-high-etropy sources. In this scenario the

source is comprised of blocks, one of which has in entropy at least r. One can then

prove an analog of Theorem 5.4.4 saying that the output of fDw will be close to

having min entropy (1 - 6) - r under essentially the same conditions on q. The proof is

done by hashing the source using a, raidomn linear function into a smaller dimensional

space and then applying Theorem 5.4.4 (in a black box manner). The reason why

this works is that the merger commutes with the linear map (for details see [DW08]).

5.5 Extractors with sub-linear entropy loss

In this section we use our improved analysis of the Curve Merger to show the existence

of an explicit extractor with logarithmic seed and sul) linear entropy loss.

WXe will call a random variable X distributed over {0, 1}' with min-entropy k an

(n, k)-source.
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Definition 5.5.1 (Extractor) A function E: {, 1}" x {', 1} - {O, 1}m is a (k, e)-

extractor if for every (n, k)-souree X., the distribution of E(X, Ud) is -close to uniform,

where Ud is a randorn variable distributed uniformly over { ,}d, and X, Ud are inde-

pendent. An extractor is called explicit. if it can be computed in polynornia1 time.

It is common to refer to the quantity k - m, in the above definition as the entropy

loss of the extractor. The next theorem asserts the existence of an explicit extractor

with logarithmic seed and sub-inuar entropy loss.

Theorem 5.5.2 (Basic extractor with sub-linear entropy loss) For every c1 >

1, for all positive integers k < n with k > log2 (n), there exists an. eiplicit (k,e)-

e'xtractor E : {,} x {0, I}d H-4 {, 1}m with

d = O (c1, log (n)),

k - log log(n)
k - -=0 , and

\ log(n) J

6 log" (n)

The extractor of this theoren is constructed by composing several known explicit

constructions of pseudorandom ob)jects with the merger of Theorem 5.4.3. In Sec-

tion 5.5.1 we descril)e the construction of our basic extractor. We then show, in Sec-

tion 5.5.2 how to use the 'repeated extractioi technique of Wigderson and Zuckernan

[WZ99] to boost this extractor and reduce the entropy loss to k - m O(k/ log' n)

for any constant c (while keeping the seed logarithmic).

Theorem 5.5.3 (Final extractor with sub-linear entropy loss) For every c1 , c2 >

1. for all positive integers k < n, there exists an explicit (k, e)-extraEtor : {O, 1} x

{o, 1}d _ {o, 1}m with

d =0 O(ciC2 -log(n)),

k -m= -0 ,
log"(n))

0 log" (n)
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5.5.1 Proof of Theorem 5.5.2

Note that we may equivalently view an extractor E {, 1}X X {, I}d -+ {0, II' as

a randoImized algorithn E : {0, 1 } - {, I}m which is allowed to use d iniforinly

ran(lon bits. We will present the extractor E as such an algorithm which takes 5

major steps.

Before giving the formal proof we give a high level description of our extractor.

Our first step is to apply the lossless condenser of [GUV07] to output a string of

length 2k with min entropy k (thus redicing our problem to the case k = Q(n)). The

construction continues along the lines of [DW08]. In the secon(d step, we partition

our source (now of length n' = 2k) into A = log(n) consecutive blocks X 1,..., X E

{0, 1}"'/^ of equal length. We then consider the A possible (livisions of the source

into a prefix of j blocks ai(i suffix of A - j blocks for j between 1 and A. By a result

of Ta-Shmna [TS96b], after p)assing to a convex combination, one of these divisions is

a (k', k2 ) block source with k' being at least k - 0(k/A) and k2 being at least poly-

logarithmiic in k. In the third step we use a block source extractor (from [RR00]) on

each one of the Ixossible A divisions (using the same seed for each (livision) to obtain

a somewhere ran(lon source with block length k'. The fourth step is to merge this

somewhere random source into a single block of length k' and entropy k'- (1 -6) with 6

sub-constant. In view of our new merger parameters, an(I the fact that A (the number

of blocks) is small enough, we can get away with choosing 6 = log log(n)/ log(n) and

keeping the seel logarithmic and the error poly-logarithmnic. To finish the construction

(the fifth step) we nee(l to extract almost all the entropy from a source of length k'

an(l entropy k' (1 - 6). This can be done (using known techniques) with logarithnic

see(l and an additional entropy loss of 0(6 k').

We now formnally prove Theorem 5.5.2. We begin by reducing to the case where

n O(k) using the lossless condensers of [GUV07].

Theorem 5.5.4 (Lossless condenser [GUV07]) For all integers positive k < n

'with k =w (log(n)), there exists an explicit function CGUV : {0, 1}I X {0, IId'

{0, 1}' iwith n'= 2k. d'= O(log(n)), such that for every (n, k)-soure X, C(X, Ud') is
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(1/In)-close to an (n', k)-sourcc. 'wherc Ud! is distributed uniformly over {, I}d, and

X, Ud are independent.

Step 1: Pick Ud/ uniforinly from

{o, 1}d'.

Compute X' = CGUV(X, Ud').

By the above theorem, X' is (1/n)-close to an (n', k)-source, where n' 2k. Our

next goal is to produce a somewhere-block source. We now define these formally.

Definition 5.5.5 (Block Source) Let X = (X1 , X2 ) be a randomr source over {0, 1}1 x

{0, 1}"2. We say that X is a (ki, k2)-block source if X1 is an (n,, ki)-source and for
each x 1 E {0, }1' the conditional randorn variable X2 |X1 = x 1 is an (n2 , k2) -source.

Definition 5.5.6 (Somewhere-block source) Lct X = (X1 ,... , XA) be a random

variable such that each Xi is distributed over {0,1}" x {0,1}".. We say that X

is a simple (k1 , k2)-somewhere-block source if there exists i E [A] such that Xi is a

(ki, k2)-block source. We say that X is a somewhere-(ki, k2)-block source if X is a

convex combination of simple somewhere random source's.

We now state a result of Ta-Shina [TS96b] which converts an arbitrary source into

a sonewhere-block source. This is the first step in the proof of Theorem 1 on Page 44

of [TS96b] (Theorem 1 shows how convert any arbitrary source to a somewhere-block

source, and then does more by showing how one could extract fron such a source).

Let A be an integer and assuie for sin)licity of notation that n' is divisible by

A. Let

X' = (X . XX) (o, 1}n/A)A

denote the )artition of X' into A blocks. For every 1 < j < A we denote

Yy (X'1 . X')

and Zj = (X',, .. . X)
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Consider the function B's: {O, 1}' - ({, I}n"')^, where

BT (X) =((Y1, Z1), (Y2, Z2) ., (YA , ZA)).

The next theorem shows that the source ((Yj, Z)) A is Close to a somewhere-block

source.

Theorem 5.5.7 ([TS96bI) Let A be an integer. Let k = k1 + k2 + s. Then the

function B {o, 1}"' -+ ({, 1}"')^ is such that for any (n', k)-source X'. letting

- s, we have that X" is O(n -2-)-close to a sonewhere-(k1 - O(n'/A), k2)-

block source.

Step 2: Set A = log(n).

Compute X" - (X 1', X' /.., X') -

B s(X').

Plugging k2 =O(log4 (n')) = O(log 4 (k)), s - O(log n) and k1 - k - k2 - s in

the above theorem, we conclide that X" is n~(10-close to a soniewhere-(k', k2)-block

source, where

k' =k1 - O(n'/ log(n)) = k - k 2 - s - O(k/ log(n)) = k - O(k/ log(n)),

where for the last inequality we use the fact that k > log2(n) and so both s and k2

are bounded by O(k/log(n)).

WA'e next use the block source extractor from [RRSOO] to convert the alove somewhere-

block source to a somnewhere-randomi source.

Theorem 5.5.8 ([RRSOO]) Let n' - n 1+nm2 and let k', k2 be such that k2 > log4 (ni).

Then thcr exists an explicit function ERSW 0,, } X {O, 1 X {0, l}d" 1i

with i" - k'. d" =O(log(n')). such that for any (k', k2 )-block souree X, ERSW(X, Ud")

is (n1) (U -close to the uniform distribution over {o, 1}m", where Ud is distributed

uniformly over {O,1}d", and X, UdI are indepedcet.

Set d":= O(iog(n')) as in Theorem 5.5.8.
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Step 3: Pick Ud! uniformly from {0, 1}d".

For each j E [A], coimpute X''=

ERSW (X'1 , Ud").

By the above theoreim, X"' is n'-" 02-close to a somiewhere-random source. We are

now ready to use the merger M ftroin Theorem 5.4.3. We invoke that theorem with

entropy-loss 6 = loglog(n)/log(n) and error e and hence M has a seedlog':] (n~) alhmc lhsase
length of

1 A
d" O(- log -) O(c1 log(n)).6 C

Step 4: Pick Ud"' unifornily from {0, 1}d"'.

Compute X"" = M(X'", Ud .).
By Theorem 5.4.3, X"" is O(T og )-close to a (k', (1 - 6)k')-source. Note that

6 = o(1), and thus X"" has nearly full entropy. We now apply an extractor for sources

with extremely-high entropy rate, given by the following lemma.

Lemma 5.5.9 For any k' and 6 > 0, there exists an explicit (k'(1 - 6),k'-2 m )-

extractor EHIGH {0, ik' X 0, l}d"" 0,1(1-36)k' unith d"" O(log(k)).

The proof of this lemma follows easily from Theorem 5.5.8. Roughly speaking, the

input is partitioned into blocks of length k' - 6k - log 4 k' and 6k' + log 4 k'. It follows

that this partition is close to a (k'(1 - 26) - log4 k', log 4 k')-block source. This block

source is then passed through the block-source extractor of Theorem 5.5.8.
Step 5: Pick Uda/ uniformly from

{o, I}d"".

Compute X""' EHIGH( ,Uii).

Output X""'.
This completes the description of the extractor E. It remains to note that d, the

total niumber of random bits used, is at most d' + d" - d" + d"" =O(ci log n), and

that the output X'"" is O( Q1 )--close to uniformly distributed over

{0, 1}(k-' = {, 1}k~Q(* "C").

This completes the proof of Theorem 5.5.2.
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We Slunu1narize the transformations in the following table:

Seed length

O(log(n))

0

O(log(k))

o(log(n))
O(log(k))

I1lput-tylpe

(n, k)-source

(2k, k)-source

somIewhere- (k', log4 (k))-block

(k', 0 (log(n)))-soinewhere-randon

(k', k' - o(k))-source

Output-type

(2k, k)-source

somnewhere-(k', log4 (k))-block

(k', 0 (log(n)))-somewhere-randn

(k', k' - o(k))-source

Uk'-o(k)

5.5.2 Improving the output length by repeated extraction

We now use some ideas from [R.RSOO] and [WZ99] to extract an even larger fraction

of the min-entropy out of the source. This will prove Theorem 5.5.3. We first prove a

variant of the theoremi with a restriction on k. This restriction will be later removed

using known constructions of extractors for low min-entropy.

Theorem 5.5.10 (Explicit extractor with improved sub-linear entropy loss)

For every C1, 2 ;> 1, for all positive integ(ers k < n with k = log'(1) (n), there exists

an expliiit (k, e)-extracto'r E : {0,1}" x {, 1}d - {0, 1}" with

d O(cic 2 - log(n)),

log12
6 0 log" (n)

We first transform the extractor given in Theorem 5.5.2 into (a strong extractor

(defined below) via [R S00, Theorem 8.2] (which gives a generic way of getting a

strong extractor from any extractor). 'Ve then use a trick from [WZ99] that repeatedy

uses the same extractor with inldepen(hent see(ls to extract the 'remaining entrol)y'

from the source, thus improving the entropy loss.
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Definition 5.5.11 A (k, c)-extractor E {1, 1}, x {, I}d + {0, 1} Is strong if

for every (n, k)-soure X, the distribution of (E(X, Ud), Ud) is c-close to the uniform

distribution over {0, }md, wher Ud is distributed unifornly over {0, 1}d, and X, Ud

arc independent.

Theorem 5.5.12 ([RRSOO, Theorem 8.2]) Any explicit (k, c)-extractorE : {0, 1}"x

{0, 1}d {0, 1}1 can be transformed into an explicit strong (k, O(xfi))-extractor

E' { 0, 1}" Xf {0, 1}0(d) _ o jj-a-2log(1/e>-o(1).

Theorem 5.5.13 ([WZ99, Lemma 2.4]) Let E1 {0, 1}" x {0, I}d {jo 1},1 be

an explicit strong (k, c1)-extractor, and let E2 :{0, 1} x {0, 1}d2 2 {0, }" be an

explicit strong (k - (n 1 + r), C2)-extractor. Then the function

E3 :{0, 1} x ({, 1}d1 x {0, 1}2) _ { }m1+m2

defined by

E3(x, Y1, Y2) = E1(x, y1) o E2(x, y2)

is a strong (k, Ei + E2 + 2-')-extractor.

We can now prove Theorem 5.5.10. Let E be the (k, E)-extractor with seed

O(ci log n) of Theorem 5.5.2. By Theorem 5.5.12, we get an explicit strong (k, v/)-
extractor E' with entropy loss O(k l "). We nw iteratively apply Theorem 5.5.13log n

as follows. Let E() = E'. For each 1 < i < O(c2), let EO) : {0, 1}" x {, I}di a

{0, 1}"l be the strong (k, ei)-extractor produced by Theorem 5.5.13 when we take

E1 = E(1) and E2 to be the strong (k - ni - ci log n, 1/ log" (n))-extrctor with

seed length O(ci log n) given by Theorem 5.5.2 and Theorem 5.5.12. Thus,

di - O(ici log n).

6i -log (n)

m7-i = mi1 + (k - maij - ci log n) 1 - (Ogl.g
log n
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FTihus the entropy loss of E(") is given by:

log log n I'kk -mi=(k -mi)1 -(1O( logn )))+ O(ci log n) = 0 ( k
log n log'(n)~

E(O(c) is the desired extractor. U

Remark In fact [GUV07] and [RRV99] show how to extract all the mninentropy

with polylogarithinic seed length. Combined with the lossless condenser of [GUV07]

this gives an extractor that uses logarithmic seed to extract all the iminelntropy from

sources that have minietropy rate at most 20(vo n).

Theorem 5.5.14 (Corollary of [GUV07, Theorem 4.21]) For all positive in-

tegers n > k such that k = '20(vIok"), and for all c > 0 there exists an explicit

(k, c)-extractor E : {o, 1} X {o, I}d _ {0, 1}m with d =O(log(n)) and m = k + d -

2 log(1/c) - 0(1).

This result combined with Theorem 5.5.10 gives an extractor with inproved sub-

linear entropy loss that works for sources of all entropy rates, thus comnpleting the

proof of 1heorem 5.5.3.

5.6 Bounds on the list size for list-decoding Reed-

Solomon codes

In this section, we give a siniple algebraic proof of an upper bound on the list size for

list-(ecodilg BReed-Solomnoi codes within the Johnson radius.

Before stating and proving the theorem, we need some definitions. For a bivariate

polynomial P(X, Y) E F[X, Y], we define its (a, b)-degree to be the maxinun of

ai + bj over all (i, j) such that the monomial X"Y appears in P(X, Y) with a nonzero

coefficient. Let N(k, d, 0) be the numinber of imonomiials XiYj which have (1, k)-degree

at most d and j _ Od/k. We have the following simlple fact.

Fact 5.6.1 For any k < d and 0 E [0, 1], N(k, d, 0) > 0 - (2 - 0) . d2
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Now we prove the main theoremi of this section. The proof is an enhancenent of

the original analysis of the Guruswaii-Sudan algorithn using the extended imethod

of nultiplicities.

Theorem 5.6.2 (List size bound for Reed-Solomon codes) Let (a,1),..., (a,, /3r) E

F2 Let R, Y G [0, 1] with _y2 > R. Let k = Rn. Let f 1(X),... f(X) E F[XI be poly-

nomials of degrec at most k, such that for each j E [L] we have {i - [n] : fy(a)

Al}| > -n. Then L < 2 ,.

Proof Let c > 0 be a parameter. Let 0 = 2 . Let im be a large integer (to

be chosen later), and let d (1 + c) - m-) We first interpolate a nonzero

polynomial P(X, Y) E F[X, Y] of (1, k)-degree at iost d and Y-degree at nost Od/k,

that vanishes with multiplicity at least n at each of the points (al, .. Such a

polynoimial exists if N(k, d, 0), the number of mnonomials available, is larger than the

numnuber of honmogeneous linear constraints iimposed by the vanishing conditions:

m(m + 1)
2 n < N(k, d, 0). (5.1)

This can be made to hold by picking i sufficiently large, since by Fact 5.6.1,

d2 (1 + e)2 m2
N(k,d,0) >0 -(2- 0)2 2 -

2k 2 n

Having obtained the polynomial P(X, Y), we also view it as a univariate poly-

nomial Q(Y) E F(X)[Y] with coefficients in, F(X), the field of rational finctions in

X.
Now let f(X) be any polynomial of degree at most k such that, letting I {i E

[n] f(ai) = 0}, Il > A. We claim that the polynomial Q(Y) vanishes at f(X)

with multiplicity at least m - d/A. Indeed, fix an integer j < m - d/A, and let

Ry(X) - Q(.)(f(X)) = P '(X, f(X)). Notice the degree of Ry(X) is at most d. By

Proposition 2.1.5 and Lemma 2.1.4, we have for every i E I,

mnult(Ry, aj) > mnult(PN' , (as, Si)) > mult(P, (a, #3 )) - .
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Thus

mult(Rj, aj) > Il - (m - j) A - (m - j) > d.
iEl

By Lenna 2.1.8, we conclude that Ry (X) = 0. Since this holds for every j < m-d/A,

we conclude that mult(Q, f(X)) m - d/A.

We now complete the proof of the theorem. By the above discussion, for each

j E [L], we know that mnult(Q, f (X)) > m - . Thus, by Lemma 2.1.8 (applied

to the nonzero polynonmial Q(Y) E F(X)[Y] and the set of evaluation points S =

{fj (X) j E [L]})

(m - -Ldeg(Q) 2 E ult(Q, f (X))

jE[L|

Since deg(Q) < d/k, we get,

Od/k (m - - -L.
- n

. and -- 2 we get,

-0 - (2-O) 

Letting c -+ 0, we get L < 2 as desired. M

5.7 Open Problems

We conclude with some open problemins.

1. Construct expl)icit extractors with logarithmic seed which extract all the entropy

out of a weak random source.

2. Construct explicit extractors with seeds of length (1 + o(1)) log n which extract

nearly all the entropy out of a weak random source.
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3. Do there exist Kakeya sets of size q/2(1 + o(1))? It would be very interesting

to know that there are settings where the extended method of inultiplicities can

give fle sharp answer.

4. More philosophically, when do multiplicities help? For which problems is the

exteided method of multiplicities likely to be effective?
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Chapter 6

Explicit Functions Uncorrelated

with Low-degree Polynomials

6.1 Introduction

The fourth and final result of this thesis is the explicit colstruct ion of fimictions

f : F' -+ F 2 that have small correlation with low-degree multivariate polynomlhials.

The main idea. underlying this construction is to reinterpret the vector space F' as

the large finite field F 2 .; under this reinterpretation, our explicit constructions have

a simple description and adnit a simple ancalysis. W\\e start by informally describing

this nethod.

For simplicity, let us work over the two element field F2 (all our results generalize

to larger fields). Suppose we have a problem involving functions from F' to F2 that

can be re 'presented as low-degree imultivariate polynomials (henceforth called "low-

degree" functions). The heart of the method is to view f as a univariate polynomial

over the extension field F 2 1L aInd to consider the problemn in the larger field. More

precisely. enbed F in FTn using an addition-respecting isomnorphismn. Using this

embedding, view f F 2n -+ F2 C F2, as a univariate polynomial in F2'1 [X].

At first- sight this method may seem counter-intuitive because even simple func-

tions f can have very high degree when viewed as univariate polynomials over F 2n.

To wit, the degree of the simple function f (x 1 , . . . , x,) = x1 , when viewed as a poly-
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noinial over F2 ., jumps from 1 to 24-1, 1)ecause f vanishes on 2 n~1 inputs. However,

what comes to our aid is the following observation. Although f may have very large

degree, it is "nicely structured" in the sense that it is a very sparse polynonial and

moreover the exact location of its nonzero coefficients can be easily specified. For

instance, it is well-known since the work of Ore in the 1930's [Ore33, Ore34] that any

degree 1 finction, when represented over F 21 is linearized, meaning it cain be written

as f (X) = c+ aiX 2 ' where c, ai,... , a,_1 E F 21'. Similarly, f is of d(egree d over

F 2 if and only if its representation over F2 1 is of the form

c + aj a--. ik X2'1I±...±2'k. (6.1)

Thus, we have nontrivial information about the number of nonzero coefficients of f,
and the set of possibly nonzero coefficients of f. It is precisely this extra structure

that we use to perform our analysis, which we describe next.

We can now describe some examples of our explicit exponentially-hard functions.

Let p(X) - Xf E F 21 [X] where f is odd and the binary expansion of t has more than

d ones. Then, the function f : Fi -+ F 2 given by f(x) = Tr(p(x))is the first bit of

p(X) (or any other nontrivial linear combination of the bits of p(X)) has correlation

at most (4[2/22")1/2f'"2 with degree d polynomials. In particular, taking f = 2 d1 - 1

we conclude that the function that computes the first bit X2 -1 has correlation at

most 4 - 2-12d 2 with all degree d polynomials (see Theorem 6.2.5).

As an added bonus, this approach gives simple constructions of functions from

Fr to F' (with m large) that have exp onentially small agreement with all m-tuples

of low-degree polynomials, viewed as imaps froim Fi to F' (here the agreement of

two functions agree(f, g), is the fraction of points in Fi on which they have the same

evaluation). Again the constructions are very simple and natural. For example if

m= n, the same function p(X) = X' from above has exponentially small agreement

with m-tuples of degree d polynomials (see Theorem 6.2.4).

One instance of the classical Weil bound for character suins shows that if f
F2, -+ F2 is a function of the form Tr o p, where p : F2- -+ F 2- is a low degree
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nivariate J)olylollial, then f has expoientially small correlation with any degree 1

Iolynonial g :F -4 F2, except when f is itself a degree 1 polynomial. Our result is

a generalizationm of this phenomnenon to F2 p)olynomimlals of higher degree d, namely, if

f is the above form, then f has exponientially simall correlation with any polynomial

g :F -I F2 of degree at most d, exept when f is itself of F 2-degree at most d.

In coding theory terminology, this result gives a dichotomy relating dual BCH

codes an(d Reed-Muller codes. Let C1 be the (ual-BCH code contained in {0, 1}2

with )araUeter t = 0(1) (so that it has n0 (1) codewords). Let C2 bethe Reed-

Muller code contained in {(, 1}2" of degree d polynomials, with d - 0(1). The for

any codeword c E Ci, one of the following cases must hold:

1. c E C2,

2. c is 1/2 - 2 -"(4) far from all the codewords of C2.

Ve now outline the method of I)roof. Let f denote our exj)onentially-hard function

described above and let g be a degree d polynomial. Recall we are interested in

bounding |E[(-I)f(x-](x)|. As in [VW07] (who )ioneered the use of the Gowers

norm in this context), it suffices to show that the bias of the function after taking

d +1 directional derivatives is small. This reduces our problem to understanding the

d +1 ' derivative of our function f and to show that it is unbiased. Now we view f as

a univariate polYnoimial in IF2n. Using the structure of its coefficients, we deduce that

its d + Is derivative is a nioizero )OlynoIm1uial over F2 of relatively low degree. WXe

finish the proof with an apl)ication of the W'Veil bound, Theorem 2.3.2, and conclude

that f and g have ex)onentially small correlation.

Organization of this Chapter: In the next section we prove our imain results on

ex)licit functions uncorrelated with low-degree )olynomials. We conclude with some

open problems. For the sake of self-containedness, we include an exposition of an

elementary proof of the Veil bound due to Bombieri and Stepanov in the a)I)eldix.
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6.2 Low degree univariate polynomials hard for

multivariate polynomials

In this section, we prove our main results on correlation (for the special ca se of F 2 ).

Preliminary material on the interplay between polynonials over F' and F 21 can be

found in Section 2.3.

Let q - 24. We show that functions over Fq of low F-degree but mioderate F 2-

degree are "very far" from functions with low F 2-degree. Our proofs use the machinery

of discrete derivatives (generalized to functions between arbitrary vector sp aces). See

Section 2.3.2 for the necessary definitions.

At al intuitive level, the reason behind these results can lbe explained as follows.

Functions that have low Fq-degree are thernselves very pseudorandoni: they satisfy

many equidistribution type properties such as the Schwartz-Zippel lemminia and the

Weil bound. Now when a function with low F,-degree is also known to have at least

mloderate F 2-degree, this gives it somne robustness: even after a few derivatives of

this function have beeI taken, we know that the function remnains non-zero (by the

lower bound on F2-degree) and we know that the function is still a low-Fq degree

function, which gives it somle pseudorandomness properties. This robustless against

derivatives is what imakes it uncorrelate with low F2-degree polynoimials, which simply

vanish after we take a few derivatives.

We begin by proving a result that gives simIple explicit fuinctions having low agree-

ient with polynoiial-tuples. The proof is soiewhat simipler in this case and coil-

tains many of the imain ideas. A special case to keep in rlind is V = V Fq and

f (X) = X2(1 - 1.

Theorem 6.2.1 Let V and W be Fq 'vector spacc.s. Suppose f : V -4 W1 is such that

(leg12 (f) > d and degy, (f) : f. Then for all g V -+ WJ4 with degy, (g) < d. we have

1/2"
agree(g, f) -

Before starting with the proof, we state a siiple lenuna which gives a lower boInd
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on the nmber of "cubes" contained in a subset of F'. It is proved via a repeated

application of the Cauchy-Schwarz Lenmia, and is closely related to the proof of

Leinna 2.2.5 dealing with the Gowers norim.

Lemma 6.2.2 Let S C FT. Then

> (S)
Pr VI C [k],(x+Zai)

x,a1, I...,ak EI'( + E )

We now prove Theorem 6.2.1.

Proof The idea of the proof is to study how often the d + 1st derivative of f
vanishes. We then use this information to conclude that f must have low agreemnent

with any function g with Fd2-(legree at nost d.

Define h : V x Vd+1 _W )y

h(x, a) = (Da(f - g))(x).

Fact 2.3.3 shows that Da(g) = for all a. Thus, by linearity of Da, we have h(x, a)

(Daf)(x). Fact 2.3.3 iniplies that h is a non-zero function with Fq-degree at most t.

The Schwartz-Zippel Lennna (Leunna 2.1.7) now shows that

Pr[h(x, a) = 0] < -.
x,a q

Let S = {x E V : f(x) - g(x)}. By Equation (2.4), h(x, a) $( 0 implies that there

exists I C [d + 1 such that (f - g)(x + I aj) $ 0, or equivalently x + Ejer ai ' S.

Therefore

Pr VI C [d],(x+Zai)
x,a I .,aL4 1 EV . + E

c S Pr [h(x, a)
xEV,aEVd 1

1

The above inequality, combined with Lennna 6.2.2, shows that ( 1/2"

desired. N

Before we state our correlation bound, we imake a definition.
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Definition 6.2.3 (Odd function) Let f : Fq -+ F. and let

q-1
f(x) axi

i=O

be its (anique) polynomial represerntatioI.. We say f is an odd function if for all

i K q - 1., whenever i is even, ai 0.

We now prove a correlation )ound for functions mapping to F 2. In the language

of coding theory, it states that if a codeword f of the dual of a BCH code of constant

distance is not also an element of the Reed-Muller code of degree d polylomhials, thein

it is 1/2 - 2 -(n/2d) far from every codeword of that Reed-Muller code. As mentioned

in the introduction, this is a generalization of the classical Weil 1)ound that states the

same thing for d - 1.

Theorem 6.2.4 Suppose f : Fq -4 Fq is an odd .function with F2-deg( f ) > d and

Fq-deg(f) < f. Then for all g : Fq -+ F2 with F2-deg(g) < d, we have

,2 1/2('1

Corr(Tr o f, g) (4
(q

Remark Sone hypothesis related to oddness is necessary in the previous theorem,

to rule out functions f with Tr(f) = 0 identically. The oddness propagates through

the proof and finally plays a crucial role when we apply the Weil bound.

Proof Here we give the proof only for the case f(x) = x'. This case already

contains the main ideas, the case of general f involves just a few more details.

Our proof follows the same strategy as the proof of Theorem 6.2.1. Define h

Fq x F + -+ IF)Y

h(x, a) - (Da(f))(X).

By Fact 2.3.3,. h is a non-zero function of Fq-degree at mIost E.
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EEIeq [(-1)9(x)+Tr(f(x)) _ <( +Trof 2 By Lemma 2.2.5

(-)TrofJ1 By Lemma 2.2.8. since deg., (g) K d.

E 14a1, ' )Da (Trof)(x)
xIFq,aEIFa+

EcF,,aF )TrDaf)(x))] as Tr is linear

= clqa EF a I(- )Tr-(h(x,a))]

Ve wish to bound this expression from above, i.e., we wish to show that the

function b is inbiased. Our strategy is to partition the domain of h into lines, and

show that on most lines the restriction of h to that line is unbiased. We do this by

finding a univariate polynoinal embedded in h, and applying the Weil bound to it.

Proceeding with our chain of inequalities, we get

Exr- [(- 1 )(x)+Tr(f(x))] " < E aF E [(-1)Tr(h(x,ya))9 xEIFq,aE q ,yEF*

(as a and ya are identically distributed)

< E Cra |Evc . [(-1)Tr(h(x,ya))

At this point we pause to understand the expression h(x, ya). By Fact 2.3.3, the

polynomnial h(x, Ya) E Fq [Y] may be written as >_' x'-hi(a)Y =: hxa(Y) E ]Fq[Y].

We will show that for most (x, a), the function hxa(Y) satisfies the hypotheses of the

Weil bound, Theorem 2.3.2.

To show that hx,a(Y) cannot be written in the form g(Y) 2 + g(Y) + c, we will find

an io > t/2 with 2 ,io, such that the coefficient of Y in hx,a(Y) is nonzero. Together

with the fact that (eg(hx,a(Y) < f, this implies that hxa(Y) cannot be written in the

form g(Y)2 + g(Y) + C.

By the remark after Fact 2.3.4, io > t/2 with 2 Aio, such that the coefficient

xthj, (a) of the monomial Y"' in h(x, Ya) is a nonzero polynomial of F -degree at

most ( in the variables (x, a). Thus, whenever (x, a) are such that x "ohi(a) evaluates

to something nonzero (which happens for mnost (x, a), because of the Schwartz-Zippel
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leruna), the polynomial hx,a(Y) is not of the form g(Y)2 + g(Y) + c, which is the

hypothesis needed for the Weil bound. We now continue our calculation:

ExIFq [(- 1 )(g)+Tr(f(x))] 2d" 1 < E+ EqaEI" 1Il/2 h,(a)=1]+

E x--FqaE]F'q" J x s ga# -EyE]; [(-)Tr(h'x,ya)>]

< - + E"q-1/2

(We bound the first term using the Schwartz-Zippel leruna 2.1.7.

We applied the Weil bound, as discussed above, to bound the second tern.)

2fq-/ 2.

Taking 2d+1-th roots of both sides, the result follows. E

Theorem 6.2.5 (Main) There is an erplicit function fo : W" -+ F2 such that for

any g : Fn -+ F2 with F 2

Corr(fo,g) < __.

2 21 m 2

Proof Let f : Fq -+ Fq be given by f(x) = x21 . see that deg,(f)

2 d+1 - 1. By Lemma 2.3.1, deg (f) = d + 1. Thus f(x) satisfies the hypothesis of

Theorem 6.2.4. Taking fo(x) = Tr o f(x), we get the result. E

These results generalize in a, straightforward manner to low-degree polynomial-

tuples mapping from F" -+ F'" for arbitrary F,, rn and n.

6.3 Open Problems

We conclude with some open problems.

1. Find explicit functions which are exponentially hard for polynomials of degree

polylog(n). This would give strong average-case lower bounds and pseudoran-

dom generators for AC0 [], a cherished goal of modern low-level complexity
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theory. We believe that the kinds of functions considered here, namely traces

of low-degree polynomials over a big field, should have this property.

Concretely, we conjecture that the function f : F 2n -+ F2 given by f(x)

Tr(x 1) has 2 -2(n) correlation with polynomials having F 2-degree at most polylog(n).

Apart from solving the open problem mentioned above, this would also imply

that the natural operation of inversion over finite fields is average-case hard for

AC0 [].

2. Traces of low-degree polynomials over a big field also appeared in our explicit

constructions of affine dispersers in Chapter 4. Perhaps there is some interesting

notion of pseudorandomness that these functions have which explains all these

applications?
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Appendix A

The elementary proof of the Weil

bound

A.1 The Weil bound

Let q 2'. Let Tr : Fq - F 2 )e the trace imap. Our goal is to prove the Weil )ound,

which gives a 1)ound on the mu1nber of zeroes of a function of the foriml Tr(f(x)),

where f(X) is a low degree polynoinal over Fq.

Theorem A.1.1 (Weil bound) For any f(X) E Fq[X] o f with degroe exactly d,

where d is an odd integer at most 2n/2-1, we have

(- 1)'L-( (x) 2d)(/2

£EFq

We briefly conunent why this forni of the theorem inplies the version in Theo-

rem 2.3.2. Consider a polynonial f(X) which is not of the form g(X) 2 + g(X) + c.

Then by repeatedly replacing sone nionomials in f(X) of the form aX2m I)y a1/2Xm,

we can obtain another polynomial f'(X) of odd degree, such that deg(f') < deg(f),

and for all x E F21', r(f(x)) Tr(f'(x)). This allows us to deduce Theorem 2.3.2

from Theorem A.1.1 (upto an 0(1) multiplicative factor).
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The proof that we present is due to Bombieri, building on ideas of Stepanov. A

related proof, also )uilding on ideas of Stepanov, was given by Schnidt. A excellent

reference for both proofs is [Sch04]. Our ain is to give an exposition of the proof that

requires nininial prerequisites.

A.2 The plan

We )eginl with a standard lenuna.

Lemma A.2.1 For any a E FEq Tr(a) - 0 if and only if a is of the forn. #2+1, for

son # G EF.

The (a, b)-degree of a monomial X'Y3 is defined to be ai + bj. The (a, b)-degree

of a polynomial is the maximum of the (a, b)-degree of its mononmials.

WNXe will need the following version of Bezout's theorem:

Theorem A.2.2 Let K be a field. Let A(X,Y) E K[X,Y with X-degree at most

dx and Y-degree at most dy. Let B(X, Y) E K[X., Y] be relatively prime to A(X, Y)

and have (dy dx)-degree at most D. Then,

{(x,y) K x K: A(x,y) = B(x,y) = 01} < D.

This has an elemnentary proof using resultants.

Let V {(x, y) c F x q : P(x, y) = (}, where P(X, Y) cEF[X, Y] is the

polynomnial Y 2 + Y + f(X). Using Lenima A.2.1, we see that L' (-1Tr(f ))

|V| - 2'. Therefore it suffices to show that

2n - 2d2[n/ 21 < |V| < 2" + 2d2rn/ 21.

This is the form in which we will do the main argument.

Our strategy is as follows. We will find a polynomial Q(X, Y) relatively prime to

P(X, Y) such that for any (x, y) E V,. Q(x, y) is 0. Thus the cardinality of V is at

at most the nunl)er of points of intersection of P(X, Y) = 0 and Q(X, Y) = 0. We
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will then use Theorem A.2.2 to get an upper bound for this quantity. Applving this

upper bound to a different function f, we will get the required lower bound too.

A.3 The execution

Let S be the set of all integers that can be written as either 2i or 2i + d, for some

nonnegative integer i. Let S= {s E S : s < j}. For any j ;> d, we have |Sy =

(j - (d -- 1)/2). For any s E S, let, A(X, Y) be the monoinal XS/ 2 if s is even, or

X(s-dy/2 1 if s is odd. Notice that the (2, d)-degree of M, (X, Y) is s.

First observe that any polynomial R(X, Y) E Fq[X, Y] of (2, d)-degree j, is eon-

gruent iodulo P(X, Y) to exactly one polynomial of Y-degree at most 1 (repeatedly

replacing every occurrence of Y 2 by Y + f(X)). We denote this polynomial R(X, Y).

In fact, the sane argument shows that R(X, Y) has (2, d)-degree at most j, and is in

the Fq linear span of {A1(X, Y) : s E Sj}. Clearly, the mlap R(X, Y) 1-+ R(X, Y) is

Fq-linear.

A.3.1 The upper bound

Let r - Ln/2]. Let k, f be two integers (to be picked later) satisfying the following

3 conIitions:

1. k, t > d,

2. f < 24- ,

3. (k - (d - 1)/2)(t - (d - 1)/2) > (21- + k - (d - 1)/2).

Also let (aSt)ss.tcs, be formal variables over Fq.

Consider the polynomial

A(X,Y) := ajt Ms(X, Y)At(X, y)2'.
G Se ,tES,

Its (2, d)-degree is at most 2"t + k. Thus A(X, Y) is in the linear span of {Ms(X, Y) :

u E S2r+A}. Thus the nap sen(ling (aSt),css,tcs, to A(X, Y) is a linear map from
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a space of dimension |Sk|Sl to a space of (Iirension |S2'I+k . Thus, as k. f satisfy

(k - (d - 1)/2)(f - (d - 1)/2) > 2't. + k - (d - 1)/2, we know that there is a nonzero

A(X, Y) of the above form such that A(X, Y) = 0 (i.e., P(X, Y) divides A(X, Y)).

Take such an A (X, Y).

Ve will now see how to construct the polynomial Q(X, Y) that we wanted( earlier.

Let

Q(X, Y):= E
sE -SktE~sk

a2Als(X, Y) 2 -- At(X, Y).

Note that the (2, d)-degree of Q(X, Y) is at most 2"~rk + f.

Let us now check that for any (x, y) E V, Q(x, y) - 0. The crucial observation is:

2n-r Al8 (X, y) 2"-M(X, y) 2"' - X,Y 2"' -Y)

(A.1)

(A.2)mo(1 (X 2 " - X, y2" - Y)

Take (x, y) E V. As P(x, y) 0 and P(X, Y) divides A(X, Y), we conclude that

A(x, y) = 0. Furthermore, since x, y E Fq, we have x" - x = 0 and y2" - y 0. The

crucial observation above now implies that Q(x, y) 0.

Thus V is contained in the set of all common solutions (x, y) of Q(x, y) = P(x, y) =

0.

Finally, let us show that Q(X, Y) is relatively prime to P(X, Y). Because f has

odd degree, P(X, Y) is irreducible. Thus it suffices to show that Q(X,.Y) is nonzero.

Note that:

Q(XY)= S:
sESk ,tES,

The (2, d)-degree of any single terim agl.M(X, Y) 2 "~Mt(X, Y) is 24-rs +t. Using

the fact that t < f < 2 ", we see that all terms have distinct (2, d)-degrees. aInd hence

any nonzero linear comlibination of them must be nonzero. Thus Q(X, Y) 7 0, and so

P(X, Y) is relatively prime to Q(X, Y).
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NWe miiay now apply Theorem A.2.2, and conclude the number of common solutions

(x, y) of Q(x, y) = P(x, y) = is at miost 24-rk + f. Thus IV| < 24-'k + t.

Sunimmiarizing, we showed that for any k, C s'atisfying

1. k, > d,

2. E < 24 ,

3. (k - (d - 1)/2)(t - (d - 1)/2) > (2't + k - (d - 1)/2).

We have 1|VI 1 2"-rk + f.

d - 1
k = 2' +

'2r d+1

+ d+1
2

and f = 2n-r - 1, we get IV| I 24 + 2d2nr.

By the (iSculSSionl ini time )revious section, we conclude that for any f(X) of degree

E(-1)(f(x)) < 2)d2p/21

xeIFq

A.3.2 The lower bound

Applying the upper bound to the polynomial g(X) f(X) + a, where a E Fq With

Tr(a) -= 1, We get

(-1)((x)) < 2d2rn/ 21

which, by choice of g, implies that

- E(-1)(f
x GIFj

x)) < 2d2[,n/ 21

This commpletes the proof of Theorem A.1.1.
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